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WANTED—I-adies
be made easy by leaving their orders with
where she

MRS. 1)11. SHERMAN, 42 South St.,
lie found for one week only, in the treatment
of corns, outgrowing joints, and ingrowing nails;
corns removed for 2oo.

THE

___3-1

tttANTED—A steady, reliable man, wants
NT
work at any business; is a good accountant, small salary, best reference. Address S. T.,
Press Office.

_3-1

with 7 or 8 rooms, with
stable, in good neighborhood. Inquire of
S. H. REDMOND. 113 Pearl St.3-1

DRS. DAM and GLADWIN, WANTED-House
The great Vitapatliic Specialists,
AT CITY HOTEL.
The lame walk, the blind see and the deaf hear,
as hundreds already cured in this city can testify.
Pronounced by The press and nubile to be the
marvels of the 19th century. 9 a. m to 8_p. tu.
octosntf
Consultation free,

WANTED.
SECOND-HAND Set of Sheet Iron Worker’s
Tools. Address
B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
Cor. Pearl & Middle Streets, Portland.
dtf
aug2G

A

DR. E. B. REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
Dr. Eeed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all eases that are given up as incurable
1
bv the allopathic and homcepatblc physicians.
will take their ease to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
one 2-ceut stamp and $2.00.

Colored Silk Velvets, 75 cts„

sight and consultation free.
OiBcc Hour.—9

a. us. to

9, p.

Fancy

my7sntf

in.

$1.00.

Brocade Velvets, $2.50,

TO furnlshed, at 08 FKEE

STREET.

■SIS

Observation.

£
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o
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*

Block

Island 30.24

Boston, Mass
Eastport. Me
Mt. Wash’t’n
Portland, Me
Albany, N. Y
New York...
Norfolk, Va.

30.22
30.28
30.26

30.23
30.34
30.23

Worth $6.00.

Cincinnati, O 30.02

TO
LET-A sunny front room with alcove; hot
"!) AVON ST.
TOand cold water.
_3-1
CRT—Suite of front rooms, with board,
also single room. 80 STATE
ST., Cor. Gray St.
_2-1

TO second floor;

Headquarters

lET-Two pleasant sunny chambers on
to gentleman without hoard.
Address X., Press Office.3-i
a
I.ET—Two large furnished rooms,
room on Second floor, one on third
Call at 120 BRACKETT
cars.

STT2-1

flue,
fine 7
octave Piano at 114% Exchange St., at HASTa

just received.

a

_7-1

INGS' warcrooms.

TURNER BRUS

A«ENTS WANTED.
KEEP—Ladies and gentlemen
in city or country to work for us at their
own homes, daytime or evening; the business is
light, pleasant and easily done; no canvassing or
peddling, good salarv paid to smart workers who
devote full time to it, steady employment furnished. Address FRANK EATON, Manager,
Boston. Mass., Box 5153.
_20-0

WANTED

active manor

woman

483 & 490
pc

in

iy to

our

Expenses
expenses, or
Outfit free. For full particulars address STANDARD SII.V EK WARE CO., Boston, Mass.

1

isy5? J {?
<

glfFD
.fe,'; El SB SI G
'.iSS.; (rBbfaWa

Ladles in city or
at their homes; fascinating employment; no
instructions to buy; work can be sent by mail (distance no objection) ;*G to 89 per week can be made
Nocanvasslng, particulars free, or sample of work
mailed for four cents In stamps. Please address.
Home Manufacturing Co., Boston,Mass. P. O.
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and Toot®

Hearty Eating. A pcr-g.
feet remedy lor Dizzi-*
ness, Kausea, Drowsi-g;
uess, Bad Taste in ihegj
Month, Coated Tongue*
Pain in the Side, &c*
They regulate the Bow-*

prevent Consti-tt
latlon and Piles. ¥iie smallestand easiest to take*
in
a
40
a
dose.
vial, Purely Veg-*
Only one pill
tele

augl4d3m

Box 1910.

V.

%-'$“*■

country to work for us
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WANTED.

MPinflfiSIR
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ye

--'Positively Cured ili
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aug31d3in

Congress

St.

7__dtf

every
month
WANTED—An
county to sell
goods. Salary $76per
in advance.
commission.
and
■

and

etable. Price 25 cents. 5 vials by mail forJl.OO*
CARTER MEDICINE CO., Prop’rs, New York. B
BB
Soki by all Druggists.

TO EET.

BENT—The easterly half of the three
storv brick house, No. 89 Pleasant street, is
conveniennow ready for occupancy; has modern
BENces; no basement; price 8300 per annum.
JAMIN SHAW. 48% Exchange St._('-l

FOR

CLOAKINGS!

EET—House in Congress Square, all mod-

TO conveniences, steam beating and
pleasant; rent low to the right tenant.
ern

very
H.

»•

WALDRON,

Middle

180

St._2-1

EET—Rent low, to anyone doing business
ill chambers, or crowded for want of room, a
whole store can lie rented at a low figure; will remodel the store to suit the business if desired.
Apply at No. 181 MIDDLE ST._22-4
O EET—First-class house No. 170 Ned St.;
also office No. 2 Motley Block. Inquire of 1.
If. DOW, Room Nos. 0 aud 7, No. 12 Market

it lillett t Little’s

TO

Can be found the finest Line of New
Cloakings in all the Novelties of
the season; Colors and Black.
oct7

Square._22~t{
of 12
each,
O

EET—Two tenements

FOR SALE.

opposite tlie Portland Co.'s office, Fore St.;
Sehago: relit S12 per month. Apply to
P. McGLINCHY, Cor. Mouutfort aud

Adamsjfts.

Early Crosby Corn, packed by Peter
Lane, Chapel Farm, Leeds, Me. Orders
W. S. JOKDAN & CO.,
can be sent to

RENT.

TO

102 Commercial St.

party will be rented the residence
owned by the heirs of the late Thomas
Quimbv. and situated In Deering, near StrondIt is heated by a furnace and supplied
water.
with Sehago water; is in perfect repair, and comA good
view of river and country.
a
fine
mands
stable and carriage house; goes with the place.
HAW Eo,
ANDREW
to
Apply
Stroud water. Maine.
sep25d4w

To

a s ellable

octC

Frederick O. Prince of Boston
Nominated for Covernor.
Worcester. Mass., Oct. 7.—Tlte Democratic
State convention was called to order here to-day
at 11.30 by Hon. P. A. Collins, chairman of tile
The temporary organization
Slate committee.
was effected by nominating the executive officers
of the State committee. The usual committees
Hon.

ftjTORE No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
1.
>5 by L. C. Young; possession given October
Middle
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151aii-Jdti

were then appointed.
The committee on permanent organization then
reported the name of John E. Fitzgerald as president and Col. J. W. Coveuy and J. P. Donovan

_

To Eet.
Apply to
No. 071 Congress Street.
SETH L. LARRABEE. No. 390 Congress St.

STORE

secretaries. The report was adopted and Mr.
Fitzgerald escorted to the platform. He made an
able address.
Hon. Win. Aspinwall sent to the committee on
resolutions a resolve declaring against biennial
State elections.
23
Tlte committee on credentials reported
cities and 275 towns represented by 1,428 delegates.
Mr. Avery, front the committee on resolutions,
presented the platform which was adopted, after
which a long list of vice presidents to complete tile
permanent organization was submitted. Tlte
name of Hon. F. O. Prince which headed the list
was loudly applauded as were those of James S.
Griunell and Edward Avery.
Mr. Cancaunon of Boston moved that fifteen
members he added to the committee to nominate
a State committee.
The chair ruled the motion out of order and
quite a breeze of excitement followed lit which
some delegates claimed that the Chair was al-

___dtf

Je22_

To Eet.
to let single or in suits, with board.
99
No.
at
High St., corner of Spring.
Applv
mayl3
___dlf

ROOMS

TO IaET.
in the Thompson block. Nos. 117,119,
below
121 and 123 Middle street, a few door or refitted suitable for wholesale
office;
the post
base,ncuts.
airv
finished,
with light,
THOMPSON,
Rent reasonable. Iteiwreof H.
Me.
No. 1(14 Brackett.9t„ Portland.
i.iiil4illf^

Stores

tell {justness,

f.

FOR

»AEE.

No.
fit A EE—The three story brick Louse
finished
*70 Park St., containing thirteen
steam
with
heated
room,
rooms besides the bath
and plenty of sun, is one of the best built houses
In the city, is offered low and immediate pusses

tioiini

IVOR

..j.s......

>r.......

a

Annlv

uarv

C. PROCTER, Centennial

to

JOHN

Block,_7-£

EXUIANnh^M.

For

SALE OR TO BUT—A cottage house
Declon Lincoln street. Woodfords Corner,
unted
ine consisting of 0 finished rooms just p
water
furnace,
Setago
papered, heated by I. PEKKINb, No. 48fl
Enquire of L.
Congress street, Portland._','1
OB SALE-A new two story frame dwelling,
ell and wood bouse and stable connected,
situated on Green St., Gorham Village; terms
DAN ILL DOU Geasy. For particulars inquire of
Me. 1-LASS, or DAVID F. WA ISON, Gorham.

FOR

Zi

EW

well' known BAivLi;
The
noil 8AI.E
F HOUSE, situated in the tlirivlug village ol
Varmoutli, Me is ottered for sale oil easy terms,
-n.it house has been kept by the present propriea
tor tur 18 years, Is in good repair, and doing
good business. Address D. S. MOODY, Yarmouth,
oct30-4
%e.
I4AI.B—A desirable 2>/» story wooden
bouse, situated in the western part of tin
city, on Hill St.; heated by furnace, with Sebagc
anil gas; Healthy, sightly and pleasant, in good
neighborhood; nice stable. Inquire ou prend-es
29-2

FOR

Mr. Devine took
Newburvport.
the floor and indignantly refuted the allegations
made against him.
of
A.

Tne

Scattering.

STOVE,

a'"Lieut! Governor—H

If. Gilmore of Cambridge.
Secretary of State—Jeremiah Crowley of Lowof
Attorney General—Henry K. Bralcy

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOltSALE.

BEAUTIFUL

I

Kor‘'“johncTroctor.

Fall

Treasurer and Receiver—General Henry M.
Cross of Newburyport.
TT
Auditor—James E. Delano of Holyoke.
of
During the second ballot David Powers
balloting.
Springfield, was accused of irregular
Mr. Fitzgerald said “If you were to make a pubdelie matter of this I would affirm that 1 saw you
posit two ballots.
chairtne
Powers denied the accusation saying
man is mistaken.”
Powers protested his innocence and Fitzgerald subs* quently said lie did not
think Powers had any dishonest intentions,
The second ballot resulted:
892
Whole number votes.
Necessary for a choice ..
Frederick O. Prince had.45 J
....

Residence lor Sale

^

Committee on Nomination—Rev. H. S. WhitRev. G. G. Hamilton and Mrs. G. A. Thomp-

man,

..

30.06

Oswego.
Alpena,Mich 30.04
Chicago, Ills. 29.97
30.20

Duluth, Mini, 30.16
Marquette... 29.99
Milwaukee. 29.92
St. Louis. Mo 29.97
St. Paul,Mint, 30.15
Omaha, Neb. 30.21
Bismarck,Da 30.80
St. Vincent.. 30.27
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report of the secretary was read and accepted. The following is an abstract:
The secretary, in his report, showed that only
35 Sunday schools had sent in statistical reports.
The schools report a total of 196 officers, 368
teachers, and 3336 scholars, making a total membership of 3890; 240 of these are members of the
The
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Total number of volumes in their Sun
day school libraries is 18.225; total amount of
money raised during the year, $2468. The generThe school
al condition of the schools is good.

church.

connected with the Church of the Messiah. Portland, raised the largest amount, 8591.22. The
Auburn school reports the largest church membership. The Bangor school has the largest
membership, numbering 390, with an average atThe juvenile members of the
tendance of 226.
Brunswick Sunday school have raised $26 for the
new chapel there.
With the report the secretary tendered his resignation. He has held the position three years.
Tlie report of the treasurer was read and ap-

proved.
The report of the commtttee on Sunday School
missionary work was presented by Rev. J. S.
Gledhill. The following is an abstract:
The special committee charged with the collec-

8 Clear
8 Cloudy
10 Lt Ram
18 Clear
12 Fair
7 Cloudy
16 Clear

tion of the assessment of five cents per capita laid
upon the schools by the convention at its session
at Bowdolnham reported $153.66 and a list of 33
schools as contributing to this amount. There
have been two new sclio 'Is organized during the

year and many places found where schools may
be successfully operated in the immediate future.
Tha committee recommended the same plan for
the coming year for uniting the schools in the

Cloudy
Cloudy

■■

Liebmann,
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.
G.

common

Sneak Thieves Arrested.

Augusta, Oct. 7.—Officer W. W. Williams of
Nashua, N. H., arrested John Hopkins at Togus
tonight for forging pension certificates for $72 in
Nashua, last June.

Thp

Farmers’ Festivals.
Dahariscotta, Oct. 7.—On account of rain,
and a consequent heavy track the Lincoln County
fair has been extended one day and will close Friday instead of Thursday.

Lord

II

l

Grinnell.431
Scattering.. 2
Jas S.

and Mr. Prince was declared the nominee of the
convention, and on motion of Mr. Noble the nomination of Mr. Prince was made unanimous.
At six o'clock the convention adjourned.

Enunciates the

Policy

Dervishes

Killed

Under

by Abyssinians.

Salisbury

Sets

Forth

of His Administration.
London, Oct. 7.—Lord Salisbury, in his speech
at N ewport, enunciated the policy of the Conservative party. Referring to the disturbances in the
“It is no part of the
Balkans, the Premier said:
duty of British statesmen to interfere in the affairs of Eastern Koumelia. The Treaty of Berlin
has not been frustrated, nor has the San Stefano
Treaty been restored. The policy of the government is to uphold the Turkish empire, and wherever it is possible to do so, genuinely and heartily
to uphold, cherish and foster stroug,self-sustained
nationalities who have an Important bearing on
For tiie present i have
the future of Europe.
the

Policy

UUUC3 uiat me

jiuncis

niuwuuuv

«iovu.mw..vv

within the limits ot the Roumelian territory. Russian Influence would have checked the political
growth ot Roumelia it the latter country had
milted with Bulgaria in 1878. He favored a great
change in the present measures for local self government. To decentralize authority in London
was ail indispensable part of the new government's policy.
People having wealth should bear
the burden of the expenses of the country, not
The Prealone those having houses and lands.”
mier, in answering a question as to what extent
local government authority should be extended to

Judge

Ireland, said: “The extension might give more
incilitv to the majority to do justice to the minority." Conservative traditions, he said, were clear,
tie regarded the integrity of the empire above all
Ho favored the
other political considerations.
imperial federation movement, but his plans in
regard to the matter had not yet been tangibly

shaped.

ca.

Washington, Oct. 7.—An official report lias
reached the United States minister at Lisbon,that
50 persons from tills country, men and children
under the care of a bishop, recently landed on the

fInstitute COlulilion and become at mice a charge on tlie local govAcand
shelter.
food
for
ernment of lienguela
are Methodist
cording to their statement they
iitff^rlv

Abysslnians

advancing

on

Kassala.

Foreign

missionaries visiting Africa to instruct the natives
in Christianity, agriculture and mechanical arts,
some of them being mechanics and supplied with
tools to their trade. A tract of land was granted
them on which to make a permanent settlement.

Notes.

There were 105 new cases of cholera and GO
deaths reported Tuesday 111 Palermo.
The New Zealand government has renewed the
mad service between New Zealand and San Francisco. New South Wales and America will contribute their shares of the subsidy necessary for
keeping tlie service in operation.

BASE BALL.

CENERAL NEWS.

AT BUFFALO.

Providence, 4; Buffalos, 0. Base
hits—Providence, 7; Buffalos, 0. Errors—Provi-

Rev. W. R. Nichols of Norwich, Vt., lias been
elected to the professorship of evidences of Christianity, at Dartmouth College.

Morning.

dence, 2; Buffalos, 5.
Afternoon. Providence, G; Buffalos, 1. Base
Errors—Provl
hits—Providence, 7; Buffalos, 4.
deuce, 1; Buffalos, 13.

The transfer of the silver cargo of the United
States steamers Swatara and Yanttc, amounting
to 810,400,000, to the Treasury, was completed

yesterday.

AT DETROIT.

Several cases of small pox have appeared at St.
Catherines, Out. The disease was brought by a
sailor from Montreal.
A large number of Massachusetts veterans are
now on a visit to Gettysburg and Antietam battlefields.
Cardinal McCloskey’s condition remains about
the same. He is very feeble but may live several

Boston, 1. Base hits—Detroits, 4;
Errors—Detroits. 3; Bostons, 24.

7:

AT ST. LOUIS.
Base hits—8t.
New Yorks, 5; 8t. Louis, 1.
Louis. 3; New Yorks, 8. Errors—St. Louis, 13;
New Yorks, 5.
_

A Bullion Train Captured by Robbers.
Eac.lk Pass, Tex., Oct. 7.—Reports have been
Balsa
brought to Monelara by freighters from the HousNapimi miues. to tlie effect that one of
ton's bullion trains,in charge of Mr. Morrison,had
been attacked by robbers, while en route from the
Sierra Majada mines to i’arrct Station, on the
Mexican Central railway, where the bullion was
to be shipped to the United States. It is reported
that four of the escort were killed, and it is teared
Morrison, who is well known here, is one of the
victims, as be has not yet been heard from. After
routing the escort, the robbers drove off the pack
mules laden with the bullion. Houston purchases
bullion from the small miners, and makes weekly
trips to tlie nearest railroad station where it can
be forwarded. Just how much bullion was in the
train is not known.

days.

Two houses of officials at Orangeville, Ontario,
badly damaged by dynamiters today. Tbe
officers were active In the prosecution of offenders against the Scott temperanoc act.
President Cleveland yesterday appointed Chas.
A. Sallinger to be pension agent at Indianapolis,
Ind., annjabez L. M. Currv of Richmond, Va., to
be minister to Spain, vice Forster resigned.
Henry G. Clark, cashier of the Union Bank of
Halifax, N. S., is g30,000 short in his accounts.
He has not absconded, as was reported, but is living at Bedford. The loss to the bank, it is claimed,
wul not be heavy.
Heavy and damaging rains arc still reported
from the interior of Mexico.
The National Women’s Congress met at Des
Moines, la., yesterday. There was a very large
attendance from all parts of the United States.
The forenoon session was for members onlv. Julia
Ward Howe of Boston presided and ga've the
opening address. In the afternoon Mrs. P. L. T.
Walcott of Boston read a paper on the “Work of
file world’s women.”
Joe Bruce (colored!, who choked and robbed
Mrs. John Valentine at Bowling Green, Ky., was
caught there Tuesday night. He resisted arrest
and bad to be shot hut was not killed.
He was
in Jail, where a mob of GOO infuriated citplacedtried
to lynch him hut failed. It is thought
izens
that Bruce will yet be lynched.
Ex-Governor English of Connecticut was married in Brooklyn, N. Y., yesterday afternoon, to
Miss A. R. Morris of that city. He is 73 years old
and she is a bright brunette of about 30. Rev. E.
P. Morgan, ol the Church of the Heavenly Rest,
officiated.
The Harvard Annex has begun its seventh year.
There are G5 young women now enrolled.
were

The Court of Alabama Claims.
New York, Oct. 7.—The Post’s Washington
reason

to

state

that tlie efforts of some disappointed persons to
induce the President practically to destroy the
court of Alabama claims by removing all the judges will not be successful, nor is there any probability that tlie other point will he considered which
was recently suggested to tlie President, namely
that tlie present court is already officially dead be-

reappointed

were not
time that the court was extended and that
tension created a new office which could

at the
the exnot be

killed by Congress and which must be filled by
tho executive.
_

I Thomas ,J. Tiffany, late postmaster at Bennington, Vt.. who absconded in March, 1884, was arrested Tuesday night on a sheep rancho where he
was
working, about 25 miles southeast ol

of

the Education

Society.

The convention was called to order yesterday
morning at i) o’clock by the president, George F.
Emery. Prayer was offered by Rev. T. F. White
Bath.
After singing, the report of the treasurer,
Prof. ,T. B. Foster, was read. He reported total
funds on hand $17,770.87, a cash balance from
last year of $1,376.35. The receipts for the year
were
$7,310.19. The expenses were $7,415.'
55.
Rev. A. A. Smith of Yarmouthville read the report of the committee on the state of religion.
The report took up the affairs of the several
churches, giving statistics of membership and an
account of the religious interest manifested. As
a whole the report was not encouraging.
The report was then discussed.
Rev. G. A.
Cleveland of North Berwick, emphasized the need
of church discipline.
Rev. C. C. Tilley of Dover, thought there should
be more Christian love mingled with the disol

cipline.
Rev. Dr. Mathews of Brunswick called attention to the incomplete state of the report.
The report was accepted.
The committee on obituaries reported through
Rev. C. M. Herring of Brunswick. The deaths ot
live ministers during the past year were—Rev. C.
M. Rhoades of Camden, Rev. Joseph Kalloch of
Rockland, Rev. Geo. W. Bower, formerly of Camden, died in Lansing, New Yolk; Rev. Edward
Turner, formerly of South Robbinston; Rev. Otis
B-. Rawson died in North Lyme, Conn. The dcatli
of Deacon Joseph Shepherd of Rockport, was
also mentioned. Tne report was accepted.
Rev. H. J. White of Augusta spoke on “Christian Nurture,” discussing the methods that should
be used for Its promotion.
Rev. Dr. Allen presented the greetings of the
Methodist conference.
The annual sermon was preached by Rev. G. E.
Tufts of Belfast. The theme was the inability of
human wisdom to satisfy the soul’s inquiries.
Rev. Dr. Small spoke of Rev. Isaac Case, one of
the early preachers in this State and proposed
that measures be taken to have painted a portrait
of Rev. Mr. Case, and cause it to be placed in
memorial hall at Waterville.
It was voted to appoint a committee consisting
of one from each association to raise money for
this purpose.
A contribution for missionary purposes was
taken.
At the close of the morning exercises a bountiful collation was served in the vestry under the di.
rection of Mrs. J. H. Adams, assisted by the ladies of Free street circle.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Meeting of the Maine Baptist Education
Society was called to order at 2 p. m. In the absence of the President, Vice President Bonney
presided. The first in the order of exercises was
the trustees’ report made by Kev. W. H. Spencer
Mr. Spencer reported as follows:
of Watervllle..
Balance on hand from last year.$
60.12
Receipts. 4,960.10

Total.*6.010.22
Expended .*4,966.00

Cash

66.22
hand.S
WOMAN’S HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY.I
The Woman’s American Baptist Home Mission
Society held a meeting in the vestry of Free street
church yesterday morning, Mrs. Anna S. Hunt of
Augusta, State Vice President in the chair. The
reports of as3oeiational work showed an increase
of interest ahd contributions.
Mrs. Nickerson of Newton Centre, President of
the society addressed the ladies, speaking espec
ially of the needs of the work In Mexico.
On account of the resignation of the State Vice
President, Mrs. E. M. Clark of Parkman was
chosen to fill the vacancy.
Remarks were made by Mrs. Reynolds of Wallingford, Conn., on methods of work.
on

The Woman’s Baptist Foreign Missionary Society held a meeting in the vestry of Free street
church on Tuesday evening, Miss Russell, State
Secretary, presiding. Reports were read from the
different rssociations, encouraging in their na
ture. Mrs. Gates of Newton Centre, corresponding secretary of the society was present and ad
dressed the meeting. Remarks were made by
Miss Barrows of Montmain and Mrs. Knowlton,
formerly missionary to China.
Mali Mliyah, a Burmese young lady, sang
a
hymn in her native tongue.
Rev. E. S. Small, the secretary of the society,
then read the report of the directors.
What the
society has done, the report said, can easily be
stated. Nine young men have received aid from
the society, seven of whom have been studying in
Colby University and two in Coburn Classical
Institute. Two applicants have been accepted as
beneficiaries with encouragement to expect aid.
The total amount paid to beneficiaries is *677.60
and the contributions received, *190, ouly twenty-eight churches having contributed. No appeal for larger donations has been made, yet if
less had been contributed the work could not
have been carried on. Of the seven students in
Colby who have been aided during the past year,
two have graduated and one has left the State so
that he can no longer expect aid from the society.
There are now then eight students who are looking for aid from the next quarterly appropriation.
Three recommendations were made in the report.
The first was with respect to mutual prayer for
students, and the second concerned the feeling of
the students in reference to the ministry. The
third recommended that the rules be amended
as to require every student who receives an appropriation to perform some evangelical work in
return. This occasioned considerable discussion
and was finally referred to a committee consisting
of Dr. Feppcr, Dr. Small of tills city and Rev. E. S.
Small.
The vice president then recommended that a
committee of three be appointed to represent this
society at the convention at Minneapolis, Minn. It
was voted that the chair appoint the committee
after consideration.
The reports of the academies were then made.
Rev. Mr. Spencer of Waterville, reported for Coburn Classical Institute.
He complimented Dr.
Hanson on his work, and regretted the loss of
Miss Ricker, although her place nad been acceptfilled by Miss Esty, who came from Wesley
ably
with high recommendations. The want of the institute, Mr. Spencer said, was one additional
teacher. More time could then be given to the
study of elocution and rhetoric.
The report on Houlton Academy not having
been fully prepared, was made in brief. The
change in teachers was noted, and many improvements

The

in the huildinc.
chairman of the

committee

on

Hebron

Academy, Judge Bonney, read an interesting report, giving a history of the school, and its founders from its foundation in 1804.
He reported it
now in a flourishing condition, and closed by makexcellent
a
few
recommendations.
ing
It was voted to accept and print the reports.
An interesting paper was read by Rev. C. C.
Tilley on the “Problem in Maine.”
The next business of the meeting consisted in
the election of the following officers:
President—P. Bonney.
Vice President—Kev. M. S. Roberts.

Defeat Osman Digna’s Forces.
Cairo, Oct. 7.—Official advices have been received from Ras Alula, the commander of the
Abyssinian expedition marching to ttie relief of
the beleaguered garrison at Kassala, to the eftect
that alter a severe battle the Abyssiniaus defeated a large force of dervishes under Osman Digna,
and that 3000 dervishes were killed in the encimiltor. The Abyssinian General is now rapidly
The

Destitute Missionaries in West Afri-

Greeley, Co).

Digna

Prime Minister

WASHINGTON.

judges

Alba-

Murdered

Koumelia under the rule of Prince Alexander
Constantinople, Oct, 7.—It is rumored in
Stamboul that Veyssel Pasha has been murdered
by Albanians. Warlike rumors are current here.
The warlike attitude of Servia has compelled
the Porte to call out more reserves for the Servia
frontier. The Turkish ministry believe the Servian troops will cross the frontier, although certain of defeat, in order to raise the question as to
Servia’s right. The Porte has represented to the
foreign ambassador here that the Servian revolution would lead to agitation in Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and that Austria and Russia would eventually be drawn into the conflict.
The Bulgarian delegates who were commissioned by Prince Alexander to reassure the Porte
that peace and order reigned in Eastern Rouraelia, have arrived at Yildiz Kiosk and solicited an
interview with the Sultan. They were immediately arrested and were subjected to an official examination. The affair has caused a great sensation.
It is stated that the Russian ambassador has
had a difficulty in the Koumelian conference. He
desires that the article in the Berlin Treaty giving Turkey the right to send troops to Eastern
Koumelia lie abolished.

Cincinnati, Oct. 7.—Judge Foraker today
ceived the following dispatch:
Augusta, Me., Oct. 7.
Jinn. J. R. Foraker, Cincinnati:
The interest in your contest rapidly increases
in the East with a strong confidence in your vicin
tory. I regret extremely that it lias not been
mv power to take part in the Ohio campaign.
Blaine.
Jas. G.
(Signed)

good

Report

WOMAN’S FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
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Paris, Oct. 7.—A despatch from Philippopolis
the mayor lias caused placards to be posted
throughout the city announcing that in view of
the wishes of the foreign ambassadors to Turkey
the Sultan has accepted the union of Bulgaria
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Losses by the Bath Fire.
Bath, Oct. 7.—The damages by the lire in Gran
ite Block will foot up to over So,000; covered by
insurance. D. F. Pembroke of the billiard saloon,
estimates his damage at 81500; insured for
81400; J. B. Drake’s loss is $300 to §500; insur.
He
ed. Geo. II. Nichol’s damage is unknown.
was expected to arrive from Boston Wednesday
afternoon. J B, Drake was also out of town.
The block is valced at $12,000; damage, $3,000
to $5,000; insured. J. M. Taylbr. proprietor of
the Sagadahoc House, estimates his damage by
to

Accepts the

Salisbury

Three

ence.

Bostons, 4.

oumiaj

of the Conservatives.

Biddeford, Oct. 7.—The annual York county
Congregational conference commenced its two
days’ session here yesterday. The meeting opened with devotional exercises followed by the organization and annual sermon by Bev. Zenas
Crowell of Cornish. In the afternoon verbal reports from all churches in the county were received and the discussion of the same was opened by
Rev. J. D. Emerson of Kennebunkport. The evening discussions were opened by Rev. C. E. Andrews of Biddeford and Rev. G. A. Lockwood of
Kennebunk. There was a Sunday school meeting
today, with addresses by Rev. B. I’. Snow and
A sermon
Rev. Merrill Blanchard. Biddeford.
was also preached by Rev. E. C. Ingalls of Saco,
and tlie sacrament of the Lord’s supper observed
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Rockland, Oct. 7.—The seventeenth session of
the North Knox fair at Washington Mills, despite
tlie unfavorable weather opens auspiciously. The
showing of field products is unusually large while
the fruit display is superb in quality and exceeds
The
in amount that of any previous exhibition.
stock exhibit is large and very fine in grade. The
whole exhibit speaks flatteringly of the farmers of
the northern section of Knox county and most encouragingly for the management of the associa-

.vf Africa in
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appropriate and able essay
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Has Not Brought Suit.
The Kennebec Journal of tomorrow morning
will state that the report that Mr. Walker Blaine
lias sued the United States for his salary as assistant counsel in the Alabama Claims Court is
botli groundless and absurd, and must have originated with some malicious person.
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read by Kev. G. G. Hamilton, which was discussed by W. W. Hooper and others followed by
sermon at 11 by L. S. Crosley of Brunswick from
John 11:25.
At the afternoon session reports of committees
were called for, after which the following officers
were chosen:
President—J. V. Bradley, Portland.
Vice President—J. W. Knowlton, Belfast.
Secretary—J. G. Gledliill, Augusta.
Treasurer—Mrs. J. S. Hobbs, Augusta.
After the election of officers Rev. W. S. Perkins of Lewiston preached from
the following
words, “Thy will be done.”

Brunswick, Oct. 7.—Four hard looking characters were arrested here today charged with
stealing clothing from the Elm HouBe.
He Forged Pension Certificates.

Blaine’s

m.

was

Saving Service.
Washington, Oct. 7.—It is stated that Secretary Manning lias informed Mr Kimball of Maine,
Superintendent of the Life Saving Service, that
lie will be retained in office.

Mr.
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York County

Unfinished Business—Rev. J. S.
Hooper and Mrs. S. A. Ben-
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nett.
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Summer Residence, situated oi
the shore of Casco Bay, at Falmouth Fore
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4
side,
and island opposite belonging to the estate, Nici
of mineral water, fine privilege
well
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for boating, fishing and bathing. For further pai
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Denial
enquire
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MRS. K. JOHNSON,
East
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An attempt was here made to secure Prince's
Domination by acclamation which created much
confusion but it failed and the convention proceeded to take another ballot.
Jbe balance of the State ticket was completed

FOR SALE.
Tin and Hardware Stock and Store ai
Bridgton, Me. Graud opening for man will
Will lnri
jS1/>00 to S&.OOO. Good assortment.
tin-plate worker who understand hardware to rut
sold
G.
P.
if
business
not
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soon,
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Bridgton, Me.
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conventlon'voted to substitute the name
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Viv^ienade, continuing

of

The ballot for governor resulted as follows:
Whole number of votes.1129
°
N ecessary for a choice.....
Edward Avery of Braintree had.. .121
James S. Grinnell of Greenfield .493
Frederick O. Prince of Boston.513

—

and
fooUi, Jnw nice brick stable
iu
and lot containing fourteen thousand square
sale, and immediate posse
of hmd.

Moreley

Moreley for that of Devine.

A flue residence, situated ai
ik SALE
1; Kaccarappa, 2Vi story, 12 finished rooms
ant
convenient lor two families; sightly, healthy, ai
sold
pleasant ; ill a good neighborhood; will he
Inquire o
a great sacrifice if sold immediately.
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saccarappa, Me.

14 moms,

to

was simply witnin parliamentary rules.
o’clock the convention took a recess for
one hour, and w is again called to order at 2.15.
Mr. Noble of Westfield presented tne name of
James S. Grinnell of Greenfield as a candidate for
governor. He moved that the convention proceed
to ballot.
_,
Philip Doherty of Boston nomiuat«»Fredenck
O. Prince ol Boston tor Governor. This was received with much enthusiasm. Thomas Gargan
oi Boston next favored Prince’s nomination. J. J.
Murphy of Charlestown seconded Gnuuell’s nomination. Mr. Asa T. Pratt of Braintree in an
earnest speech presented the name of Hon. Edward Avery, who would carry the standard to
Mr. Morse ol Salem supported
sure success.
Grinnell. Thos. Kileyof Boston supported Prince
and went on to, deny the an allegation that ifPrinct
were to be nominated he would be opposed by tne
Butler men. (Cheers.)
At 3.30 p. in. the balloting was commenced, and
while the committee was engaged in counting the
ballots a committee of fifteen was apppoiuted to
nominate the balance of the State ticket,
Tne committee to nominate the 15 members of
the State committee at large presented the names
oi Jonas H. French, Jusiah G. Abbott. Reuben
W.
Noble, P. F. Shcvein, John M. Corse, George
Eifield, James E. Esterbrook, Henry Walker, P.
M.
M.
Cunnifl,
A. Collins, B. F. Hatheway, Jr..
J. \V. Coveney, Charles 1). Lewis, George P.
Willis and Thomas A. Devine.
The report was accepted and adopted so far as
the names were concerned except that of Devine.
The latter gentleman was opposed by Mr. McCluskev and other gentlemen lroni sale in who
claimed that Devine at the last election aided the
Republicans. They proposed the name of Edward

SALE—A cat-rigged centreboard yaei.t,
beam, cabin with join
24 feet loug, 10 ft
cushions etc.; is three years old. a
cork
berths,
sailer. lor terms write
good sea boat and fast Richmond
<-l
Maine.
JAMES A. PROCTOR,

Elegant

30.11

30.13
30.09

At 1

HAl.E—A mare; kind and gentle; is not
a lady to drive;

,«-

enforce a eatr law.
Chair denied any such intention and said

no.

The
that he

a:raid of the cars; good tor
FOR
at 52
for sale

cheap. Inquire
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LET-Handsomely furnished

TO

Committee on Credentials—Rev. John Kimball,
Rev. O. F. Alvord and Miss Clara Varney of
Skowhegan.
Committee on Public Service—Rev. E. A. Hoyt.
Rev. W. S. Perkins and Mrs. Fillebrown of North

MAINE.
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pleasant
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Pitlaourg.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Cleveland.
Detroit.

Rubber Garment.

EET.—Rooms at the St. Julian, No. 190
Apply to It. W. UNDFR-

rooms to let at 22 Wilmot street, and
Rooms
office at 119% Exchange, also

for Seal Flush

Exclusive Sale of the Coming

one

Middle Street.
TO
WOOD. Janitor.

New Orleans 30.04

Cloaks.

TO ProsneetSt..

TO
corner
floor: near horse

Savannah,Ga 30.08
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CUarleston... 30.09
Jacksonville. 30.02

Camel’s Hair Underwear for
Ladies, Gents and Children.

The President appointed the following con’,
mittees:
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Memphis.30.07

LET-2 nice furnished rooms to let at 171
HIGH ST.oct5-l

Hayden.
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One Case of Blankets, $4.75,
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Atlanta. Ga.. 30.12

rpo LET-A very pleasant front room, newly
A furnished, very light and sunny; terms reasonable. Apply at No. 23 CASCO ST.6-1_
CRT—A large, sunny Front Chamber, un-

present.

son.

Philadelphia.
Washington..

Former Price $5.00.

ROOMS TO LET.

66.4

(Oct. 7, 1885, 10 P. M.)
Observations taken at tlie same moment of time
at all stations.
Tliermo’ter
Wind

S

Former Price

N

were

Boston, who also rendered several solos in his
usual pleasing manner. The key note of the
meeting was the words, “Blessed are they who
hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they
shall be iilled,” and song and testimony followed
in quick succession till the hour of closing.
The convention proper was called to order at
9.30 o’clock by the President, J. V. Bradley, Esq.,
of Portland, and prayer was offered by Rev. C. A.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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ME.

Wind.INW
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67.3
NW
7
Clear

Present.

At 8.30 a. m. today a conference meeting was
held, led by Rev. Q. H. Shinn of Deering. The
singing was led by Prof. Stanford Mitchell of

14'
10
4
Velocity... 10
Weather.. IClea’g Fair
Fair
ICIear
Mean daily bar. ..30.110 Maximum ther....47.6
Mean daily ther..40.4
Miuiinum ther....36.1
Mean daily d’w pt.28.1
Max. vel. wind... 17NW
Mean dallyhum y.62.6
Total precip.06
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Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,
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ministers and delegates

Portland, Me., Oct. 7, 1885.
i 7 a m |11 A M| 3pm | 7 f m 111 r M
Barometer. 30.043 30.041 30.066 30.190 30.232
Thermo’r.. 36.0
46.1
46.7
136.4
37.9
Dew Point. 30.6
29.1
27.7
24.3
i 26.1
48.0

of the Second Day.

Ministers and

[Special to the Press.]
Skowhegan, Oct. 7.—The Universalist State
Sunday School Convention opened here last evening with a sermon by Rev. H. S. Whitman of
Dexter from 1st Cor., ili, 21. A large number of

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

63.0
W

Large

of

Number

Delegates

WEATHER.

74.3

Proceedings
i

A

warmer.

Humidity..

OCTOBER

Skowhegan.

Washington, Oct. 8.
For Portland and vicinity—Fair weather followed by local rains, slightly warmer.
The indications for New England to-day are
light showers, variable winds, generally shifting
to east
and south, lower barometer, slightly

can
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MAINE BAPTIST CONVENTION.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

ATTAINTED—Persons out of work, male or
v N
female, to canvass the country, work light,
and liberal commission. Address MAINE tiisi-l
TOKK'AE RECORDER. Portland, Me.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in firsl
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Alto Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701._je!7snly
LAST TWO WEEKS OF

THURSDAY

Secretary—Rev. E. S. Small.
Treasurer—Rev. W. H. Spenser.

MAINE BAPTIST CHARITABLE SOCIETY.

Immediately after tile adjournment, a short
meeting of tbe Maine Baptist Charitable Society
Wos held for the transaction of business.
The
treasurer, Deacon Phenix, of the Free Street
church, reported as follows:
Expended, $48.15;
received, S2.260.10; balance on hand, $2,207.85.
Brief remarks were made by Mr. George F. Emery of tills city. Mr. Moses Giddlngs, Dr. Bosworth of Massachusetts, and Rev. Mr. Richardson.
were

then

PRICE

1885.

We are to gather the young into schools anil
place within their reacli all the means of forming
such a character.
Again, what means shall wo

For
me iu reference to ourselves anil others?
ourselves we are to strive to secure that culture
that will make us the best possible workers in the
cause of Christ.
We are to sustain all such institutions for the benefit of others: we are to give
our money, our influence, our wise words, for the
encouragement and support of all these institutions, and to encourage tne young to avail themselves of their advantages. Again we are to bear
all those engaged in this work of Christian culture, on our minds and in our hearts, constantly
commending them to the care and blessing of God.
The annual sermon was then preached by Rev.
Sewall Brown of East Corinth.
Rev. G. B. Ilsley offered prayer, and the hymn,
“Rock of Ages” was sung by the congregation.
The text was in Hebrews, 2: 1—“Therefore we
ought to give the more earnest heed, &c.“ Addison represents life as a bridge over a dark gulf,
through the many broken arches of which those
passing over, are constantly falling. Yet the
multitudes go over unmoved, and lookers-on are
Tile apostle urges men to halt
unimpressed.
We are to be inand think of this fearful fact.
fluenced in the consideration of religious trutli by
two things: The authority of the teacher and the
importance and nature of the truth presented.
The preacher referred to some of the arguments
for the divinity of Christ as the author of this
truth. Again, we are to consider the wonderful
work that Christianity is doing in the world. It
is transforming the whole face of the moral world.
But we have a shorter method of proof—we have
felt the power of this truth in our own souls. It
has been a lltving power to us in saving us from
death. Now, we are to give heed to this vitally
important truth, otherwise we shall drift away
from it. There is a tendency to drift in this
world ; and this tendency will lie developed in
those who neglect to give earnest heed to the
truths of the gospel.
Again, those who do not give this heed, will be
borne away

on

the tide of

sm.

But these truths

are too important to be lost by inattention, and
tliev will surely be lost by carelessness. How
grand and glorious are the truths presented in
the gospel!
Again, attention to these truths is the only
means of avoiding the sweeping tide of sin.
Nothing else can enable ns to overcome sin.
Nothing else can give men peace and joy in the
fearful trials which they may be called to endure.
Again, unless we give heed to these truths, we
shall miss of salvation. They alone can save our
souls. Therefore, we ought to stand by the old
truths of the Bible, for these are the hope of the
world. The temple of truth will stand when the
insane ravings of infidels shall have been forgot-

ten.
of
A committee was
association to present the claims
associations.
to
the
tion Society
The committtee was as follows:

appointed

one

from

each

of the Educa-

Bowdoin—Rev. C. F. Holbrook.
Cumberland—Rev. E. C. VVhlttemore.
Damariscotta—Rev. J. Graham.
Hancock—Rev. E. A. Herring.
Kennebec—Rev. C. E. Owen.
Lincoln—Rev. J. H. Barrows.
Oxford—Rev. Robert Scott.
Penobscot—Rev. E. K. Drew.
Piscataquis—Rev. C. C. Tilley.
Saco River—Rev. A. Snyder.
Waldo—Rev. George E. Tufts.
Washington—Rev. C. F. Whitcomb.
York—Rev. G. A. Cleveland.
Tlie following committees were also appointed
by the chairman, Judge Bonniw:
Arrangements—Revs. C. V. Hanson and T. F.
White and the pastor of the church where the

meeting

is held.

elected for the

President—Kev. A. K. P. Smalt.
Vice President—Rev. C. N. Hanson.
Secretary—Rev. F. T. Wintel.
Treasurer—J. C. Phenix.
Auditor—H. M. Hart.
Executive Committee—H. S. Burrage, Rev. G.P.
Mathews, S. A. True.
Aster prayer by Rev. Mr. Snyder of Alfred, the

meeting adjourned.

EVENING SESSION.

The evening session was opened with singing
by the congregation of the hymn “How firm a
foundation,” and prayer by Rev. Dr. Matthews of
Brunswick. Judge Bonney presided, and called
for the report on Colby University, which was
presented by Rev. Dr. Small of Portland. Rev.
Dr. Pepper, President of Colby University, gave
an address on “The relation of Christian culture
to Christian stewardship.”
Some points of the
address were as follows:
A steward is one who has no business of his
own; whose duty is to attend to the work of another. Such a steward Is the Christian who has
nothing to attend to except Christ’s work. Christian culture is the building up of a character according to the re quirements of the Christian religion. Some affirm that this should be purely a
secular matter, that no religious truths should be
The spirit of the
intruded into the school room.
age Is to shut the eyes of man to everything save
what is here, and now pertaining to this world
alone. If this claim is allowed, then religion has
nothing to do with culture. But we can find no
plan or method of building up a true manhood
save in the gospel of Christ.
This tells us of the
true and normal method of forming symmetrical
character.
Again, if such culture Is our duty, how shall we
accomplish It?

Of the Scarboro and Cape Elizabeth
Fair.
There was a large attendance at the Scarboro
and Cape Elizabeth fair at Pleasant Hill yesterday. Quite a large number went from the city In
the afternoon to see the races, and the people of
It was
both towns turned out in large numbers.
rather cool for comfort, but everybody seemed to
The trial of draft
be enjoying themselves.
horses was made in the forenoon, the successful
ones being given below.
The hall was crowded with ladies all day, and
the display of fancy and household articles was
the object of many admiring glances and complimentary remarks. The prize articles were all
ticketed, the committee—Mrs. John Alexander,
Mrs. Howard Scamman and Miss Lizzie Scamman—having performed the difficult duty of se.
lecting them. That these ladies performed their
duty well was evinced by the general satisfaction
that their decisions gave.
Yesterday mention was made of the display of
vegetables made by Mr. Lemuel Mllllken of Scarboro. This display consisted largely of specimens
of hybrids of different varieties of the same kind
of vegetables, and was remarkable for the high
state of cultivation into which they had been
brought. In explaining to the reporter Mr. Mllliken said that he selected the vegetables he wished to experiment on, taking one for color and another for size perhaps, or for some other valuable
quality, and by mixing the pollen of their blossoms
lie was able, in most cases, to produce vegetables
far superior to any other. The best results he had
produced were from experimenting with squashes,
and the specimens shown at the fair of this vegetable were large in size, of a good color and tine
in grain.
The committee recommended that a
special premium lie awarded Mr. Milliken for his
The Races.
The races drew a large crowd In the afternoon.
They were the best that have been seen there for
several years. The number of horses was larger
and they were evenly enough matched to make
the races interesting. Both races were wou by
G. M. Stanwood’s bay
horses owned in Portland.
gelding Put won the race for green horses with a
best lime of 3.08%, and A. G. Sawyer’s chestnut
M. took first money in the 2.60
mare Josie
class witli a best time of 2.52%. The Judges were
Messrs. John Bradley, Walter Nutter and Herbert Huston. There were five starters in the race
for green horses, but G. F. Hannaford's David H.
was sent to the stable in the second heat for running. G. M. Stanwood’s Put won the two first
heats easily, but a little disadvantage in the start
of the third made him work harder for that one, as
the time will show.
Howard Dyer’s Tom Hendricks was a close second for film in that heat,
but Put won by steady work. G. C. Place’s Little
Billy took second money, and Tom Hendricks
third. The purse was $20, divided. $12 to first,
$6 to second and $3 to third. Following is the
SUMMARY.
G. M. Stanwood, b. g. Put.1
G. C. Place, b. g. Little
H. E.
g. g. Tom Hendricks.3
A. Frazier, ch. g. Jay-eye-can’t-see.4
6
G. F. Haunaford, blk g. David H

Billy.2

1 1
2 3
3 2
4 4
dr’n

Time—3.13, 3.12Vi, 3.03%.
the 2.60 class Josie M. Won three straight
heats, trotting each one steadily. There were six
starters in the first heat, but after that Marana K.
dropped out. The purse was $45, divided. $25 to
first, $12, to second and $8 to third. Following Is
the

collection was taken in aid of the Education
the convention adjourned after
and
prayer by Eev. C. F. Clarke of Turner.
The programme for today is as follows:
Prayer meeting at 8 o’clock in the audience
room and meeting of the board in the vestry.
Meeting of the convention.
Report of committees, and discussions.
Paper by Rev. E. C. Whittemore of Auburn.
Subject: Shall we keep Sunday?” Discussion.
Closing devotional exercises. Adjournment.

A. G. Sawyer, ch. m. Josie M.1
.1. Scott Jordan, br. g. Little Jim.3
Dr. Soutliwick, b. g. Frank A.4
ch. g. Skedaddle.2
Reuben
Geo. Frazier, br. m. Jennie H.6

Small
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WEST OXFORD FAIR.
An

Attendance

Increased

on

the

Second Day.

4

Fryeburg, Oct. 7.
The second day of the West Oxford Agricultural
Society's fair was bright and clear, the rain of the
previous day being all driven away by a cool west
wind.
The numbers in attendance are apparently
much larger than for previous years, notwithstanding the greater extent of the grounds. Undoubtedly the new location attracts many. The
crowd is quiet and orderly, and there is little
evidence of intoxicants. The committee keep a
careful watch of the grounds, and as much oversight of the surrounding woods as possible. No
beer is allowed on the grounds and smoking is not
permitted in the building. The Martha's Grove
camp ground, close by, accommodates those who
wish with board and lodgings. A cage of trained
birds is one of the attractions of the fair, and
exhibitions of their skill are given whenever a
sufficient crowd gathers.
Although the halls are so much larger than
those of the former building, the tables seem
fuller than ever before. Dairy products are well
represented, there being some twenty lots of fall
butter, half as many of June butter, and a variety
of cheeses.
It. F.

In

SUMMARY.

Dyer,

Frank Nutter, br.

some

editor of the Oxford
handsome butter, eacli

ball stamped witli the initial M.
One long table is given to fruits, botli in their
natural state and canned. Some 200 lots of splendid apples show the possibilities of Maine as a
fruit raising State.
Grapes are exhibited by J. W. Colby of Denmark and E. W. Barker. B. Webber of Sweden

allows three varieties. C. E. Smith has the Rogers
grape. There are a dozen or fifteen lots of handsome pears, grown in different localities.
A couple hundred cans of all sorts of fruit and
jellies snow the skill of the ladies of the society
There is also a good show of
in this direction.
and sugar entered by E. H. Ballard.
maple syrupand
others.
F. N. Fi ve
The committee for this department have a hard
task before them, where all Is so excellent in appearance, the taste must correspond. Among the
principal exhibitors are Mrs. N. O. Mclntire, sixteen cans fruit, and a half dozen glasses of jelly,
Mrs. W. H. Abbott, eight or ten cans, and Mrs.
A. It. Jenness, Anna Barrows and Mrs. Edwin
Pray are also exhibitors.
Probably the quality is better than the quantity,
but tlie assortment of bread and cake is not so
large as It should be, there being only about a
dozen loaves of bread, both white and brown, and
eight or ten lots of cakes and cookies. Many of
these are the work of young cooks, like Miss
Yergie Evans, under 10 years old. Might it not
be well for the society to offer special premiums
to the youngest girls?
The table in the centre of the hail is devoted to
articles of household manufacture, and the number and vartetv on exhibition show that the good
old times of spinning, weaving and knitting have
not wholly passed away. There are so many that
it is impossible to mention individuals so we wait
for the report of the committee. On the same Bible is placed a case of minerals collected by Lucian Andrews. Stow. These deserve special mention, and bv the labels on the different kinds, similar lots are for sale. H. J. Linscott has an aquarium of his own make, but as yet uninhabited,
also a framed collection of autumn leaves. Cut
flowers are shown by Mrs. F. N. Frye, Mrs. Edwin

Prv. Mrs. G. S.

Rarrows.

Miss

Nellie Kllinrt

ami Mrs. Win. Wiswell. wlio also exhibits a handsome coleus.
Mrs. G. S. Barrows shows twenty
different varieties of pot plants. W. R. Tarbox has
line
of
fur
a full
robes, blankets and lap robes on
exhibition.
needle
and
The
fancy work department is well
filled and the quality of the work is noticeably
W.
G. Spring, Fryeburg, shows some
good. Mrs.
nice work on a fire screen, table cover, and two
Mrs.
M. B. Barker has a large
table scarfs.
variety of her handiwork on exhibition, a footstool, mantel lambrequin, etc. Mrs. Wm. Wiswell
enters a crochet stand cover, which required
much time and patience for its manufacture. Mrs.
V. Stickney of Brownfield, aged 77, has tried
fancy work this year for the first time and shows
several pieces of fancy knitting and outline em-

Miss Mary Weston has embroidery on
Miss Eva D. Walker shows a handsome piano scarf.
The displayM rugs and quilts is
equal
to that of former years; the Birch Hill Circle exhibits a quilt. Miss Isa Merrill. Lovell, a cretonne
quilt, and there are a number of others. Lizzie
Richardson, nine years old, exhibits a diminutive
drawn rug.
R. W. Howe, photographer, Fryeburg, shows a
case of photographs of natural scenery in tile
vicinity. Geo. G. Richardson, 11 years old, has a
drawing book, etc., on exhibition. J. S. Barrows
shows a collection of pencil sketches, and several
original designs for borders for wall paper executed by him the past year at the Lowell School
of Design, Boston ; other specimens of his w ork
in pen and ink are seen on various advertising
cards and notices in different parts of the hall
white

silk.

hardly

and grounds.
Mrs. E. G. Fife7has a tastefully trimmed monuadvertising her store at one end of the
central table, the letters being cut from birch
bark.
Miss Hattie Fike exhibits a painted frame, some
pen and Ink sketches and some polished horns.
A tame squirrel owned by Clara Bragdon, Fryeburg, is on exhibition.
The display of vegetables in the lower ball is
much larger than usual.
1’aul Perkins, Fryeburg, enters some fine onions, tomatoes and
squashes; S. Chandler, Stow, some large calinages. The show of pumpkins is unusually
large, noticeable among them being the Potlron
pumpkin entered by Janies M. Andrews, Brownfield, peculiar in its coloring. Cabbages weighing
27*/s pounds, were grown by F. Barker. wT
Barker, aged 7 years, shows 30 kinds of garden
seeds; Nellie Smart, 20 varieties. Thomas Day
shows some splendid cranberries grown in the
bed of the old river. E. E. Nevers shows sunflowers one foot in diameter. J. L. Frink. Brownfield, has a fine trace of corn; E. W. Barker, red
glazed corn; pop corn, Mary Barrows; other
traces are shown by F. Barker, W. H. Wiswell.
Eben Fessenden, C. B. Smith of Denmark, F. K.
Knox. M. M. Smart has a good show of garden
vegetables. S. H. Fessenden, Hiram, exhibits
cabbages, ruta bagas. W. Howard has a squash
ment

weighing

72

pounds.

Poultry is represented by several coops. H. J.
Linseott shows six bronze turkeys; L. Warren, a
flock of Plymouth Rocks; M. C, Powers, the Wyaudottes; P. Barker, Brown Leghorns.
John Ward of Fryeburg. carriage maker, exhibits a sleigh, two single and one double wagon.
Brown & Fox. Lovell, show a half-dozen stoves
and ranges. N. & L. B. Charles, Fryeburg, show
a clothes horse.
In the upper hall there are sewing machines
and organs in continuous use, and cream candy
is made and as rapidly sold.
The trotting not coming off at the appointed
time, no report can be given.
The State Fair.
The Journal says the State fair trustees who
had been holding a meeting at the DeWltt House
in Lewiston, adjourned Tuesday to October 27th.
The board did not fix the date of the State fair
for 1886.
They audited and approved nearly
$9000 in bills. Money still continues to be received from various sources by the treasurer.
The total receipts will be a trifle more than $19,-

000.
A handsomely mounted, hickory goad stick, ftlagreed in fine style, will be awarded the best driver
of oxen in the pulling matches next year. The
above will be substituted for the usual cash

prize.

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
6

pected.

Premiums Awarded.
The follnwitur is

a

list

of additional premiums

HORSES.

Best exhibition of strength by one pair of horses
under 2200 pounds weight, C. L. Robinson, Searboro, 1st.
Best single horse, C. L. Robinson, Scarboro,
1st; S. B. Carter, Scarboro, 2d.
BUTTER.

Scarboro, 1st;
Mrs. Edward
Granville McKenney,

Best butter, Mrs. Geo. Hudson,
Mrs. Geo. Carter, Scarboro, 2d:

l.oveitt, Scarboro, 3d;
Scarboro, 4th.

__

FAIR AT CRAY PARK.
Over 5000 People Witness the Trot-

ting Wednesday.
List of Premiums Awarded and Notes
of interest.
All day they
How the people did come In!
kept coming, over 6000 being present In the af-

The exhibition hall

ternoon.

1st.
DRAFT OXEN.
Best exhibition of strength by one yoke of oxen
G feet G inches and under, H. S. Jones, Scarboro,
1st; Wm. Fogg, Scarboro, 2d;Simon Carter, Scar-

boro, 3d.
Best exhibition of strength by one yoke of oxen
6 feet G inches and under G feet 10 inches,
Win. Warren. Scarboro, lst;E. Leavitt, Scarboro,
2d; H. Morrison, Scarboro, 3d.
Best exhibition of strength by one yoke of oxen
over 6 feet 10 inches and under 7 feet 2 inches,
G. Carter, Scarboro, 1st; C. Hanson, Scarboro,
2d; G. Scamman, Scarboro, 3d.
Best exhibition of strength by one yoke of oxen
7 feet 2 Inches and over, D. O. Plummer. Scarboro, 1st; G. Carter, Scarboro, 2d; John C. Burnham, Scarboro, 3d.

DRAFT OXEN AT THE DRAG.

This contest was witnessed by a large number
of people and there was some very good pulling
done. The successful farmers were as follows:
FIRST

MARES.

Best 3 year old colt, Mrs. B. 8. Larrabee, Scar
boro, 1st.
Best 1 year old colt, Hiram Higgins, Scarboro,
1st.
Best stallion. W. B. Nutter. Scarboro, 1st.
Best mare with foal, David Plummer, Scarboro,
1st; F. A. Skillings. Cape Elizabeth, 2d.
GRAIN AND VEGETABLES.

Traced Indian corn, B. F. Carter, Scarboro, 1st;
Libby, Scarboro, 2d; Granville McKenney,
3d.
Traced pop corn, D. O. Plummer, Scarboro, 1st:
Scott Fickett. Scarboro, 2d.
Ruta Baga turnips, Scott Fickett, Scarboro, 1st.
English turnips. J. R. Newcomb, Scarboro, 1st.
Carrots, Henry F. Bowers, Scarboro, 1st.
Mangold beets, E. S. Libby, Scarboro, 1st.
Sugar beets, same.
Turnip beets. G. W. Allen. Cape Elizabeth, isu
Yellow eyed beans, Scott Fickett, Scarboro, 1st;
Wm. Fogg, Scarboro, 2d.
Onions, Andrew Sawyer. Cape Elizabeth, 1st ;
G. W. Allen. Cape Elizabeth, 2d.
Wheat, C. E. Jordan. Cape Elizabeth, 1st; N. I.
Sawyer, Cape Elizabeth, 2d.
Oats—N. I. Sawyer, Cape Elizabeth, 1st; C. E.
Jordan, Cape Elizabeth, 2d.
Potatoes, any variety—Jersil R. Newcomb,
Scarboro, 1st; Stephen Scamman, Cape Elizabeth,
9d; Wm. Fogg, Scarboro, 3d.
Largest number of varieties of potatoes—N. B.
Love, Scarboro. 1st.
Best six marrow squash—M. F. Dyer, Cape
Elizabeth, 1st; O. L. Robinson. Cape Elizabeth,
2d.
Savoy Cabbage—J. R. Newcomb, Scarboro, 1st.
Best six cabbage, any variety—J. R. Neweonib,
Scarboro. 1st; Ni I. Sawyer.Cape Elizabeth,2d.
Six heaviest cabbage—N. I. Sawyer, Cape Elizabeth, 1st; Moulton F. Dyer, Cape Elizabeth, 2d.
Best collection of vegetables, not less than ten
varieties of one bushel each—N. B. Lane, ScarboE. S.

ro, 1st.

The committee recommended a special premion the collection of Lemuel Miliiken, the
of Enoeli Loveitt, and squash of Daniel
Cobb.

CLASS.

Best under 7 feet.
Weight of load. 3.261

pounds. W.
Gray. 1st; Merrill Bros., Gray, 2d.

P.

Haskell,

SECOND CLASS.
Best between 7 and 7 A feet.
Weight of load. 4.230 pounds. C. W.
Windham, 1st; W. H. Thompson, Gray, 2d.
THIRD

Hall,

CLASS.

Best IVt feet and over.

Weight of load, 0,174 pounds. S. W. Foster,
Gray, 1st; H. G. Thurlow, Poland, 2d.
The Races
A big crowd witcommenced at 2 p. m. sharp.
witnessed the trotting which proved very good.
Gray Eagle, the winner of the second money and
a close competitor for the first in the 2.60 class
yesterday came in third in every heat today. The
only reason for this falling off was because Whitney was not behind her. The change In drivers
proved fatal as Bose could not get |any speed out

The result was as follows:
2.38 class, purse 8126.
L. C. Ryerson, Lewiston, b. g. Chub.1 1 1
Chas.
Dustin, Dexter, br. g. Plumed
Knight.2 2 2
J. A. Brooks, W. Paris,ch. in., Annie M.. .3 3 3
Best time, 2.38V*.
2.46 CLASS. PURSE 8100.
D. Heiber, Portland, g. g. Gray Bunker,..2 2 3
C. E. Whitney, Portland, g. g. Gray Eagle.3 3 2
Ira Woodbury, Portland, Dr. g. Red Cross.l 1 1
Best time, 2.45.
Judges. A. T. Cobb, Deerlng, Wra. H. Irish,
Deering, Sylvanus Porter, Cumberland.
In the races Tuesday, Red Cross won in the
2.60 class and Kate L. for green horses.

of

her.

Award of Premiums.
DAIRY

PRODUCTS.

Butter, not less than 8 pounds. In lumps—Mrs.
Bela Latham. Raymond, 1st: Mrs. Belle Chipmau,
South Poland, 2d; Mrs. H. S. Bennett, 3d.
Butter, not less than 8 pounds in lumps, by a
girl under 18 years of age— Miss Evelina Strout,
West Gloucester, 1st; Miss Nellie Farrar, Gray,
2d.
Cheese, over 10 pounds—Mrs. I). Lawrence,
West Gray, 1st; Wm. P. Haskell, Gray, 2d.
FRUITS.

collectioi—0. C. Nelson, New

Apples, best

Gloucester, 1 st.

Apples, best specimens—B. P. Shailer, New
Gloucester, 1st.
Best disli of fall apples—William H. Webster,
1st.

Best dish of winter apples—A. B. Chipman, Bo.
Poland. 1st.
Best collection of pears—0. C. Nelson, New
Gloucester, 1st.
Best dish of pears—C. C. Hall, Gray, 1st.
Plums—T. Mi Merrill, New Gloucester, 1st.
Grapes—James Whitney, Gray, 1st.
Best half bushel cranberries—J. E. Smith, Gray,
1st.
GRAIN AND VEGETABLES.

over

COLTS, STALLIONS AND

Best half bushel potatoes, each variety—Early
Rose, James Whitney. Gray. Late Rose—F. L.
White Elephant—Joshua
Haskell, Windham.
Snow & Son, New Gloucester.
Beauty of He-

bron—Joshua Snow A Son.
Turnips, best collection—Geo.

F.

1st.

Black, Gray,

Onions, best collection—E. Varney, Windham,

1st.

Carrots, best collection—Joshua Shackford, Poland, 1st.
Beets—Daniel Nash. Gray, 1st.
Best half dozen cabbages J. G. Bennett, New
Gloucester, 1st.
Half-dozen squashes—David Huston, Gray, 1st.
Pumpkins, half-dozen—Elnathan Hunt, Gray,
1st.

Melons, half-dozen—Walter Brackett, West
Gloucester, 1st.
Yellow corn, best trace—Greeuleaf Frank.Gray,

1st.
Sweet com—Nelson Chase, Shaker Village, 1st.
Snap com-A. J. Osgood, Cumberland Centre,
1st.
Wheat, best sample—Nelson Chase, Shaker Village. 1st.

Barley, best sample—Chipman Bros., South 1 oland, 1st.
Beaus, best Vm bush., pea beans—Jedediah Libby. Gray, 1st.
Yellow eyed beans—Wm. A. Thompson, Wind-

ham,

1st.

TOWN TEAMS.

Gray,

10

yoke,

1st.
MATCHED OXEN.

C. M. Morrill, Windham, 1st.
MARES

AND COLTS.

Augusta Lowe. Gray, 1st.
One year old colts—N.Dyer,Pownal,
bury Benson, Gray 2d.

Wood-

1st ;

Two year olds—Albert Hannawell, Windham,
1st; Arthur Merrill, Gray, 2d.
Under 1 year old—Silas L. Adams, Gray, |lst;
8. A. Plummer. New Gloucester, 2d.
Three year old—Elmer Marston, 1st; Shaker
Village, 2d.
Four year old—Edward Cobb, Gray, 1st; Frank
Mooney, Cumberland Mills, 2d.
SHEEP.

South Down Buck—A. G. Thurlow, Poland, 1st.
Merino Buck—Shakers, New Gloucester, 1st.
Five South Down Ewes—Frank
Thompson,
Gray, 1st.
Five Grade Cotswold—E. P. Foster, West Gray,

um

1st.

pumpkin

SWINE,
and Pigs—E. H. Libby, Gray, 1st; 8.
2d.
Adams.
■ Boar—S. L. Adams, 1st ; E. H. Libby, 2d.
Fat Hogs—Chas. Hill, South Gray, 1st.

HOUSEHOLD MANUFACTURES AND FANCY ARTI
CLES.

Cut flowers—Mrs. D. Spaulding, 1st; Mrs. WilFogg, 2d.
House plants—Leila Latham, 1st; Emily Ste-

Sow

liam

venson, 2u.

Motto—Mrs. Warren Brown, 1st; Mrs. F. A.
Miller, 2d.
Fancy table, Mrs. Marshall Moulton, 1st.
Fancy basket—Mrs. William Studley, 1st.
Oil painting—Mrs. F.rank Congdon. 1st.
Braided rug—Mrs. F. O. Sawyer, 1st; Mrs. Ella
Pratt. Sd.
Drawn rag rug—Mrs. Ella Pratt, 1st; Mrs. Geo.
W. Carter. 2d.
Knit rag rug—Mrs. Bertha Waterhouse, 1st;
Mrs. IV. H. McLaughlin, 2d.
Knit yarn rug—Airs. D. Plummer, 1st; Mrs.Geo.
P. Libby, 2d.
Fancy rug—Mrs. Charles Lindall, 1st.
Woolen stockings—Mrs. C.A.Donnell, 1st; Airs.
A. Jordan, 2d.
Double mittens—Airs. Sarah P. Plummer, 1st;
Charles Whitney, 2d.
Cotton stockings—Airs. E. C. Jordan. 1st.
Patchwork quilt—Mrs. Mehitable Carter, 1st;
Mary E. Fowler, 2d.
Woolen Puff—Betsy Burnham. 1st.
Log Cabin Quilt—Airs. John B.Merrill, 1st; Airs.
Alfred liver, 2d.
Silk Quilt—Afrs. E. H. Webster, 1st; Mrs. A. L.
Kaler, 2d.
AVliite Counterpane—Airs. B. C. Allies, 1st.
trunici ouin—aiaia

:>ia>
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NOTES.

The Governor is expected tomorrow.
Edward Dingley was present today in the interest of the Lewiston Journal.
The pretty waiter girls at the association dining
hall are very attractive. That is one reason why
so many young men take dinner there.
THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Weller Brown and Libby have driven from this
county about 900 head of cattle and 1000 sheep.
The last drove contained 417, and the one to be
driven In a few days will contain upwards of 300
head.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Bucksport Seminary library has recently
received a donation of over one hundred volumes
Several promifrom Hon. Thomas H. Sherman.
books within a few
nent men have donated
months.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Hon. Eugene Hale has given Hebron Academy
hundred dollars for the purchase of scientific
apparatus. This is a most generous as well as
timely gift. President Pepper of Colby University, Is to deliver an address before the students of
tile Academy this Thursday evening.
oue

Snow, 2d.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Scamman. 1st.
Painted Banners—Mrs. T. P. Adams, 1st; Miss
Josie Scamman, 2d.
Fancy Bag—Mrs. Wm. McLaughlin, 1st; Mrs.
Wm. McLaughlin, 2d.
Lace Apron—Mrs. Frank Scamman, 1st; Amy
Scamman, 2d.
Childs Saeouc—Clara Snow, 1st; Clara Snow,
2d.
Splashers—Walter Robie, 1st; Mande T. Libby,
2d.
Slipper Case—Mrs. Wm. McLaughlin, 1st.
Worsted Flowers—Mrs. E. T. Benner, 1st; Mamie Silvador, 2d.
Worked Banners—Mrs. F. A. Miller, 1st; Mrs.
Nellie Carter. 2d.
Mexican Work—Mrs. Eva Higgins. 1st; Mrs.
Eva Higgins, 2d.
Afghan—Mrs. William Studly, 1st; Mrs. C. A.
Donnell, 2d.
Crochet Tardy—Mabel Ficket, 1st.
Worsted Tidy—Nellie Gardiner. 1st; Emma F.
Whitney. 2d.
Netted Tidy—Mrs. C. A. Waterhouse 1st and
Knit Shirt—Annie I.

2d.

Linen Tidy—Lizzie C. Pullen, 1st.
Crazy Tidy—Mrs. Nellie Moody, 1st; Mrs. Wm.
McLaughlin, 2d.
Macremae Tidy—Mrs. Granville McKenney.lst;

Mrs. Wm. McLaughlin, 2d.
Painted Tidy—Nettie Lowe, 1st; Mrs. Marshal
Moulton, 2d.
Scrap Album—Edith Scamman, 1st.
Lace Collar—Mrs. Hattie Davis. 1st; Mrs. James
Coolbrotli, 2d.
Ottoman—Mrs. Wm. Studly, 1st ; Henry Bowers,
2d.
sofa Pillow—Ada Libby, 1st; Mrs. John Dyer,
2d.
Worsted Cape—Nellie Snow, 1st.
Toilet Set—Nellie Latham, 1st: Adda Libby,
2d.
Worked Table Scarf—Mrs. Wm. Studly, 1st:
Mrs. Clarence Dodge, 2d.
Painted table scarf—Clara May Jordan, 1st;
Nellie Snow, 2d.
Towel sham—Mrs. Charles Libby, 1st.
Worsted mats—Mrs. Warren Brown. 1st; Mrs.
,1. C. Kundlett, 2d.
Pin

all

Sarah Fletcher of Shaker Village took first premium on a rug; Mrs. George H. Haskell, for best
floral display; Mise Susie Hall, first premium for
best white bread; Annie F. Andrews for cake;
Mrs. Lottie Moore pn tidies; Miss Frda W. Small
for crazy quilt.
The principal excitement of the forenoon was
the contest of

Gray,

BREAD.

Best brown bread, Mrs. C.A. Donnell, Scarboro,

crowded

was

day.

5
dr’n

2.54.

awarded:

Mckeeo, agricultural

Democrat, shows

Marana R.5

m.

Time—2.52%, 2.52%,

PEN IS.

The fair will be continued through today. At
10 o’clock there will be an Independent race between Dr. South wick’* Frank A., of Buxton,
Reuben Dyer’s Skedaddle, of Cape Elizabeth, F.
A. Whittier’s Peanut, of Old Orchard, for a
will be a papurse of 850. At 1.30 p. m. there
raiie of family horses on the track, and at 2
will come
races
second
day’s
o’clock the regular
off. These consist of the race for all horses
for
of
the
limit
society
the
owned and kept within
a pnrse of 825, and the free-for-all race for a
In
entered
are
horses
purse of 80u Several good
noth races and Interesting contests may be ex-

display.

Dyer,

HIIILE

TODAY'S PREMIUMS.

SECOND DAY

Colby University—Revs. W. S. Roberts and C.
M. Emery and Arad Thompson, Esin
Coburn Classical Institute—Rev. E. C. Wbitte*
more and H. J. White, aud Austin Hall, Esq.
Houlton Aeademv—Revs. A. J. Padelford and
T. E. Busfleld, and William Woods. Esq.
Hebron Academy—Revs. A. R. Crane and E. S.

broidery.

Auditor—Prof. E. W. Hall.
Directors—l)r. G. W. B. Pepper, Rev. B. T.
Shaw, Dr. J. H. Hanson, Dr. J. Ricker, Prof. J. B.
Foster. Revs. W. A. Neweombe, W. C. Burrows,
H. S. Burrage, Mr. William Woods, Revs. C. B.
Young, G. B. Illsley, G. P. Mathews, C. V. Hanson, F. S. Bickford. J. M. Burtt, G. A. Cleveland,
G. B. Titus, J. W. Dilk, E. S. Fish, Mr. H. A. Hart,
Revs. H. M. Hopkiuson, A. J. Padelford. N. T.
Dutton. W. T. Sargent, A. K. P. Small, G. E.
Tuffs, C, C. Tilley, E. S. Small, Mr. Busfleld, Mr.
C. P. Bennett,
Rev. C. *. Owen of Oakland, then reported for
the committee on place and preachers that the
society would meet next year wherever the convention was held, the sermon to be delivered by
Kev. l)r. Pepper, with Rev. Mr. White, of Augusta as alternate.
Remarks were then made by
Rev. Mr. Spaulding, of the American Publication
Society. The meeting of the society then closed
with prayer by Rev. Mr. Warren of Livermore.

The following officers
ensuing year:

8,

cushion—Mary Whitney.

1st.

Bracket lambrequin—Sarah latrrabee. 1st.
Muslin embroidery—Mrs. John G. Allen, 1st.
Thermometer—Flora Gardner, 1st.
Mantle lambrequin—Mrs. Charles Lindall, 1st;
Mrs. C. C. Norton, 2d.
Canvas tidy—Mrs. C. A. Donnell, 1st; Mrs. E. C.
Jordan, 2d.
Tray cloth—Sadie Libby, 1st.
Table cover—C rrie Burbank,
1st; Mrs. Wm.
Stndley, 2d.
Knit Edgings—Mary C. Libby, 1st.
SPECIAL. PROGRAMME.

Feather Edge Lace-Marv E. Harris.
P aim Covering—Mrs. Charles Lindall
Sofa Tidy—Mrs. J. c. Kundlett,
T diet Set—Mrs. Eliza Libby.
H ime Made Coverlid F. A. Jordan.
T ible Cover—Mrs. C. A. Donnell,
piper Flowers—Mrs. L. W. Plummer.
L ce Apron—Florence Frank and Mrs. John

Dyer.

Painted Panels—Nettie Lowe.

The report that the Salvation Army had opened
In Gardiner was a mistake.
No such move has
yet beeu made.
Gardiner appears to be “on the fence” regarding time. Last Sunday the city cli ck was set
ahead at noon to local time, and the Oakland Co’s
whistle was blown to give the. people notice
f It.
JewThe city whistles now blow by local time.
ett w ill continue to rim his mill by standard time.
ItilU UIU
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PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The total amount of lumber surveyed at the
of Bangor to October 1st, was 103.145,374
This shows an excess in favor of 1886 over
of 3,518,288 feet. Since 1883 there is a
falling oft of 21,344,040 feet for 1884 and 17,826612 for 1885.
No committals have been made to the Penobscot jail in the last twelve days and the Commer
clal fs led to remark "What are we coming to?”
Correspondence has been going on between J.
H. May. owner of Pilot Knox, aod the proprietors
of Maplewood Park, in Bangor, and there Is a
Augusta sta lion, Pilot
prospect that the noted
Knox, wldch has Just won the Spirit of the Times

port

feet.
1884

cup, will trot In Bangor this fall In company with
several other very fast stallions.
There Is a great scarcity of sailors in the port of
Bangor. There are now vessels lying there which
have been loaded and waiting for crews to take
them to sea ever since last

Thursday.

The next quarterly meeting of the Maine Eastern Christian Conference will be held at the Union meeting house at Simpson's Corner, Dtxmont,
commencing Friday, October ICth. 1885, at ten
o’clock, a. in., and continue over the Sabbath.
Bangor has had its pest house Jput in complete
condition, two excellent nurses have been engaged and should the small pox appear in that city,
the officials will meet it with promptness.
KNOX COUNTY.

p

loose 1 ay sells in Rockland for from $11 to $15
r

ton.

The Courier Gazette says that

a

wild steer be-

longing to F\ A. Thorndike of Rockland is
ing through the county and destroying the

roamcrop*

of various farmers. Attempts have been made to
shoot the steer several times within a few days,
but it is so wild that no one can get near enough
to him for that purpose.
WALDO COUNTY.

The ship Cora of Belfast, has just been sold to
New York parties. With the sale of this vessel
Belfast loses the last of the great fleet of ships
formerly owned in that city, which one by one
have either been lost or sold.
YORK COUNTY,

Wm. Clark and Warren Bryant, two Biddeford
gentlemen, are said to bo niu«h elated over a discovery of a ledge of lead ami silver found in the
street adjoining their property.
The case of State vs. Frank and Chas. L. Bod
well for assault on Luke H. Roberts, is now being
tried at Alfred and the court room is crowded
daily.
The Y’ork National hank in Saco, paid a xemh
onnual dividend of 5 per cent on Monday.

f

%

II,

.. —-1-|-|H ..|

1'HE PRESS.

doubts that he is one of the hardest of cases,
WATERED STOCK IS T1IE TROUBLE.

Springfield

re-

sult of the contest between the Democracy
and civil seryice reform. The Democracy at
advvantage. It is on top.
has a

beer in Cincinnati lias been
reduced. As the Democrats control the saloons people are naturally curious to know

The

are

ia are
fearlessness is a very reassuring sign. More
of it ill some of the other states would indi-

were

have seen in college students to distinguish
them from ordinary roughs. The guileless
Freshman will continue to live in an unpleasant state of uncertainty, not knowing
when night comes whether he will have to
stand on his head, be tossed in a blanket or
go under the pump.

3d.

—

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
194 MIDDLE STREET, Portland.

janldtf

January 1,1884.

CRAY

road has failed to fulfil the glowing predictions of its projectors and today is bankrupt.
The city has foreclosed its mortgage, and
under tiie statutes of the State, applying not
to this particular road alone, but to all roads
similarly situated, the road will soon pass in-

ITVA-IR.
Oct.

tiie

second mortgage
bondholders, encumbered by two debts—one
the first mortgage of $800,000 and the other
the receiver’s certificates of $250,000. All

and 8.

6,J7,

TROTTING ENTRIES.
FIRST DAY.
11.50 Class—Purse 81OO.
M. S. Eastman, Cornish.s. g. Sorrel Dan.
H. 1). Donovan, Auburn.b. g. Puritan.
D. Heiber. Portland
....g. g. Gray Bunker.
C. E. Whitney Portland
g. g. Gray Eagle.
T. Scott Jordan, Gape Elizabeth.. .b. g. Little Jim.
Ira Woodbury. Portland.br. g. Red Cross.
A. I. Allen. East Hiram.b!k. s. Gov. Morrell.
J. N. Nason. Mechanic Falls.b. s. Billy Knox.
Thayer Brothers. So. Paris ..g. m. Grace Darling.
Greeu Horses—Purse $50.
Chirk Burgess, New Gloucester.Bay Mare.
Whitman Leslie. Gray.b.m. KatieL.
Geo. Frazier. Portland.b. m. Jennie H.
Frank Hill, Gray.b. g. Frank.
A. G. Thurlow, New Gloucester... .br. m. Lucky.
Henry Frank, Deering.bik. m. Deoring Girl.
SECOND DAY, OCT. 7.
2.3S Class—Parse $125.
F. S. Tilton, Oakland.ell. g. Rapidus.
Geo. Rose, Portland .b. g. Hoosac
L. C. Kverson, Lewiston.b. g. Chub.
Clias. Dustin. Dexter .br. g. Plumed Knight.
J. A. Brooks, W. Paris.eh. in. Annie M.
2.45 Class-Parse $100.
M. a: Eastman. Cornish.s. g. Sorrel Dan.
M. Jordan, Samirappa
g. m. Lady Independent.
I). Heiber, Portland..g. g. Grey Bunker

other claims against the road w ill be wiped
by the foreclosure process. In the reorganization which will follow foreclosure, and
which is controlled and directed not by any
special act, but by the general railroad law s
of this State, every second mortgage bondholder will get for every hundred dollars of
second mortgage bonds or coupons which he
out

share of stock in the new comInasmuch as the city ow'ns the majority of the bonds and coupons it will of
course own a majority of the new stock.
The new company will start strong and solveatand with good credit. The total incumbrance on Its roadwillbebut$l,050,000,a sum
w .ich its earnings can easily take care of.
Tiie city will control tiie corporation and in
no way can it be deprived of that control except by its own voluntary act. Whatever
earnings remain after tiie fixed charges and
operating expenses are paid, the city will
have control of to divide if it sees fit among
one

pany.

3.00

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
oc6

Grey

number of gentlemen who
But
own a minority of the second
mortgage
bonds and say to the city: “You had better
not proceed under foreclosure, you had better
adopt a plan we have fixed up. To be sure,
foreclosure puts you in complete possession
of the road, and (here is no doubt but you are
equitably as well as legally entitled to such
possession, but if you get the property you
may squander it. We have evolved a plan that
will guard you against any such danger. And
now come a

THE

THE FINEST IN THE LAND !
A man is not satisfied with his outfit until he has
a Merry Hat to wear.
Fine Stiff and Silk Hats our motto.

FUR

FINE IMPORTED LAP ROBES.
Wolf Robes now ready at Wholesale and Retail.
OF
GENTS’ GLOVES.
AN ELEGANT LINE

SEE

Income

Tuning

Some Rare Bargains still remain.
pairing to order.

and

INSURE

3 Free Street
ianl2

Block,

ROGERS & RRO.

Portland.

•

SILVER

FAST COLOR

versed and the individual bondholders in the
majority, and this proposition bad been
made to them, we imagine their answer
would be substantially that which the mountain goat in the fable made to the wolf
who coaxed him to come down into the val-

ETCHING OK

I warrant this line of

]

OUTLINE

Every shade of the Brainerd & Armstrong Co.New “Wash Silk” is war-

ranted to wash in warm water and
Castile Soap without change of color or
injury to the fabric. Made in over 100
different shades, and for sale by leading
Faucy Woods Dealers everywhere. See
that every skein is ticketed:
Outline Embroidery I
wa.h.„,c.i.r.
Silk,
or

road was a secondary matter then the choice
between the foreclosure and the “mutual
agreement” plans might be a difficult one to

long as the chief object sought
is the security of the city’s control there
ought to be no hesitation in choosing between a plan under which the city’s control
^cannot be lost except by its own voluntary
as

j;

Etching

NInuufBctHrcii Exclusively By

ME BRAINERD & ARMSTRONG CO.,
35 KINGSTON ST., BOSTON.
eod3m
sep24

act, as every lawyer admits is the case with
the foreclosure plan, and one under which

Tackle

pimp Fishing
UUllOp and Sporting Goods.

the control of the road may be lost to the
city in spite of itself, as some lawyers certainly maintain is the case with the mutual

agreement plan.

FONT’S

POWDER

1

McKENNEYJtie Jeweler,
‘ 147

Congress

Street,

JANUARY

Capital,

^

Swr"

<
We

are now

_dtf

FAIR

complete

COE,

MISSES’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.
Our own importation of Berlin Garments for Misses from 4 to 12
These
years contains some choice styles found in no other stock.
garments cannot be duplicated this season.
For Misses of 12, 14 and 1C years, we show a varied and tasty assortment.
We have the new and desirable Cloakings and Trimmings for sale.
Garments cut and fitted, or made to order.

STRICTLY ONES PRICE.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
*ltf

oc7

LIABILITIES:
Losses and other Claims

BE

31 EXCHANGE ST.

d3w

j ias
*

a

Stiff Hat different from any

(her dealer iu Portland.
and look at it.

I 97

Urop

r j
m

m

n m

■

Manufacturers of our State.
Broadway and
Young Men’s style on hand in every quality.
The largest stock of Stiff and Soft Hats ever
shown here. The Brown Stiff that will not
fade.
Large line of (Loves, Umbrellas and

Traveling Bags.
Come to the place where you
largest stock to select from.
THE

can

selling

still

fast

as

as

we make them.

ROBERT f7S0MERS & CO.,
232 Middle Street.
codtt

0Ct3

LADIES’

AND

CHILDREN’S

OUTSIDE GARMENTS.

end 111!

IMPORTANT
OHARACTERISTIOS.

UNIFORMITY, DURABILITY,
SUPERIORITY OF METAL
Used by the best penmen in U. S. and Canada.

IVIS03V, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO.,

never sold under $10.00 and
$12.00. We propose to offer a handsome
line for just $7.00, for this week only.
We shall also put in a very large TapesRug for just $1.0.>. Remember, this
price is for this week only.

represented,

we

We have in stock this

G-EIVTS.

season one

been well

paid

of the choicest lines of Ladies’ and Children’s

for your time.

N. H.

STUDLEY, Manager,

499 CONGRESS

STREET, COR. BROWN.

full line of Harper’s Bazar Paper Patterns,
p. S.—We carry
which Is considered the Best Pattern made.
a

OCtG

(iff

MILLINERY!
MISS E.R. FOWLE
Having returned from New York
with the latest

To-Day

CAPITALISTS
in the new Five Year
Distribution endowment* of the Old !?lnluNew York, Ca*>h Fuud
ll I Life In*. Co., of
$105,000,000, which pay better than most other investments at the present time.
Apply to

Are

now

investing largely

W. D.
AGENT,
<»Ctti

LITTLE,
31

Millett & Little.
d8t

will be happy to see lier former
friends and patrons at

NO. 10 ELM STREET.
oc6

dlw

AARON HODSDON retires from our firm
this (lay, and Mr. Grenville A. Hodsdon is
HODSDON BROS. & CO.
admitted.
Yarmouthville, Oct. 1,1885.
oct7dlw

MR.

IV.

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR
TUESDAY EVENING, OCT. 13.

POLO!

POLO!

POLO!

FEMALE CRESCENTS
(of Boston) vs.

Four.

—ALSO—

ONE

CREAT

RACE.

MILE

To conclude with a game of Polo between the

despise deception

in any form.
Body Brussels Carpets, Velvet Carpels, Tapestry Brussels Carpets,
Cotton Carpets aud Cotton and

Four and the Portland’s Four.

Bijou’s

Adiuiseion *15 Cu.

Game called at 9.

dtd

oc7

GILBERT'S DANCING ACADEMY.
Class for Young Ladies and Gen.
tlemen,

BEGINNERS THURSDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 8.
The Latest Styles of Dancing taught.
made

Waltzing

specialty.
Term, for

a

Twelve I,con.:
LADIES, 83.00.
GENTLEMEN, 83.00.
Class for Young Ladies.

Thundny., from 4.30 to 6.00 p. m., commeneing t)ct. 8th. Terms, $6.00 for the season. Twelve
lessons, $4.00.
Misses and Masters.
Saturday., commencing Oct. 10. For further
particulars please call or send for circular._
M. B. GILBhRT.
Kespeclfully,
sep30dtf
Academy, No. SCrtVfr Congress St.
EDUCATIONAL.

Carpetings,Straw HI ac-

tings, Oil Clotli, 3, <i, 12
and 15:fect wide, Linq uetee, 15 feet wide.

FRENCH AND GERMAN

Stove Rugs and Zincs in graet variety.
Rembeinber everything in our store is
marked down for this week, as we are
contemplating chan. es aud improvement

NATURAL_METHOD.

—BY THE—

Chamber Furniture.

Pine Chamber Sets
$15.75 to $35.00
10.00 to 45.00
Ash Chamber Sets
45-00 to 80.00
Sets
Cherry Chamber
(We mean Clierry, pot. imitation.)
Walnut Chamber Sets $37.50 to $200.00
“
G5.00 to 400.00
Mahogany
(in the Boston store.)

SETS

THESE

not second hand and varnished over,
they are not puttied up to cover defects,
they are not made from green stock, they
are not ancient pattern, thay are not
made by Chinamen. They were never out
on a lease and mostly
paid for and taken
We are sorry that
back to be resold.
some of the above calamities had not
to
these Chamber
Sets,
happened
And haring fairbut they did not.
and
represented
honestly
ly, squarely
our goods for thirteen years, climbing to
the top of the ladder oil that line, we shall
not commence to prevaricate after success has rowued our honest efforts.

MISS A. M. KITTREDGE
will form afternoon classes in

CERMAN

AND

FRENCH

at Mrs. Caswell’s schoolrooms.
The Natural, or Nnureor method will be
employed and no English used.
Apply during October at 9G Park St., between
two and three o’clock p. m.
Dr. L. Sauveur, Germantown, Pa.;
References:
nr
.....11
It
1»
/ui'Tritnnv 1
_1.

IV

CHINA

PAINTING^

AND FIRING.

Drawing, Painting and Indelible Ink.
r/cREIGIITON

MISS H.

are

Is prepared to receive pupils and form classes for
Sho
the w inter in the above named branches.
will make a specialty of China Painting, and will
her
own
under
kiln
and
in'
ner
own
Fire China
Plain and Fancy
supervision, for her pupils.
Marking in indelible ink on table linen, handkerchiefs, &c., done to order.
Specimens of w ork may be seen and inquiries
maae at DC PARK ST.
sep!5dlm

MISS LIZZIE M. BROWN,

TEACHER OF

VOCAL MUSIC,
eod3w»

103 OAK WTBKET.

OCG

Classical

and

English

School,

1-3 CONGRESS ST., Ail FLOOR.
Open to both sexes. Individual and class instruction. Heat, light and ventilation excellent.
Special attention given to English branches. Graduates of Grammar Schools preparing for College
save a year at this school.
Fall term begins Monday, Sept. 14th.
jyPrivate lessons after 2,p. m. in English,
Latin, Greek, French or German,
For further information, till above date, address
C. B. V ABNEY, A. M.,
Me.
aug28eodtf
493

_Deertng,

one

floor, nphols-

suffice to show the
mean business:

public

we

$32.50to$75.00

45.00 to 150.00
7 5.00 to 200.00
a

SCHOOL

EVENING

THE

—OF THE—

Portland

Fraternity

will begin its sessions for the year, on Monday
Ft cuing, the 12tb of October, 1883, at 7.30
o'clock.
Classes will be formed in Arithmetic. Beading,
Spelling, Penmanship, Geography, Grammar, and

Bookkeeping.

Scholars will be granted the privileges of the
Beading Boom, Amusement Boom, and Gymna-

of the Institution.
of Portland, 15 years of age or
be admitted to the school for one y«ar,
on presentation of a recommendation from a responsible citizen, and the payment of One Dolsium

Any resident

over, may
lar

Blank forms for recommendation may be obtained on application to the Janitor at the rooms.
4 FREE ST. BLOCK.

oct3d3w
CHARLES W. CRIMMER,
TEACHER OF VIOLIN AND GITTAB
and other Instruments,
or Residence No.
Portland, He.

No. 180 Middle St.,
sepl7

125 Pearl Std3m

MISS BERTHA H. BERRY
w'ill receive pupils in

Drawing, Painting

and China

Decoration,
AT STUDIO, NO. 567 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.
Apply

113

at

Winter Nireet.
d2 w

octG
_

ware.

Stoves and Ranges.
ENORMOUS STOCK.

A good Range and Ware set up in your
house for XI.5, and warranted a baker.

The largest line in Maine, Round, Square
and Oval, with ovens and without ovens,
self feeders and not self feeders, open
The makes arc
grates and air tights.
not new, you have heard of the “First
National,” and the “Solace,’’the “Octagon,*’ and the “Frankfort,” the“Groveland,” and the “Nation,” the “Peninsular,” and the “Banner,” the “Bud,”
and the “Blossom,” and we might keep
on naming, we have them ail in stock,
and for this week the prices areaway
down. If you need a Parlor Stove don't
fail to see our line, we can suit you, prices
84.00 to 840, and au Oil Cloth Mat givWe deliver
en away with every stove.
free anywhere in New Englaud where
there is a depot, and we deliver on onr
own teams anywhere 8 miles from store.
Goods sold for Cash or on Our Special
Contract System at

COR.PEABLaild MIDDLE STS.,
A FEW DOORS BELOW THE POST

OFFICE,

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall House
Furnishing Store, Boston.

CANNEL COAL
Open Grates,

for

at

$10.00 PER TON,
Delivered.

SARGENT DENNISON & CO.
174 Commercial Street.
sep29

dtl

fiUTpramm
II iMI 11W. F. JOHNSON & CP.,

2 f 8 LaSalle St.

CHICAGO

ol8U?Sn,mdMUa“0'ffrnt00r<}e"tor
Futures
Grain Bought and
^Lr.

in
TOHXSOK.

kiU<1,

Sold.

F.

oct3

j.

SCHDYLEB.

EDIT.

HAMMgWj

SXii&TbSm

FIGURED GLASS

EXCHANGE NT.
(l:i'V

NOTICE.

FALL STYLES

IV.

Bijou’s

_

1 Case Conticook Bine Mixed Ribbed
Shirts and Drawers for G'entlemen,
at 75 cts. per pieee; same
sold for $1.25.

Course Tickets exchanged for either extra opera.
Books of tlie operas, librettoes, and tickets now on
sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
Half fare and late trains on O. T„ and M. C.
Half fare on F. & O. Half fare to Matinee on F. ft

nilAO

We have in stock and ordered at the mills
3500 yards of all Wool Carpet, prime
goods, beautiful patterns, which we shall
offer this week for just GO cents per yard
and we don’t mean remnants, but good
clean straight goods. Come and see them.
You can always rely on our goods being
as

BOHEMIAN GIRL,
Evening Tickets 50c, 75c, 81- Matinee 25c and 50c.

IV.

4x7 feet,

just

MUSKETEER.
Katvrdny Evening.Oct 10, 2d entertainment In
Stockbridge Course, Balfe’s charming Opera, the

PARLOR STOVES.

Outside Garments that we have ever been able to show. All our garments were
bought early in the season, when prices were at least 20 per cent less than at <he
present time. Wro shall give our customers the benefit of our early purchase, and
when we do that we offer au extra inducement to any lady in want of Ladies’or
Children’s Garments. We ask you only to give us a call, look over our line of
goods and get our low prices, and we feel confident that you will feel that you have

753 on<l 755 Broiidiva), New York.
1e20
eodera

oct7

SOFA SMYRNA HUGS.

regular English

Portland, lie,

TEEL PENS
SPENCERIAN
Q

that you need so much at this time of
year.
They will be opened on our floor
So come
this morning and sold cheap.
early and get the best.

Parlor Suit in from 40 different styles at
these prices, most of the goods are our
own manufacture at our Boston factory,
corner Shawnuit Avenue and Pleasant
street, and are thoroughly well made.
Wre most respectfully solicit an inspection
of these suits. Our store is very light
and every attention will be given that
you may see just what the goods are. We
also requestanexamiiiatioiiof the “CASCO” BEI) LOUMJE, the most perfect Bed
and Sofa combined that has yet been
See the Casco
placed upon the market.
•studentsH'hairs, Students’ Rockers, Easy
Chairs, Rattan Chairs, Camp Rockers,
Sideboards, Chiffoniers, Desks, Tables,
Ac. We have an enormous line of Marble Top Tablet, marked very low for this
week. A special sale for this week will
be found in Toilet Sets, Imported Engilsh
Toilet Sets, only a few crates, but we
shall place these elegant 10 piece sets on
our floor this morning at the unheard of
of $2.87 per set. Y'oii will wonder
price
now we can do this, but we tell you we
mean business this week and we never go
half way. These goods are perfect and

CORK HAT

&~PINKHAM,
AGENTS,

Exchange St.,
sop 10_

REMNANTS.

Remember, yon have 6 days to select

find the

GIRALDA.
Saturday Matinee, the Comic Opera, adapted
by Farnie,

Body Brussels Remnants, 1,1 1*4,1 1*2
yards and up to 5 yard lengths.
Roxbury Tapestry Brussels Remnants in
1, 1 1-4,11-2,2 and up to 7 yard lengths
all handsome patterns. Now, ladies, we
only have ten bales of these Remnants

umnftTPn

Fbkd Willlvms,
Stage Manager.

L. Studley,
Conductor.

S.

gain.

Hair Cloth Parlor Suits
“
Mohair Plush
“
“
Silk

$870,064.23

MORSE

Friday Eveniug, the newComlc Opera, by Adam,

prices will

$870,054.23

in

MIDDLE STREET.

Sea

chores:
NPHtTAI, NfENBBY!
NEW COSTIIMEH!

a ne t i,

100 pairs Turcoman Curtains and Port*
ieres, this week, only at $4.10 per pair
and upwards. This is a stupendous bar-

popular shades and colorings, all prices, different combinations.
Prices slaughtered for this week, to
A few
make room for our attraction.

Unpaid
against Company.$111,193.09

FOR

HATTER,

all

ggJEST

Hl^j^
BLto|i,
mSBsm ■

■

59,800.00

Re-insurance Reserve. 313,908.28
Cash Capital. 400,000.00
Net Surplus.
44,952.86

We Offer

w. ID. LITTLE,

|jpj

lowing celebrated artists in the cast: Mlle.ZelIn <le Nunn*, Ague* Huntington. Mnrie
•.tone. Lizzie Rnrton, 'Com Knrl. Herndon
Moraell, MnrPouald. Frolhinghnui. Mr.
W. H. Clark and Mr. H. C. Bnrunbee

IDEAL ORCHESTRA of 14 BOSTON MUSICIANS.

Parlor Suits on
Forty
tered in all the
hI

COMPANY, 60 Performer*, with the fol-

Turcoman Curtains.

Odd Bedsteads, Bureaus, Commodes, Ac.
in great variety.

Providence & New York Bank Stocks 204,350.00
77,000.00
Gas Stocks.
25,600.00
Chicago & Alton Railroad Stock.
What Cheer Corporation, Real Ksta:e
26,000.00
Cash in Office and Banks.
50,053.10
BlllsReceivable(forMarlne Premiums) 92,017.36
Due from Agents, Uncollected Premi93,463,77
ums, and other Assets.

Shirts and Drawers

THE

CO., of
rut: 01,0 MUTUAL LIFE
<iew York. Ca*h AmcIn ^I05,000,000» is
or
Life
Insurance
►repaied to furnish Annuities
Yhe
or Women on the most favorable terms.
test safeguard for emergencies. Apply to

KTsIadFs Ideal Opera
OPERA SEASON BY THE BOSTON

Wool

$400,000.00

Samplecard of special numbers sent on application
ASK FOB CAR® NO 1

0 LET THE BOYS KNOW THAT

eod3w

4,1

a

We have a full line of elegant Seal Plush Sacques, Plain Beaver
“Tailor made” Garments, Fur Lined Circulars, Medium and Low
Priced Newmarkets, Russian Circulars, and many special Novelties,
both in material and style.

1885.

1,

STREET.

THTS PAPERr^«?J£S35

assortment of Ladies’ and Misses’
Fall and Winter Garments.

exhibiting

i\ OUR LADIES’ DEPARTMENT

ASSETS:
United States Bonds.$206,295.00
City of Boston Bonds. 34,875.00

’rOSSeSS

SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.
sep24

IMS.

iy7

Cash

9

ay you to examine the brand.

ANNUITIES FOR WOMEN.

oclG

no

I would notify my customers and the public
;enerally that all Silver Plated Goods with an arow through the name or brand are imperfect or
j nsaleable goods, and therefore second quality
, .rare and as such goods are sold in this city, it will

MILLS,

**ni7

AGENT,

genuine

This will be the 29th performance of this play,
its career having been decidedly successful.
Seats 75c and 50c. Gallery, 36c. Sale of seats
oct2-dtd
commences Monday, Oct. 6.

We will give a written guarantee
with every set, when required.

i

Sign of the “Goldeu Rifle.”

j

the

CAUTION.

lepauno Chemical Company's"Allas Powder ’for blasting.

22f MIDDLE

be

2.87 per dozen,
A1 Dessert Knives,
'ie Knives, Soup and Oyster Ladles, and all kinds of
Table ware at lowest prices.

—A>’D~

I L. BAILEY,

STATEMENT

logers & Bro.

Sole ageut in this vicinity for

DU

goods to

togers & Bro. make and first quality. I Keep
econd quality or arrow brand in stock.

$2.50 per dozen,
logers & Bro. A1 Tea Spoons,
logers & Bro. A1 Dessert Spoons, 4.00 per dozen,
4.50 per dozen,
logers & Bro. A1 Table Spoons,
logers & Bro. A1 Medium Forks, 4.50 per dozen,
4.25 per dozen,
logers & Bro. A1 Dessert Forks,
logers & Bro. A1 Medium Knives, 3.00 per dozen,

EMBROIDERY.

ley w'here the herbage was more abundant,
“We prefer certainties to uncertainties.”
That ought to be the answer of the city.
If the principal object to be, secured was
the getting of an income for a few years to
come for the city out of the road, and the
permanent retention of the control of the

PLATEJJJABLE

WARE.

“PHYLLIS DENOHR”

Cor. Pearl & Middle Sts.,

ART SQUARES

eodtf

R,

Railroad and other Bonds.

dtf

THURSDAY, OCT. 8, 1885,
The new Romantic Sensational Drama, suggested
by Hugh Conway’s ‘‘Dark Duy*,”aiul entitled

ALL WOOL CARPETS.

WITH

PHOVIDKNCK.

Silver Plated Ware,

—

Carpets! Carpets!

JEWELER,
INCORPORATED 1799.
547 Congress Street, Providence
Washington
Insurance
SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK,
Co.,
I.

re-

OF

We shall
in great variety and sizes.
reach the bottom oil these goods this
The patterns arc very handsome
week.
and the quality the of the goods the best

_

THE

Samuel Thurston,

entitled to nothing under the foreclosure
plan, but then you are to get interest on a
certain amount of bonds under our plan,
and for that boon you can, of course, afford
to pay something to men who have no legal
claim against you.” Were the situation re-

HATTE R,

oct3

FIREI INSURANCE.

COVERS.

have arranged also that you shall get an
out of the road. It will be necessary under our plan to pay something
to the third mortgage bondholders and the
holders of the floating debt, who would be
we

“JANE EYRE”

—

7 patterns, 5 feet 4 inches long by 2 feet
3 inches wide, going this week at $2.75.

237 MIDDLE STREET.

BEST

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND

Branch Furniture and Carpet Store

■

SALE, D1IIEBG SATURDAY. OCT 1

STAIVO AND
AT THE 01.0
THE LAKCEST STOCK OF

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7, 1885.
rhe famous drama in four acts, (from Charlotte
Bronte’s story),

HAmmoicn nuuo.

FRANK D. CLARK, 515 Congress SI.
PIANO?
Me Kenney, MORSE & HNKHAM.

CALL

adequate company,

an

—AT THE—

TRIMMINGS,

and examine.

BUT

WOULD YOU

NOBBY
GOODS I

One of the largest assortments ever shown at Retail in New England, and at prices lower than ever
before offered. These goods are all new and the latest styles. This sale affords a splendid opportunity
for purchasing your Christmas Album. Please call

■

sult will he another and very different thing.
There is agreement among all lawyers that
its result w ill be to put the city in complete
control of the road, subject to two incumbrances only, and that the city cannot be dispossessed except by its own voluntary act.

Manager.

WAR]E3,

HD SPECIAL

J. N. Nason, Mechanic Falls.b. s. Billy Knox.
2.30 Class—Purse $150.
M. Jordan, Saccarappa.. .b. m. Belle of Fitchburg.
V. C. Scribner, Lewiston.b. m. Sontag
br. g. Hoosac.
Geo Rose. Portland.
L. C. ltverson, Lewiston.b. g. Chub.
...bik. m. Black Nell.
Ira Woodbury. Portland
eoley, Bar Harbor.b. s Hambletonian Knox.
Clias. ‘Dustin, Dexter.g. m. Surprise.
H. H. Woodbury, Portland_b. g. Slippery Dick.
I. A. Brooks. Paris.ell. m. Annie M.
Fred Boucher, Portland.Carrie T
WHITMAN LESLIE, Supt. ol Horses, Gray
Park Association.
_oct6d4t

the re-

MERRY’S

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.

Class-Purse $100.

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

Spring:Fixtures,ISickel

THE

Boston £ Portland ClothingCo.,
W. C.

Supported by

500 Holland and Opaque Window Shades
Pull, Brackwith
ets and screws all complete, for 50, 60,
65 cts. and upwards; 13 colors to select
from. These prices are for this week only.

any other

EVENINGS.

OPEN

M. Jordan, Saccarappa.bik. g. John.
H. D. Donovan, Auburn. br. g. Puritan.
Eagle.
C. E. Whitney, Portland.g. g.
b. g. Little Jim.
J. Scott Jordan. Cape Elizabeth
Ira Woodbury, Portland. br. g. Red Cross.
A. I. Allen. East Hebron.bik. s. Gov. Morrell.
Thayer Bros.. Paris.gr. m. Grace Darling.

will be

than

better

Men’s fine Business and Dress Pantaloons.

E Whitney, Portland.g. g. Grey Eagle.
Ira Woodbury. Portland.br. g. Red Cross.
A. 1. Allen, Saccarappa.bik. s. Gov. Morrell.
THIRD DAY, Get, 8.

the stockholders, or to apply to the reduction
Its posof the existing debt upon the road.
session of tiie road will be as secure, and its
control of its destinies as complete as it is
possible to make it.
The process is simple and easily understood
by every citizen, and the result certain and
definite. We know exactly the condition in
which foreclosure and reorganization under
it will leave the ownership of the road. One

We always carry an enormous stock of goods
in all sizes for Men, Young Men, Boys and
Children, and patrons of our Emporium have
the advantage of a large assortment.

strictly to the One Price system,
guarantee our prices to be as low as
anywhere in the United States on the day of
purchase.
We call attention to a few special prices :
Gentlemen’s fine four button Cutaway Frock
Suits, made from fine English Whipcord Worsted,
made and trimmed first class, at only $20.00 and
$25.00 per suit. Fit guaranteed perfect.
Elegant styles in Men’s Sack Suits at $20.00,
$£2.00 and $25.00 per suit.
Two large lots of All Wool Suits for Large Men,
42 to 50 sizes, at only $12.00 and $15.00 per suit.
Twenty different styles Men’s Business Suits at
$8.00, $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00 per suit.
Handsome styles in young Men’s Suits and Pantaloons, fine fitting garments.
We show the Largest and Finest Stock of Boys’
and Children’s Clothing in our experience.
Gents’, Boys’ and Children’s fine Overcoats.

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
6s
P. & O. R. R

Charlotte Thompson

—AND—

and will

BONDS2

Wo.

dtf

oe3

Appearance* •!

Programme

_

ALLEN & COMPANY,
204 Middle Street, Cer. ef Plum.

Stlx. We adhere

_eodtf

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

We buy woolens direct from the mills and
manufacture in our own work shops every
garment we offer for sale.

4tlx. Our garments fit
make.

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

The city years ago invested a very large
amount of money in the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad. That money came out of the
pockets of the tax payers. A large part
of that money is irretrievably lost. The

nothing.

2d.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

guided.

There is one point in the report of the
committee of the second mortgage bondholders to which we desire to call attention.
In enumerating the advantages which they
think will accrue from the mutual agreement plan they say: “A valuable charter
under which the road may be saved from
taxation to the amount of many thousands
of dollars” will be preserved. The committee probably know' that the State does
not admit that the Ogdensburg road is
exempt from taxation even now. They probably know also that the Legislature has the
right to alter or amend that charter in any
particular, so that if the courts should decide that tile Ogdensburg road is exempt
from taxation now the Legislature could and
uudoubted.y would at its next session strike
out the exempting clause. The claim that
the committee makes therefore amounts to

Establishment:
1st;. We own the goods we offer for sale at such
Low prices that we can afford, and do sell a
much better quality of Clothing for the
prices than can be found elsewhere.

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

tion which ever}' member should ask himself in this matter of the Ogdensburg railroad, and by its answer his conduct should be

But

Variety !

Enormous

impress upon the public the great advantage to be derived from buying Clothing of our

186 MIDDLE STREET.

octl

guaranteed.

PORTLAND THEATRE.

GRAND
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!

DRAPERY.

We wish to

Bankers and Brokers

action,the question every member should ask,
and if he is honest will ask, is, What line of
action will best promote the interests of the
people taken as a whole ? This is the ques-

make.

In

SWAN & BARRETT,

that it is an assumption in accordance with
the fact, that the members of that body, each
and all, in choosing between them, will be
influenced solely by a desire to do the best
thing for the city. The council Is elected by
the citizens generally, and when matters affecting the public interest come before it for

In continuing the Custom Tailoring branch of our
business in our new Clothing and Furnishing Store,
204 Middle Street, we wish to introduce to all former patrons and to the public MR. WM. B. BUCKNAM, who stands at the head of this department.
Mr. Bucknam is a gentleman thoroughly acquainted with the demands of Fine Trade and a Tailor of
unquestionable taste and ability. All orders left
with us will secure careful attention. Each and
every garment warranted as represented, and a fit

CLOTHING

i/iv anrn AT.

THE PORTLAND AND OCDENSBURC
REORGANIZATION.
Two plans for reorganizing the Portland
& Ogdensburg railroad will soon be before the
city council. We assume, and we believe

TAILORING !

FINE

OF

With the refined sarcasm for which he is
Thaelier tells the New York
World. “Our friends, the enemy, can point
to no man in their party who can gather
about him such a following” [as Governor
Hill lias]. No one will he disposed to disAll the Democratic
pute that statement.
members of the old Tweed ring are crawling
Prince
out of their hole to shout for Hill.
“Harry" Genet, ex-Judge Cardozo, “Tom”
of
a
score
and
“Tim”
Campbell
Creamer,
less prominent worthies of 1871; all the Democratic members of the old anti-Tilden canal
ring, ex-Commissioner W. W. Wright, Willard Johnson, the Orleans and Wayne countv “gang,” all the opponents of Robinson
and Cleveland, William Purcell of “moral
leper” notoriety, Gen. Lester B. Faulkner.
Bourke Cockrau and the Tammany horde,
and tinallv the motley Butler contingent of
last year,' headed
by Maj. Quincey and
Thomas F. Grady, are rallying to Hill’s standard.

for “rushing” are back at their
books, and the seventeen Rutgers men who
were arrested for “disorderly conduct” have
been discharged because the justice before
whom they were taken was afraid he had no
jurisdiction. It was a queer decision. It is
difficult to understand what the judge could

lawyer does not say that the result
tiling, and another lawyer that

NEW FALL STYLES

noted, Senator

expelled

one

Th&M&wnrm

Albany Journal.

anti-hazing wave which a few weeks
of
ago frightened so many college students
Sophomoric tendencies seems to have rolled

owns

SANFORD’S GINGER,
GINGER, Hold
by Druggist*, Qrocers nnd Dealer*.

DeliciouM Summer Medicine.

SENATOR TIIACHEH IS RIGHT.

The

of

SANFORD’S
The

Boston Traveller.
There may be nothing in it, but the fact
all
the work of repairing naval
that nearly
vessels this fall is being done at the Norfolk
and Brooklyn navy yards, in States where
exciting political campaigns are in progress,
I he Navy
is naturally causing discussion.
Department may not have thought of this,
but then, people will talk.

The telegraph tells a bad story about the
shooting of twenty-five convicts who were
making a desperate attempt to escape from
their guards while at work on a Texas railroad. It goes to prove tiie savage cruelty at
taclied to the system of criminal labor in the
South.

possession

,

A VERY SINGULAR COINCIDENCE.

the drawing neir of the day of fair vote
and honest count in the South.
cate

to the

j

Springfield Union.
A young woman of Jacksonville, Fla., has
written a letter to President Cleveland proposing marriage. It is said that several
yonng women of Washington are ready to
accept the situation of mistress of the White
House. It is suggested that the President
order a civil service examination and have
this great contest settled.

up to now.

The Princeton students who

Sanfobd’b Ginger is prepared w ith the utmost
Cucumbers aud watermelons are tabooed by |
skill from Imported Ginger, Choice Aromatics,
, liousanda who fear to eat them, not because they
j ave ever experienced a single pang that can be : and the purest and best of Medicinal French Bran, ruthfully traced to them, but because some one
dy, from the world-renowned vintners, Messrs.
as pronounced them injurious.
Otard, Dupuy & Co., Cognac, rendering it vastly
What more appetizing on a hot day than a freshsuperior to all other'-Gingers,” all of which are
, f sliced cucumber, hard, cold, crisp, temptingly
made with common alcohol, impregnated with
fusil oil and strengthened with cayenne pepper.
erved on cracked ice?
Or what more refreshing to the irritated and
Unripe fruit, impure water, .unhealthy climate
arched mucous system on a sultry day than a
unwholesome food, Malaria, Epidemic and Conold, ripe, luscious, black-eyed watermelon?
tagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps, Pains,
And that all may enjoy them, as well as all
Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple Fevers, Exhaus1 ther vegetables and fruits, in tlieii
tion, Nervousness or Loss of Sleep that beset the
season, we
: fflrm that Sanfobd's Gingeu is sure to check
traveller or household at this season, are nothing
to those protected by Sanford's Ginger.
very disturbance of the bowels, instantly relieve
Gingers,” said to be as
Beware of worthless
ramps and pains, prevent indigestion, and defor*
Ask
drunk.
good as Sanford’s. Ark for
troy disease germs in water

A CHANCE FOB CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.

Republican speakers down in Virgin“talking right out in meeting.” Their

back.

DO.

SQUARE PARTY FIGHT.
Washington Post.
The defeat of the Democratic State ticket
in New York this fall will be a severe blow
—in between the eyes—at Grover Cleveland’s
administration. The man who honestly entertains a contrary opinion—if such a one
can be found—hasn’t political sense enough
to run for liogreeve, or fence-viewer.

price of

what campaign trick they

ROMANS

A

slight

Was the tender of the superintendeney of
the Coast Survey to Alexander Agassiz after
all nothing hut a joke, and did they know all
the time that he would not accept?
The

THE

St. Louis Globc-Demo*rat.
It should not be forgotten that it is sometimes necessary to fight the devil with his
own fire, and Mr. Wise, in conducting a Virginia campaign, is, in a measure, compelled
to do it in a way to which Virginians arc accustomed.

Kelly.

present

Union.

Twelve words for twelve cents is now the
rate in England. We might have the same if
we didn't have to provide for dividends on
five miles of water to one mile of wire.

John

The country is breathlessly waiting the

Cucumbers & Watermelons

North American.

DOING AS

miss

_

The Chicago News thinks that Carter Harrison’s lawyers have a poor case. Nobody

We do not read anonymous lett ers and eouimuncationa. The name and address of the writer are
in all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication blit as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

AMY8MMBNT8._

FI'BlVITirBK.

niNCELlANEOCS.

MI«l€ELlAJ(KOB».

THE WORST CASE IN THE WEST.

THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 8.

The New York Democrats

wnilWHIIH-"

CURRENT COMMENT.

X^FOIt

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.
Every Evening.
Open
oct5
dn

DOORS CARS, SHIPS A>D

,*2*2CHURCHES MADE TO ORDER.
JEY.HROKTIN LIGHTS MATCHED.
C.

H.

FARLEY,

4 EXCHANGE STREET.
.uar4

eodly

•

STEAMERS.
Reading.

TELE EXCESS.

Si. Paul & Omaha...
Si. Paul A- Omaha preferred. •>*
St Louis and San Francisco.

THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 8.

do tsi

WIT ANDWISDONl.
is

The character of the Chinaman

wish-he-washy.

apt

to he

others

one a

biliousness,

whose

dose.

...

Union Pacific L. G. ..
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.1
St. P. M. and M..
Wells Fargo Express.,
54Va
U. S. Express (jo..

(who docs not appreciate sermons)—“Well.
just like to kuow what preaching’s for any

Sister—"Why, it’s

rest.”

New York Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Oct. 7. 1886.-Tlie following
art* the closing quotations for mining stocks:

to

give the singers

a

Quicksilver.
Quicksilver preferred.
“V

•„} 5”
Caledonia Is. ..
2S
Father DeSmet... for
u OJ

Con. Cal. &

"

___

Stated by H. B. Cochran, druggist, Lancaster,
Pa.: “Have guaranteed over 300 bottles of Burdock Blood Bitters for dyspepsia, sour stomach,
bilious attacks, liver and kidney troubles."

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Oct. 7. 1885.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions,
00

advertised for vocalists for a
organist
church choir, headed his advertisement: "Good
the
for
chants
right parties.”
who

An

There are many forms of nervous debility in
that yield to the use of Carter’s Iron Pills.
Those who are troubled with nervous weakness,
night sweats Ac., should try them.
men

Betsey, an old colored cook, was moaning
around the kitchen one day, when her mistress
asked her if she was ill. “No, ma’am, not
’zactly," said Betsey. “But the fae’ is, 1 don t
feel ambition 'uougli to git outer my own way.
Boston. Oct. 1. The commission appointed to
examine the different bread-raising compounds
report the Congress Yeast Powder to be a perfectly pure powder free from all injurious Ingre-

dients.___

ANJMJO M ME R CIA L

F1IAHC1AL

REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET-

.For the week ending Oct. 7.
Jobber continue to report a very satisfactory
trade, but values, as a rule, show little change,
the most marked variation being on Mackerel,
which have taken another turn upward, and as
the catch continues to fall off, there w a confident
feeling that rates will go still higher. Very few
Mackerel have been caught the past week on ac_
count of the unfavorable weather; iu a jobbing
way Is have been selling at $20 $> bbl. 2s at $8,
and medium 3s at $8; old stock of small 3s held
at 3 50. For the month of September 14,307 bbls

Irlmla

xf

Ill-oil,

Af

T .1 VPI‘rtf»(lit

Ilf*

clear do_5 00 u f> 251 Cotton Seed.
bag lots..28 ®0@29 00
stone grouud4 76@500
SaclcdBr’n,
St Louis straight
car lots.. 17 50@18 00
5:5
75
50
roller.6
d
g... 18 60@19 00
clear do.6 25&5 05
00^21 00
Midlings,crl8
Wheat
Winter
do bag— 20 00@24 00
Patents.5 75S6 00

PorkCed. » qti—
Backs—13 25@13 50
Large Shore3 25@3 50
Clear.12 75@13 00
Large Bank3 25 «3 50
Mess.10
00
3
50@11 00
Small.2 76&
English Cod3 50 M4 00 Mess Beef.. 10 00 o 10 50
11
Ex.
Mess.
75
50^11 00
Pnllock.1 75^2
Haddock.1 5'),a2 00 Plate.11 00 a 11 50
00
11
Ex
Plate.
25
50@12
Hake.1 75®2
La rd—
c
lb.. 614 @7
Tubs
c
6%@7
No. 1.12tgl6ci Tierces..
Pails.7
(@73/4c
bbl—
W
Mackerel
Sttore 1. 17 00^20 001 Hams ii* lb. 10 @10 Mi c
No. 2, 7 00oj8 001 covered .11 @12M* c
Oil.
Medium3s.... 5 00 wit 00
Small.2 75 a*3 50 KerosenePort. lief. Pet. 7VaC
Produce.
Water White.10 W
Cranberries—
c
Cape Cod.. .0 50@7 50 Devoe Brill’t.13
50
Pratt’s Astral... 13@14c
50^*5
Blaine.4
c
Pea Beans.... 1 75^*1 85 Ligouia.11
Mediums.. 1 SOajl 70 Silver White.lOVfcc
c
German md.l 40^1 50 Centennial.11
..

Scedn.

3 00ja*3 25 lied Top.2 25 @2 37
45@50 Timothy Seed2 00@2 10
r»tatoe9. bush
doz..
Bees
21^22c Clover..,10V2@llc
iiltiHinM.
15|gl8c
Caickeuspib
13 ^ 15c Muscatel.2 50@3 00
lb.
Fowls
London
00
Lay’r3 lo@3 37
Potatoes.
$2 50,s$3
S.
Oudura.
Jlutter.
10@llcc
V
Mi @°
alencia.6
24
a.25c
t>
lb
Creamery
Applet*.
Gilt Edge Ver 21 g*23c
150&3 00
18a>20c New**bbhi
Choice.
8@llc
Good. 16<gl6e I Evaporated.lb
Store. 105,12c i Dried Apples. 3Va @4 Mi
Sliced uo
4Mi@5
Cheese.
Oi'ungCM.
Vermont... 9Vfe5,loy2c;
N.Y.fact’y 9 ^I0y>c Mesiua.3 50@4 50
IjenaouM.
Sugar.
Granulated p tb... 7 Vb<? i Palermo...... 4 60@6 50
Kxtra C.6&bc'
Odious

Railroad Receiots.

PORTLAND. Oct. 7, 1885.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portmerchandise; for conmiscellaneous
and 31 cars
necting roads, 121 cars miscellaneous merchan
dise.
Portland Daily Press Stock List.
__

Par Value. Offered.
.....110
Maine bonds......
100
Portland City Bonds,Municipal
Portland City Bonds,aid R. R.long 12 )
Bath City Aonds.100
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.Ug
Calais City Bonds. 102
Casco Nat. Bank.■
CumberlandNatioual Bank.. 40 52
Canal National Bank.100 108
First National Bank.100 14«
Merchants'National Bank.. 75 120
National Traders’ llauk.100 142
Portland Company.
68
Portland (las Company. 50
106
A. & K. U. R. Bonds.
12d
<s
Maine C, .dralR.lt. Bonds
Leeds & Farming’tn K.K. bd 100 109
Portland & Ken. R.K. Bonds 100 109
Rumford Falls & B.R.K. Re-

Descriptions.

State of

•••■

ceiver 1st 7s.

J05
103

2s.
3s.

106

i,

«

Asked.
111
11 o
122
102

108

54
170
14b
122
144
*00
<>o
107
12(>
111
111

No 3 Red 94% a94%c; No 2 Red 97%®97%c in
elev; No 1 Red State at 1 00; No 1 White 97%C.
Rye is dull. Corn % S% c higher, closing with a
slight reaction and light export demand; speculation moderate; receipts 18,000 bush; exports
78,602 bush; sales 198,000 bush on spot; No 3
at 60c; do Nov 46c; No 2 at 5)9V-4,00%(■ in elcvj
No 2 White 50%c; Yellow at ole. Ones % << %c
higher and fairly active; receipts 127,300 busli;
exports 44.220 bush; sales 140,000 bush spot;
No 3 at 29c; White do 32c; No 2 at 130% a 41c;
No 2 White 33% a34c; Mixed Westernat 29.S32;
White do 34ia39c; White Stale 37c. Coffee dull.
Sugar dull: refined quiet; C at 6%@5Vfcc; Ext a
C 5Vs 11 oc; Wliitedpat 6V*c; Yellow 6y* g.53., •:
off A OVaaOVsc; Mould A (i% ; standard A 03/sc:
granulated6% ; Confec. A 6Vs@6 11-16; cut loal
and crushed at 7% ; powdered 6%tg7c; Cubes at
7e. Petroleum—united at 1 01 Vi. Tallow is
weak. Pork firm; mess spot at 9 60; family mess
11 50. Reef steady. Lnrd advanced 4*7 poims
with more doing;Western steam spot 6 26 irelined
6 o5 for Continent ;8 A at 6 90. liuttcr firm ;Staie
18*22% ; Western 7.4,22c. Cheese is firm, State

closing quotations oi
Government securitirs:
United States bonds, .is.fYoia
United States bonds, 4Vhs, .. “h
United States bouds. 4Vis, coup.
United States bonds, 4s, reg.£

”7rie loUowmg are to-day's

KtMt*‘R'hoU(is. 4ft. ..
. 0/8
Pacific Os.
The following are today’s closing quotations of

Stocks;
Chicago &

Alton..I’M 2
Chicago & Alton preferred.loi
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy.J?9%
*71/2
Erie...

Illinois Central.*■&}./»
7<> s
Lake Shove....
Michigan Central.... ?°/8
New Jersey Central. f %
Northwestern .
?

Northwestern preferred.'

York Central..:2

dling

preferred.3iy.
"1 *

Cniou Pacific Stock.
'“'’8
Westprn ITnion Tel.
American Express Co.98%
Adams Express Co.140
34%
Alton S Terre Haute.
»J
Alton & Terre Haute preferred
94 Vs
Air
Line.
Boston
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. oS
37%
Pacific.
Central
•••

Canada Southern. 38
Del. A Lackawanna.110%

Hudson Canal Co. 95%
Deliver * K. O.A Ga. ISM,
!
E. Tenn.. V ir.
10 Vs
<io preferred...
JO
Hartford S Erie 7s.
Pacific. 07%
Missouri
Del A

...

M

Hannibal* St. Jo.
... „p5y
Texas.

;

j;./"

1()18
1iK/s
12v

Manhattan Elevated.'8
N.-« t ik Elevated.
Northern Pacific common. Jo,,
Hu,

phia.

9 6-16 c.

Spoken.

single dose, and permanently cured by one bottle

ru/. ,uc

...Oct

Length of days....
Moon sets

preferred.

llight tide

MAKIISTE

o

8
9

10

...loft
in
.10
2 in
..

NEWS.

tow

_d&wlynrm

ja„l
I)1C.

h

C.

W,

>

BENSON’S

! SKIES! CURE i
c

Eastport and St John. NB.
Soli Will Todd, Wood, New York—coal to Geo H
Bounds.
Sell W B Herrick, Chase, Boston, to load for

I*

2

Warranted to Cure

*

K

ECZEMA. TETTERS, HUMORS,
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST, A
1 ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS, l
£ DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP, ?
2 SCROFULA, ULCERS, PIMPLES,
AND TENDER ETCHINGS on all 2

£

of tug

L A Belknap.
Sch BiUv Webster, of Gloucester, from Bay Chaleur with 450 hbls mackerel.
Sell Portland Packet, Gardner. Eastport—dry
fish to Dana & Co.
Sell C M Gilmore, Teal, ltocklaud—lime to C
W Belknap & Son,
,,
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
lime to C 8 Chase.
Sch Lion. Simmons, Bremen.
sell Grace Cushing, Driukwater, Yarmouth,
Selis Miantouamah. with 200 hbls mackerel;
J H G Perkins, 70 do.
sells CanSAILED—Brig Elizabeth Winslow; Storer.
ton, Tlios N Stone, Fred Jackson, E M

parts of the body. It makes the skin white.
O soft and smooth; removes tan andfreckles, IS*
and is the BEST toilet dressing IN THE WORLD
Elegantly put up, two bottles in one package, consisting both of internal and external treatment.
SI per package,
All first-class druggists have it.

_

_dftmnrm

myi3

DYE
BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR1631.

ESTABLISHED
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! Kodisappoint menfc, no ridiculous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars
sent postpaid in sealed

Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bonnet, New York JB
Mason, Hardy, St John. NB—Gallagher

^s'eh’Wm
F

3,140,251.96

Surrendered policies,

6,592,112.84

Dividends,.

4,208,602.74

A

TOTAL

PAYMENT

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
millions
Twenty-one
EARS, equal to
HUNDRED

of

THOUSAND

SIXEARS, paid policy-holders for each

the

tion Commode.

company’s existence.

PRESENT ASSETS ARE
while its liabilities are

ITSowl.67,

Sch Life Boat, (Br) McDonald, Port Gilbert, NS,

Scholia.

Oram, New York—S M Smart.
Sch Thos N Stone, Pitcher, Alexandria—Mark

envelopes,

on

applicathis

tion, mentioning
pi per. Bold by all drugApplied by experts at BATCHELOR’S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th St.. N.Y city,

P Emery.

doe.

DOE-

year of

—

eodnrmly

may 16

Nellie F. Sawyer, Arey, Quada*’OetJ7-Sld! sehsOriie,
Boston,

loupe; CtMjuolte,

CHAS. H. O'BRION.

BOOT IIBAY, Oct 15—Ar. sells Abby Weld, Fearby. Boston for Eastport: Gamecock, Robinson,
Calais lor Lynn; Lizzie J Clark, Im Roekportlor

Boston.
LUBEC.Octe—Ar, sell Clias E Sears, Allen,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Boston.
Sid Gth. sells Clara

Dinsmore, Cliase.and B A
Baker. Foss, Jonesboro.

C O A L

MERCHANTS' EXCHANCE.
Ar at Brisbane Stli Inst, barque Virginia, PettiFROM

Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market prices.

grew, Boston.

s,:)?4

™

Sid fill Singapore Aug 25, barque Haydn Brown,
Havener, New York.
Sid fill Demarara 12th Inst, barque F I. UenoI
var, for Turks Island.

Hamburg.

|

POLICY

CONTRACT Is plain and
terms, and no chance for

,uvi3

RECEIVED

are

showing

ITS

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
or any number of days.

IT

ISSUES POLICIES

on

approved

nil

premium plan and
NON-FORFEIT UK E INVESTMENT PLAN

Adjusted
features of this
special

fiT"TELEPHONE NO.,dum

644

STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00.

other.

ADVANTAGES of this Company are
_L AGE. EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.
a

circular

JOHN BROOKS and THEMONT

AT PORTLAND, IN THE STATE OF MAINE,

the best line of

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

0

LIABILITIES:
Capital stock paid in.8

Surplus

I

^

3fj

'lrada.’Mark

Rf*gi»ter*d

SOAP.

WRAPPERS.
Send us 25 wrappers, taken from the
GOOD-WILL SOAP, with your name
and address, and we will send you FREE
one of our New Pictures without any advertisement on It*

C. E. MARSH &

CO., Lynn,

Mass.]
d&wim

Caution.
persons are hereby cautioned against harboring or trusting any of the crew of the
British hark Christina from Trapani, as no hills
of their contracting will he paid by captain or
consignees.
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

ALL

(Hi!

octd

The most delicious relish.
aug26

d3m

76

)

d3t

STEAMERS OF TOIH
LINE WILL LEAVE
KAILROAO WHARF,
foot of State street, every Holiday, Wednesday
and Friday at 0 p. in., for Kastport and St. John,
with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Wuodstoek, Grand
Menan, Canipohello, L>l|thy, Annapolis, Yarmouth.
Windsor. Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shed lac, Bathurst, Dalliousle, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other star
tions on the New Brunswick and Canada, Interand Annapolis, Western
colonial, Windsor
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
and Baggage checked
issued
Through Tickets
to destination.
received
up to 4 p. m., and any InHP"Freight
formation regarding the same may be Yad at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
State Rooms and further information apply, at
Company’s Office. First National Bank Building
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
mvl8dtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA
JAPAN, CHINA,
Zealand and Australia.
New
Islands.
Sandwich

Steamers sail from New York fur Aspinwall on
the 1st, loth and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Franclsco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
anil Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthei
Information, apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAflN « CO„
113 Stale Street, Cor. Broad Ml., Baatoa.
ICDO

BOSTON
—AND—

Richardson’s New Method
FOR THE

—

The success of this celebrated instruction book
has been phenomenal.
After more than a quarter of a century of trial,
amid a multitude of competitors,

RICHARDSON

continues to bring, yearly, great credit to its publishers, and to the window of the compiler a large
and comfortable income.
More than half a million pupils hare learned
from its panes.
It Is published with American, and also with

foreign fingering.

MUTUAL INSURANCE CUMPANY
Insure

_

Richardxon’n New Method for the Pianoforte is the most correct of instructors; having
been very carefully revised, and every error eliminated.
Valuable ailditioiis have, from time to time,
been made.
Teachers accustomed to use R icbnrdson need
no urging to continue to do so. Young teachers In
search of a reliable Instruction Book, are perfectly safe in adopting this.
Price $3.00, for which price it will he mailed,
post free, to anv address.

OLIVER MTM & CO.,

■

■

Boston.

Send to JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., Boston,
(branch house of O. Ditson & Co.) for grand Illustrated Catalogue of all Musical Instruments.
Strings and Trimmings.
sep24
__„

_ThST&w

Against

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.
on Marine Risks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,

STREET.

197 MIDDLE

1884....§3,958,039.44

Total Marine Premiums..$5,505,796.14
Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dee. 31, 1884.$4,046,2,1.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

I>K.

_
New >7n ,1

BURNHAM'S

EYEWATER.

Vnluable Discovery for the
Preservation of Sigbt.
If your sight begins to blur, or where the eyes
smart, hum, itch or feel as though sand was in them,
once.
do not fall to give it a trial, it will relieve you at
or
These are true symptoms of approaching failure
vision. By its immediate use, the use of glassesmay
tin
of
For all Inflammation
be delayed for years.
when
eves and lids, or weak and watery eyes, or
Has no
i fie re is trouble with the tear passages, it
or where
the
of
For
on
the
eye,
ulcers
globe
equal.
to
there is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency eel
cataract, this is guaranteed a sure cure. 1 repai
49b
No.
Opticians,
(only) by BURNHAM BROS.,ana390
Main street,
Main street. Worcester. Mass.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Frice 50c per package. For sale by Druggists
A

_

generally.

sepl7a3m

Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CENT.
LOSSES PAID IN

THIRTY^DAYS

AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. II. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. W. MUNCER &
CORRESPONDENTS,

Portland,
feb3 '85

...

CONDITION

OF PORTLAND, ME.,
close of business Oct. 1st, 1885.

Loans and discounts.$1,087,239.47
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation—
500,000.00
271.220.82
Due from reserve agents.
Due from other National Banks.
74,080.20
Keal estate
5,000.00
4,451.84
Current expenses and taxes paid—
23,263.61
Checks ana other cash items
22,751.71
Exchanges for clearing house.
15.384.00
Bills of other Banks.
342.24
Fractional currency, nickels & cents
45,600.00
Gold coin.
3,000.00
treasury certificates.
1,236.00
Silver coin.

[

Legal

tender notes.

Five per cent redemption fund.

5,0* >0.00

22,500.00

$2,081,059.89
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock.$ 600,000.00
120,000.00
Surplus fund.
252,246.86
Oilier undivided profits.
Circulating uotes outstanding. 442.000.00
Dividends unpaid.Individual deposits subject to check. 621.3,4.67
1,303.00
Demand certificates of deposits.
8,459.67
Certified checks
13.288.08
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
20,261.27
Due to other National Banks.
....

well and Orr’s Island. Return, leave Orr’s
for Portland at 6.45 a. m.. touching at intermediate landings, arrive at Portland 9.15 a. in.
For freight or passage apply on board to
OAPT. J. L. LONG.
seplddtf

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
On and After Oct.
us

19 1-2 Exchange St.
dlmeodl tmswbw

No. 297 Commercial Street.

I, 1**5,Steamer* Leave
follow*:

Custom House WAiarf, 5.45, 7.00, 9.00,10.30 a.
in.. 2.15. 4.30, 6.10 p. m.
Peaks’ Island, 6.2o, 7.40,9.20,10.60 a. m., 2.36,
5.00, 6.30 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.05, 7.20, 9.40,11.10 a. m.
2.65, 4.66, 6.60 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.10, 7.25, 9.35, 11.06
a. m.. 2.50, 4.50. 6.46 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.15, 7.30, 9.30,11.00 a.
m., 2.45, 4.45. 6.40 p. m.
SUNDAY TUBE TABLE.
Leave Portland, 9.00, 10.80 a. m., 2.00, 4.30
p. m.
Leave Peaks’. 9.35,10.50 a. m., 2.20, 6.10 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 9.25,11.10 a. in., 2.40, 4.66
p. m.

Diamond, 9.20,11.05

a.

Diamond, 9.16,11.00

a.

2.36,

m.,

m.

Leave Little
4.45 p. m.

B.

sep29dtf

CITY

m., 2.30,

J. WILLARD President.

ADVERTISEMENT*.

Notice of Hearing.
petition of E. T. Burrowes & Co., for
permission to erect .and maintain a StationSteam
ary
Engine of 25 horse power, at No. 6

UPON

the

SPNot?ee

is hereby given, that the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties interested in the above petition, at the Aldermen’s
Room, City Building, on Monday Evening, NovemPer order,
ber 2d, at 7.30 o’clock.
GEO. C. BURGESS. City Clerk.
oct6d3t
October 6th, 1885.

OF

CITY

BOARD

PORTLAND
OF

HEALTH.

Ordinance o. Health.
Section 30. “Mo permit to empty any privy
vault shall be granted between the first day of
July and the first day of October, and no vault
shall be emptied be tween these dates, except by
express order of the Board of Health.”
section 32. “Any person violating any of the
provisions of the foregoing sections, shall forfett
and pay to the use of the city, not less than three
dollars nor more than twenty dollars.”
The provisions of the foregoing sections will be
at

1

IV IIJ

CIUUlbbMt

By order of the Board of Health.
J. W. DKERING. Mayor.

April 22d,

ap23d2awtfTh&M

1885.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

NOTICE
ed, in

streets:

Notice of Hearing.
parties interest-

is hereby given to all
the laying out of the

following

named

Smith street, from Lincoln to Fox.
Boyd street, from Lincoln to Fox.
Myrtle street, from Lincoln to Kennebec.
"B” street, from “A” to Congress.
Sheridan street, from Cumberland northward.
Wilson street, from Munjoy to the Eastern Promenade.
That the Committee on Laying Out New Streets
will give a hearing to said parties at tile Mayor’s
room,

City Building,

on

Saturday,

October

10tt,

A. 1). 1885. at 3 o'clock p. ill., and will then determine and adjudge whether the public convenience
requires such streets to be laid out.
Portland, October 2d, 1885.
J. W. DEEKINti, Mayor. 1
ELIAS B. DENISON.
Committee
EDWAKD A. NOYES.
on
FRANKLIN SIMONDS, f Laying Out
i New Streets.
HENRY C. SMALL,
PATRICK O’NEIL,
J
dlw
oct2

To tin1 Harbor Commissioners of
tlie City of Portland.
rilHE Diamond Island Association ol Portland
A hereby respectfully request permission from
your honorable board to erect and maintain a
wharf on their property at the head of Diamond
Cove. Diamond Island, in Portland Harbor, said
v barf to extend Into tide water not more than
three hundred feet.
Dated at Portland, this third day of October, A.
D. 1885.
(Signed) DIAMOND ISLAND ASSOCIATION,
by E. G. P. Smith, President.
the foregoing petition it ordered:
he appointed for Monday,
ON hearing
at No. 4
next, at 3 o’clock

is
That a
October
12tli.
p. in.,
Exchange
street, where all parties interested may be heard,
and It is further ordered, that a notice of the above
petition together with this, oar order theredii, be
given by publication in two of the daily papers
published in Portland for seven days at least previous to the hearing.
JACOB McLF.LLAN, 1 Harbor
CHARLES MERRILL, CommlsC. II. FARLEY.
) sinners.
octSdlt
Portland, Oct. 3, 1885.

$2,081,059.89
State or Maine, Cumberland, s. s.
I B. C. Somerbv. Cashier of “The Canal National Bank of Portland" do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowlB. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
edge and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day
G.
C.
of Oct.. 1885.
PETERS, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
ELIAS THOMAS,)
JOHN N. LORD,
Directors.

oct7d.lt_E.

W.

BAILEY,

)_

KTOTICE.

[ESTABLISHED

1*01.]

BENT & CO.’S
Celebrated Iland-made

WATER TRACKERS,
Guaranteed

ABSOLUTELY

CHOICEST FLOUR
They

room

lug.
AFTERNOON, October 8th, at
3 o’clock, for the election of officers and the transaction of any other business that may come liefore the meeting.
Per order,
MRS. J. H. COFFIN, Secretary.
Portland. Oct. 5th. 1886.
oct6d3t

Assignee’s

PURE.

Hand Made from

Female Provident Association will hold its
CO., THEAnnual
in City Build
Meeting at their
THURSDAY

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

Jyl4dtf

ON

03

—

Premiums on Policies not marked
oil 1st January, 1884. 1.447,756.70

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Feb. 3, 1885.

lias liib own delivery team, aud
will deliver all goods bought at
his store free of charge, and at a
moment's notice.

and after September 16, 1885. steamer Gordon will leave Custom House Wharf (Sundays
excepted, weather permitting) at 2.00 p. m., for
8Long Island, Little and Great Chebeague, Harp
Island

00

RESOURCES:

Premiums

$12,938,289.38.

HATTER,

00

Canal National Bank

Only.

ASSETS:

COE,

23
80
oo

—OF THE—

at the

good:

$3,416,830

KBl'OKT OF TIME

YORK,

Marine Risks

Pnmace Ten Dollar*. Rouml Trip $1S.
Meals aud Room included.
For freight or passage apply to.
E. B. MAMPMON, Agent;
70 V one Wharf, Boston.
Sldtf

CITY OF PORTLAND.
17
00
00
34
43
44
63
90
09
00

STATE OF MAINE,
1. William E. Gould, Cashier ol the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM E. GOULD. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day
1885.
of October,
OREN S. FOGG, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
FREDERICK ROBIE,)
! Directors.
ALBION LITTLE,
)
MARK P. EMERY.
d3t
0Ct7

ATLANTIC

a. in.

mission.

COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND,S3.

MARI! INSURANCE

10

Insurance one-half the rate ot
sailing vessel.
West by the Penn. R. R., and
for
the
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com
---

business, Oct. 1st, 1885.

Total,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Fine Street Wharf
ni.

Philadelphia, at

—

___

OF NEW

of

TOTAL.$3,416,830 03
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.$1,000,000 00
300,000 00
Surplus fund.
23,099 64
Undivided profits.
720,000 00
National Bank notes outstanding...
3,252 70
Dividends unpaid.
964,004 96
Individual deposits subject to check
131,579 64
Demand certificates of deposit.
8,285 19
Certified checks
18,361 40
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
Total Deposits
1,372,456.99
167,079 83
Due to other National Banks.
79,892 37
Due to State banks and bankers—
1,274 60
Kents.

Cogress Street.

_

From BOSTON ever; WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever; TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

Leave Great

_

Best Doods and Eowest Prices.

M. DYER dJ OO., 511

close

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts. 81,618,494
800,000
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...
60,966
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages
275.749
Due from approved reserve agents.
178,909
Due from other National Banks—
7,886
Due from State banks and bankers
180,891
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
6,117
Current expenses and taxes paid...
46,102
Exchanges for clearing house.
28.011
Bills of other banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
274
and pennies.
63,717
Specie
33.410
Legal tender Notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas32,300
urcr. (6 per cent, of circulation,).
Due from U. S. Treasurer, other
fund.
94,000
than 6 per cent, redemption

Fall and
We tire showing llie largest variety of Novelties in New
and Boucle.
Wiuter Dress Ooods, Plain, Embroidered, Bourette
Black anil Colored Striped and Brocade Velvets.
Black Satin De Flores, new and very popular.
Camel’s Hair, Otter, Velvet and Himalayan Shawls.
Camel’s Hair and Aslrachan Cloaking.
and I lain, with
Blankets for Wrappers, Eight Blue, Bright Stripes,
Bright Borders.
Quilted Satins and Eastings.
at $1.25, j.. -A
Three Special Bargains in Black Satiu Rhadamcs
at the
worth $1.63, $2.00 and $3.25, best value oversold
and

Small Wares in great variety.

Direct Steamship Line.

AT PORTLAND, IN THE STATE OF MAINE,
nt the

WEEK.

.*

4.50 p.

First National Bank,

UDIES OF FORTUHD AND VICINITY.

THE

^

00
72
37
00

REPORT OP THE CONDITION

FACTS

IMPORTANT

SAVE YOUR

ll'UoD-W^ln

300,000 00
60,000 00
119,588 53

2,616
338,442
39,000
3,28142
50,262 94
20,825 64
38,110 13
7,224 01

D.W.KENSELL,

oct6

7*ER

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

76

Maine. County of Cumberland, ».s.
I. Chas. Payson, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of mv knowledge and belief.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day
CHAS. O. BANCROFT.
of Oct., 1885.
Justice of the Peace.
Correct—Attest:
JACOB McLELLAN,)
I Directors.
WM. R. WOOD,

_._

PIANOFORTE

There is no medium through which
disease bo often attacks the system
us by Constipation, and there is no
other ill flesh is heir to,more apt to
be neglected, from the fact material
Inconvenience may not be immediately felt from Irregular action of the
bowels. When there is not regular
action, the retention of decayed and
effete matter, with its poisonous
gases, soon poisons the whole system
by being absorbed into it, causing
piles, fistula, headache, impure blood
and many other serious affections.
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS will
immediately relieve, and one bottle
positively cure or relieve any case
of Constipation.
“Was troubled for a year with
torpid liver and indigestion, and after
trying everything imaginable, used
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS. The
first bottle revived me and the second
cured me entirely.”—J. S. Williamson.
Rochester, N. Y.

TRIPS

3

13,140 00

State of

Hotel.

Falmoutli

Opposite
sej>24

—

CONSTIPATION!

Commencing May IN, INN5.

EX CUB* ION*.

Total.81,240,151

MIDDLE ST.,

207

ocfc3
dtl

97
00

—OF THE—

PHOTOGRAPHER
Congress Street.

Arrangement,

Summer

33,160 00
2,000 00

260,800

National hank notes outstanding...
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers
Due to other National Bauks.

Dents’ Camel’s Hair Underwear, very cheap.
Handsomest Turkish Tidies ever imported.
Crash
New Colored Eaces for Veils, Fancy Ruclinig, Embroidery

514

fund.

Undivided profits.

John, N. B.

Calais, Me., St.
Halifax, N. S„ &o.

152 86

—

$1.75,
prices.

•“

80.104 14
69
00
16

7,709
24,000
2,928
7,914
14,337
10,424

Total.81.240.151

AN EXAMINATION SOLICITED.

I NETS

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.

678,797 62
292,000 00
70,000 OO
3,492 48

and pennies.
Specie.
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasnrer(5 per cent of circulation)

Manufacturers and Retailers,

$5.00 Per Dozen.

Eastport, Me.

p.

..

codtf

PANELS!

bnainco, Oct. 1»«, 1885.

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts.8
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages
Due from approved reserve agents..
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid...
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing-house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels

GASCO CLOTHING CO.,
CA

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

PHILADELPHIA

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK,

Wear to be found in the city. Equal to the
best custom work and at a much less price.
We manufacture our own goods and can
give you inside prices.

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

F* I 1ST E

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m.,and INDIA WHAKr, Boston. at r> o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by tills line secure a comfortable
night’s resi. and avoid the expense and inconveuience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail ami Sound Lines, for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE. Jr., Manager.
octltf

—OF THE—

MEN’S, YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’

SINKINSON,

Portland, Maine,

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

THE

REPORT OF TOE CONDITION

company and issued by

mHE

boa.ehold goods
Orders by

and term, of

mail for any of the above goods promptly
attended to. No charge far packing. Cioods
delivered in Portland free of charge.

CLOTHING

FINE

POLICIES ARE
INCONTESTABLE
After three years for any cause except fraud.

ITplans, and its

Goods Mast be Sold !

by mail upon npplicntion.

at the close of

We

ITSdefinite in all its

WEI8BADEN TABLE SAUCE.

Drown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.
ORDERS

Catalogues

sent

policy-holders.

misconception.

JAMES

Wc Must Enlarge!

“'inadit'ition

CASCO CLOTHING CO.

86,322,-

only 85,-

mu-

seplO

.

BOSTON

_______

MUTUAL recognizing its
is the most liberal company in its

are
none

We have a line of Holland Shades on genuine
Hartshorn Fixtures, In 10 different colors, which
we wilt offer in connection with the above sale at
65c EACH.

W. H. HERVEY & CO., NO. 5 ONION STREET, BOSTON.

SURPLUS of
the Massachu8725,200.00 by the New

THE
tuality, its
with

offered at

to

union

gists.

ITtOM OUR COB RESPONDENT.
WISCASSET. Oet 7-Ar, sells Matilda, Lloyd,
A Kimanil Exchange, TRibetts, Roslon; Sadie

Saturdays

East

HOLLAND SHADES.

Credit on above sets, to residents
until
of Portland, *5 down and $1.25 per week
paid, or $5 per mouth, il purchasers are paid
to these two special offers we have
Parlor Suits in almost
on exhibition
made
variety, ranging from $50 to $150 each,
from new and fresh Spring designs, upholstered
in a combination of colors of embossed plush, spun
silk or hair cloth, on which we announce similar

One lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the
These
New Square Design, ten pieces eoinplete.
but we
were considered a bargain at $30.00;
to
at
marked
have
them,
close,

THEREFORE A
to

dealings

now

..

Term* of

$22.00.

HAS
IT840W.WWW.W0
according
and of

setts standard,
York standard.

price, 826.00,

$17.00.
Besides these special designs, we furnish the
celebrated Walker, Magee, and New Hub Ranges
warat very tow prices. Every range we sell is
Illustrated catalogues of our
ranted to bake.
on apin
New
mailed
England
anywhere
ranges
plication.
Term* of Credit on above ranges, to residents
of Portland. $4 down and $1 per week until paid,
monthly
or $4 per month if purchasers are paid

$38.50.

One lot of 40 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, ten pieces
complete, with Landscape Mirror and CombinaFormer

Tongue.

Steseniblinj; that of Gen. Grant.
Some ten years ago I had a scrofulous sore on
and
nty right hand which gave me great trouble,
under the old-time treatment healed up, but it had
only been driven into the system by the use of
potash and mercury, and in March, 1882, it broke
out in my throat, and concentrated in what some
of the doctors called cancer, eating through my
cheek, destroying the roof of my mouth and upper
lip, then attacked my tongue, palate and lower
and
lip,destroying the palate and under lip entirely
half my tongue, eating out to the top of my left
cheek bone and up to the left eye. I could not
eat any solid food,hut subsisted on liquids, and my
tongue was so far gone I could not talk. Such
was my wretched, helpless condition the first of
last October (1884). when my friends commenced
giving me Swift’s Specific. In less than a month
flie eating places stopped ami healing commenced, and the fearful aperture in my cheek lias
A probeen closed and firmly knitted together
cess of a new under lip is progressing finely, and
the tongue which was almost destroyed is being
recovered, and it seems that nature is supplying a
new tongue. I can talk so that my friends can
readily understand me. and can also eat solid
food again. If anv doubt these facts, I would refer them to Hon. .lolm H. Traylor, State Senator
of tills district, and to Dr. T. H- Bntdfield, of LaGrange, Ga.
MES. MARY L. COMER.
LaGrange. Ga.. May 14. 1885.
Treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed
free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta,
Ga. N. Y.. 157 W. 23d St.

JL X.'iO

Hall, Boston, In
eNaversink,
To Chase, Leavitt & Co.

$7,892,611.71

paid,

Endowments paid.

nave

Cancer of tlie

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 7.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland. Thompson, Boston for

Baiw

Death losses

A Case

PORT OF PORTLAND.

°

ASH CHAMBER SETS.

RECORD IS

in; us

j ..12.45 5I'M

{

“I

HOW’S* \'0l'K RnEUMATIZ' is a
question that appeals to every tortured victim of
Rheumatism, who finds tire ordinary plasters and
liniments powerless to relieve him. To such the
Cuticuka Anti-Pain Plaster Is an elegant and
never-failing source of relief, banishing rheumatic. neuralgic, sciatic, sudden, sharp and nervous
pains as by magic. New, original, speedv, safe.
At druggists. 2oc.; live for one dollar, mailed free.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co.. Boston.

Passed Kildonan 511) (list, barque H I.Gregg,
Ca.ler, Bangor for Bowling.
sill fill Iquique Aug 12, ship Conqueror, Frost,

Oregon ,Nav ..,«
Pittsburg h Fort Wayne.
Pittsburg.,.. bom.

PtiUmah Car...
Richmond * Danville...

water

JTS

One lot of 75 Single-Oven Ranges, complete
with ware, reduced from $20 to

One lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered in
Solid Black
first-qualitv Hair Cloth, witli frames ofTins
lot conWalnut, aiid of the very best make.
sists of 7 pieces, including Window and Corner
Western
With
Spring
Rocker
Chairs, Large Arm
Attachment. Easy Chair, two-part bark Sofa, and
to
from
845.00
reduced
two Reception Chairs;

We furnish these Sets with best Italian, Lepanto or Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desired.
We have severrl other patterns of Mahoganized
Sets, equally low in price, which we have not
space here to enumerate.

1848.

Has had thirty-five years’ experience

long struggle witli Catarrh, the Radical Cure
has conquered.”—Her. S. IF. Munroe, Benisbury,

..

High

IN

$22.00.

of 75 MOHAIR PLUSH Parlor Suits,
7 PIECES complete, including GENT’S EASY
CHAIR. LARGE ARM NOISELESS PLATFORM
ROCKER, TWO-PART BACK SOFA and POUR
LARGE SITTING CHAIRS. The FRAMES are
BLOCKED and DOWELLED, and are manufactured trom WARRANTED KILN-DRIED LUMBER. REDUCED from 855.00 to

$45.00.

$27.00.
ORGANIZED

PARLOR SUITS.
One lot

MAHOGANIZED CHAMBER SETS.

$4.50 Per Dozen.

specific

.Havana.Get 10
Newport.New
Oct 10
(j illia .New York.-Liverpool
York..
Liverpool.... Oct lo
City of Richmond New
.New York..Bremen.Get 10
Fulda
2 laudam.New York Amsterdam.. Oct 10
Reeuland.New York..Antwerp —Get 10
.New York..Bremen .Oct 14
Kins
14
St Laurent.New York..Havre..Oct
Get 14
Atlms.New York, .Kingston
lo
Valencia.New York..Laguayra.Get lo
Celtic.New York..Liverpool. ...Oct 1<
Aurailia .New York..Liverpool....Oct
17
City of Berlin ...New York.. Liverpool... .Oct 17
Anehorla.New York..Glasgow.Oct
17
Main.New York-.Bremen.Oct
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg...-Oct 17

5.00
11.21
0.00

MAINE.

OF

monthly.

One lot of 100 Elegant Mahoganized Chamber
Sets of ten pieces complete: Curly Maple or Mahoganized Panels, French Bureau with Bevel
Landscape Mirror, Commode with three drawers
ami side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls.
Former price, 833.00, reduced to

COMPANY,

LIFE INSURANCE

not found a case that it did not relieve at once.”—Andrew Lee. Manchester^ Mass.
Potter Drug nnd Chemical Co., Boston.

FOR
FKOM
...New 1 ora.. uavv v

on these sets, to residents of
Portland. $5 clown and $1.25 per week until paid,
if
month
$5 per
purchasers receive their pay

Credit

or

CATARRH.

One bottle Radical Rule, one box Catarrhal Solvent. and one improved Inhaler, in one package,
Ask
may now be had of all druggists for Sl.OO.
for Sanford's Radical Cure.
we
know
of.”
Mecl.
"The only absolute
Times. “The best we nave found in a life-time of
“After a
suffering.”—Uee. l)r. IVi/fffin. Boston.

LONDON. Oct. 7. 1885.—Consols 1 00 1-16.
LONDON, Oct. 7, 1885.—[Beerbohm’s report
to Merchants’ Exchange.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat firm; Cargoes mi the passage of wheat
Weather in England showery.
and corn firm.
At Liverpool, wheat, upward tendency; corn is
fir. ly held.
LIVERPOOL, Oet. 7. .1885.—Cotton markel
sales
dull;uplandsat 5 9-lGd; Orleans 5 11-lGd;
7.000 bales speculation and export 500 bales.
LIVERPOOL. Oct. 7, 1885.—Winter wheat at
7s*7s3d; spring wheat at7sa7s3d; CaliforOdi.Corii
nia"average 7s^,7s 3d; club at 7s 4d@7setc.—Pork
Provisous,
at 4s 7d; Peas at 5s lOd.
weaker at 51s; bacon 31s Od for short clear and
30s od for long clear; lard, prime Western at 32s
3d; cheese 42s. American Tallow 28s.

0.40

Union Mutual

Complete Treatment with Inhaler, $1.00.

Pa.

STOVE DEPARTMENT.

dis-

eyes

a

mid-

$18.00.

$42.00.

your head
off; until

and lilood at
fever heat.
This is an Acute Catarrh,
and is instantly relieved by

Of SANF0RD8’ RADICAL CURE

English

CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.

TerniM of

quantities
of thin, irritating, watery
fluid; until your head aches,
mouth and throat parched,

FOR

PAINTED ENAMELLED CHAMBER SETS.

$42.50.
We have also a very large variety ot other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from $50 to $150, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.

SNEEZE! SNEEZE!
SNEEZE until
seems ready toffy
your nose and
charge excessive

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.

One lot of *25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets warranted. These sets have French Bureau, with
Landscape Mirror; the Commode has three drawers and a side door, and the drawer pulls are of
These
the favorite square shape, in solid brass.
sets are unquestionably the best bargains in genuine cherry sets ever offered in this country.
Former price, 853.00; Special Cut Price

mart

_

Sun rises
Sun sets.

of
This Powder never varies.
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he soldin competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in caiis
Royal Bakino Powder Co., 10(1 Wall St,, N. V
dly
mar7

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of Its plans.

Aug 10, lat 25 S. ion 24, barque Fannie Skofield. Turner, from New York for Calcutta.
Aug 20, lat 14. lou 28, ship Thomas M Reed,
Work, from New York for San Francisco.
Aug 30, lat 41 S. lou 61 W, ship Peru, Larrabee,
from Tacoma for Montevideo.

European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)

79%

St. Paul.
St. Paul

..

at|5@9%c.

middling 9 7-l6c.
MEMPHIS, Oct. 7. 1885.—Cotton steady;

TTnitA/1

a

In port 1st inst, sell Jas M Riley, Maloney, for
New York.
At Bermuda 1st inst, sell Nantasket, Richardson, for Brunswick Hi days.
Cld at Montreal Oct 6th, barque G M Stanwood,
Webber, Buenos Ayres.
Cld at Joggins, NS, 2d inst, sells Emma K Sinaltey. Osprey. Union, and Modoc, for New York.
Ar at St John, NB.Otli inst,sells Lillie G, Granville,-Rockport ; Riverside; Barton, and Wambec,
Bolster. Rockland; Almeda, Mullin, and Westgeld. Perry, do,
Cld Oth, sch Ette A Stimpson, Bunker, Philadel-

dling 9 6-lOc.
SAVANNAH, Oet. 7, 1885.—Cotton Is easy;
middling 9%c.
CHARLESTON, Oct. 7, 1885-Cotton is easy;

Mg

u»M!e

Cook, Philadelphia.

miniature almanac.October ».

acNEW YORK, Oct. 6. 1885.—Money on call
mertive and stronger at 1 Va.f 3 per cent; prunecontui
Lxchanue
at
Foreign
cantile paper
4@6.
Governments dull and
ues dull and unchanged.
strongsteady. State bonds active and generally markThe st_«-k
Railroad bonds active and strong.
2 to P
after
active
and
et was very strong
list with
closed active and strong for most of the
1 s 1 /a per tent.
sains ranging between less than
0The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggi

Louis* Nash......
lgike Erie * West.
Morris & Essex.

Manila Aug 17, ship St Nicholas from Hong
Kong. arl2th, for New York.
At Iloilo Aug lltb, ship Wilna, Simmons, for
United States, takes about 2000 tons sugar.
At Imiique Aug 31, siiip Norris, Barstow, for
United Kingdom.
Sid fm Glasgow Sepf 25. barque John K Stanhope, DeWinter, Demarara.
At Fort au Prince Sept 12, brig Morancy, Wass,
from Rockport, to load for Boston; sell Alice
Tarlton, for Boston.
At Departure Bay Sept 21, ship Kennebec, Ford
for San Francisco.
At Bonaire Sept 10, barque Rachel Emery. Wym in. from Barbadoes, to load for Boston.
Sid fm Havana Sept 2S, barque Joshua Loring,
At

Freights weak; Wheat steam 4y2d.
Chicago. Oct. 7 1886.—Flour market is firm;
winter wheat 4 50:44 90 for Southern; 4 O' @4 75
for Wisconsin; 4 45 n 4 75 for Michigan; soft
Spring Wheat 3 70 44 00; Minn, bakers at 3 50 a
4 Oil; Patents 4 75a6 50; low grades 2 (III4.3 on.
Rye flour at 3 29@3 60. Wheat higher; October
at86a8H%c: No 2 Spring 8fi%®80%c; No3at
75n75'/2e; No 2 Red at 92c; No 3 ai 85c. Coin
higher at 43 a43 Vic. Oats steady at 26c. Rye is
firm; No 2 at 59c. Barley is quiet; No 2 at 69c.
Lard is higher at
Pork is higher at 8 3048 35.
6 12%4(115. Boxed Meats steady; shoulders at
3 60@3 76; short rib 5 30; short clear 5 70*5 76.
Receipts—Flour 45.000 bids; wheat 144,000 bu;
corn 235,000 bush, oats 177,000 busli,rye 17,000
busli. barley 119,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 22,000 bbls, wheat 24,000
busli, (coni 236,000 busli, oats 144 000 busli, rye
1.000 busli, barley 3C.0U0 bush.
ST.LOUIS, Oct. 7.1885.—Flour steady: family
3 55m3 65; choice at 3 9044 00; fancy at 4 05,4
4 85-patents at 5 054-5 35. (Wheat higher; No 2
lied at 95%c. Corn better;No 2 Mixed 40*40%.
Oats higher at 24% a25e.
Receipts—Flour 3,000 bbls, wheat 16,000 bu.
corn 29.000 busli, oats 17,000 busli, rye 3,000 bu,
barley 21,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls. wheat 9.000 bu,
corn 29,000 bush, oats 3,000 bush, ryej 000,000
bu, barley 1,000 busli.
DETROIT flOet. 7, 1885.—Wheat is dull; No 1
CB
White at 91 %c; No 2 lied 943,ic.
Receipts—Wheat 74,200 busli.
1885.—Cotton
easy;
NEW ORLEANS, Oct. 7,
middling 9 5-10c.
MOBILE. Oet. 7, 1885.—Cotton is quiet, mid-

.122

New York Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)

*

dry sugar.

—

.} J*V*
Maine Central Railroad cons. 7s. 1912.12bVi
Boston & Maine;Railroad.184

Kansas

Ar at

$30a00a

__

Pure.
AbsolutelyA,marvel
purity

lArufci wsrAftiaitiu.

at
One lot of several patterns All-Wool Carpets
extra
«Oe per yard. One lot 50 places All-Wool
75
One lot
pieces
Supers at 65c per yard.
Tapestry, of Standard make, at 65c per yard.
We have also a large variety of Koxbury, Lowwith
ell, Brussels and Moquette Carpets, together
a full line of Rugs and Mats, all at prices largely
former
from
figures.
I reduced
We defy competition in these Special Sets above
enumerated, Quality of Materials. Workmanship
and Price being together considered.
Ill this department we have made a sweeping
twenty-five per cent, reduction.
We offer an English Dinner Set of 124 pieces of
the new square shape foi 89.00.
One lot of 115 Painted Enamelled Chamber
Decorated Tea Set of 44 pieces,
An
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape
$3 50
Mirror. Combination Panels and Handsome OrSet of 112 pieces, 810.30.
Dinner
a'u English
namentation. Reduced from #23.00 to
Term, of Credit on above sets to residents
and
*1 per week until paid, or
Portland, S3 down
S4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
and
Our Crockery Department Is fully stocked,
These are Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, well
the variety of designs Is fully matched by the cut
made and attractive looking.
have
We
marked.
are
sets
prices at which the
Dinner Sets for from 81*® to 850. and Tea Sets
Term* of Credit on above Sets, to residents
from 83.50 to 81*®of Portland, $4 down and *1 per week until paid,
or $4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
We have Forty other different styles of painted
enamelled sets constantly on exhibition at our
Wc ask particular attention to this portion ot
Warerooms. Those above mentioned are entirely
for our
our establishment.
New, having been designed expressly
else
lot of 100 Double Oven Ranges, complete
One
Spring Trade, and are not shown anywhere
i with ware, reduced from $25 to
in Boston.

One Special Lot of Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
consisting of three different patterns, with tops
of Italian Marble, Htidsou Shell or Lepanto.
These are full sets of ten pieces each, including
French Bureau, Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode. The stock is warranted KILN
DltlEI) Lumber, the style is the latest, and the
workmanship of the very best.
Tile former price of these sets was $55.00. As
a Special Inducement, we offer them during the
continuance of this sale, at

922,576.50.

Foreign Ports.
Hong Kong 1st last, ship Palmyra, MiCardiff.
nott.
At Cebu Aug 8th, barque James G Pendleton,
Nichols, for United States, takes about 1500 tons

exports 71,810 busli; %@Vhc higher, closing with
best figures ruling firm; export demand light;
speculation moderately active; sales 98,000 busli
spot; No 2 Spring 92c; new Bed Southern at 98c;

York

England./8
Telephone.178

New

Boston.

Rye

Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool.

itf?

6s..

Torrev. do.

NEWBUKYPOKT—Sid oth, sell J M Butler,
Snow, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6th, sch Ned P Walker,
Dobbin, Philadelphia for Dover; Millford, Look,
New York; Victor, Jenkins, Elizabethport; JH
Eells, Greenlaw. Port Johnson.
BATH—Ar oth, sells Tlios W Hyde, Sherman,
Portland, (and passed up!; Jas Warren, Leighton

\finnA

Aiuerique.New York.-Havre.Get
Alvo .New York.-Hayti.Get

7074
A. T. & S. F.
Mexieal Central 7s—■••••.
New
New Vork &
Bell
Flint & Pere Marquette common.
Flint St Pere Marquette preferred.
Boston & Albauv Railroad.180
Portland City 6s. 1887.

ltatlroafl

d ftfl. nutont

7th. ship Cora, from Belfast, in tow; barque
Nicola. Brown, Philadelphia; sells City of Augusta, Johnson, Amboy; Ada S Allen, Dudley, Perth
Arubov; Marcia Bailey. Cobb, Addison.
Old 7ih, sch lilla M Watts. Stevens, Windsor.
SALEM—Ar Gth, sch Wm E Barnes, Perkins,
South Amboy; Franconia, Young, do; Damon,
Ar

sota extra, good to prime, 5 2536 60; choice to
double extra do 5 50.0,5 75, including 4000 bbls
citv mill extra at 4 90 *4 95; 500 bbls fine do at
2 250.3 30; 400 bbls superfine at 3 00:4,3 50; 1,200 bills ex. No 2 at 3 30 *3 80; 8200 bbls Winter wheat extra at 3 3535 t'.0;3900 bbls Minnesota extra 3S0o,5 76. Southern flour steady.
W hem—receipts 39,160 busli:
flour is firm.

Western fiat

POWDER

York.

BOSTON—Ar Gth, brig Wauban, Welsh, Htimaschs Helen, Chase, Hoboken; Lucy Wentworth; Wigwam, Drisko, Maeliias; Cambridge,
Perry, Bath.
Clu Gth. barque Dida E Clark, Clark, Cape Coast
Africa; brig ffannie B Tucker. Sylvester, Annap-

(By Telegraph.)

'?

New

coa;

NEW YORK. Oct. 7, 1885.—Flour market
—Receipts 18,176 bbis;expoits 2469 bhls; rather
weak but prices without quotable change; export
inquiry moderate and light home trade demand;
sales 14,850 bbis.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 25@3 30; Superfine
Western and State at 3 00 a 3 50; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 30@3 80; good to
choice 3 85®5 60; common to choice white wheat
Wes extra, 5 00@5 25; fancy do, 5 25@5 50;commou to good extra Ohio, 3 30 a 6 60; common to

City ol Cue Mil

107
104
108
HO

(By Telegraph.)

Eastern

from Boston for

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHI PS.

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received

daily’

1885.—Cattle—Receipts 0.

Domestic Markets.

T niiic

for San Francisco.

Gth. sell M V B Chase, Pinkliam.Key West.
WILMINGTON, NC-Cbl 6th, sch Addie J BryKingston, Ja.
RICHMOND—Ar Gth, sch Edward Lameyer,
Rockland.
Sid Gth. sch Speedwell, Webster, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, sch Z Sherman,Coombs,
Boston.
Sid 5th, sell J W Drury, Baker, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Btli, schs Eliza S Potter.
Gardiner, and Wilson Willard, Wym an, Bangor;
Georgie Clark, Bartlett, Boston; Isaac H Tiller,
Smith. Kennebec.
Ar Gth, schs San Damingo, Bennett, Galveston;
Jos G Stover. Arey, Bangor; Oliver S Barrett,
Roberts, Kennebec.
Cld Gth. Sell Fred W Chase, Nason, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, sch Nile, Manning, Norfolk : Lookout, Crane, Baltimore.
Cld Gth, barque Freeda A Willey. Willey, for
sell Helen Maria, Look, Port an
Demarara ;
Prince.
l'assed the Gate Gill, schs Catawamteak, from
New York for Bangor; Millie Trim. Hoboken for
Rockland.
NEW HAVEN—Cld Bth, sch I, M Strout. Kelley.
Bangor; Lawrence Haine#, Lewis, Wiseasset;
Emma, Littlejohn, Amboy for Portland; Merrill C
Abm Richardson. PatHari. do for Portsmouth;
tershall. Hoboken, for Belfast; EC Allen, do for
Pro vlo once.
SOMERSET—Ar 5tb, sell B R Woodside, Reed,
Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In poll, schs Annie Belle. Atwood. Arccibo for Boston; WideAwake. Wingfield, Rockland for New York : Red
Jacket, Shiite, do for do; Jed F Duren. Noble,
Calais fordo; Leonora, Bonsey, Providence lor
\ew York
NEW BEDFORD—Ar Gth, sell Everett Webster
Pai ker. Philadelphia'
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Bth, sch Eri, Theall,
Hoboken for Portland.
Sld. schs Hannah F Carlton, and Dolphin.
Ill port Gth, sells Maggie J Chadwick, and Florence P Hall.
HYAXNIS—Passed by Gth, sch Jas Rothwell.

One lot of 50 Solid Ash Chamber Sots or a style
nil Sets
entirely new the past spring. These are F
and are warranted. They have a beautiful MarLow
considered
quetry Ornamentation, and were
at our Former figure of #35.00. We now, however, offer them for

Wednesdays

on

at 0 p. m.
Heturnlug, leave Pier
River, New York, on Wednesdays aud
38,
J. B. COYLE, JR.,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
(General Agent
sep21-dtf
and

_

BLACK WALNUT CHAMBER SETS.

York.

New

and the
PAID HIS FAKE TO BOSTON BY BOAT,

goods will be delivered FKEE
BOAT and
***
BOTH AY AYS BY
lus FARE PAID bdiu
8-Every purchaser of $50 worth of goods will have
goods delivered FREE.
_rinrs niii he miiil BOTH WAVS, the goods
3—In the case of purchasers oi $100 worth and u|>w**rds,l
,, jn
..-hich
bleu to nay
in w
pay the remainder,
taRe ONE A EAR
and
down
can
delivered FREE, and parlies
pay $10

Cbl

Texans at 2 70 for cows; Western rangers, natives and half breeds 3 25®4 80; cows at 2 80®
3 50;wintered Texans 3 00@3 85.1
Hogs—Receipts 22,000 liead; sliipments 12,000
head; active; rough and mixed 3 35@3 60; packing and shipping at 3 60®3 95; light 2 60.0,4 10;
skips at 2 75@3 40.

..hoim. i.vtv-i Ct

of goods will be
I-Any person purchasing $85inworth
Portland.

ant. for

Cattle Market.

7.

time which REMAINS:

Campbell, Weymouth.

and

—

}1$
107

■■■■■■■

Co. Is.
Portland Water
••

size

head;sliipments 2,800 head; unchangcd;ship
ping steers 3 75®6 20; Stockers and feeders 2 50
@3 76 ;cows,bulls and mixed 1 90®5 00; through

6VY.a9%e;

Provision*.

75

lb, according to

Butter—Northern creamery, good to extra, at 22
®24c; New York dairy 18@20c; fancy 21c; Vermont dairy at 21 <®22c; selections higher; extra
Western fresh made creamery 21 a23 ;faucy 23% ;
com. to good at 19 a 20c; Western ladle packed 10@12e; do fair to good at 9@lle; imitation
creamery, extra, at 17@19c. Jobbing prices range
1 ®2c higher than these miotati""Clieese—Choice North at 8*4 @8c; lower grades
according to quality; Western 8%c. Job lots
%e higher.
Eggs— Eastern extras at 22c ;fancy 23e: Eastern
firsts at 21c; New York and Vermont 20% @2 Id;
North 20®21c; Western 20c; Island 21(®21%c
and N s 21 a21%c.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 60
®1 05 t> hush; choice New York small hand picked do 1 65a 1 70; small Vt hand picked peas 1 7o
dl75;comto good 1 45@1 50c jcholce screened do
t40gl 45;hand picked mediuml 00*1 65:cholce
screened do. 1 45® 1 60 common do 125@130;
choice improved yellow eyes at 1 76;B1 80; old
fashioned yellow eyes at 1 70®! 75; red kidneys
2 20 a.2 40.
Fruit—Evaporated apples 6%:a7%cp lb;fancy
He. and North anil East quartered anil sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@5 00; Palermo do 4 00 a
4 r,o. New apples 1 50® 3 00 t' bbl.
Hay—Choice prime hay $20®$—; fancy $21;
fair to good, $18q$20; choice East fine $10@$18
fair to good at $15a$16; poor do $@13,0.14. Rye
straw, choice $16@17 50.

CHICAGO, Oct.

High Mixed Corn.55@56
Superline and
lew grades..3 25@3 50 No 2 do, car lots..54@65
Com, bag lots—57^58
X Spring and
XX Spring. .5 00@5 25 Meal, bag lots....55 @50
Oats, car lots.30 @38
Patent Soring
Wheats.0 00@0 25 Oats, bag lots-38@40
Cotton Seed,
tfieh. straight
car lots..27 00@27 50
roller.5 25^5 50

VeliowEyesl 65^1

pails;

Hams at oy2®10e
cure; small IOV2«llc.

000

Hour.

*!rc®>bx...i4ai8o

tb

pails.

For

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

worr5

a

PENSACOLA—Ar 5th, sch Annie B Hoffses,
Hoffses, Galveston.
CHARLESTON—Sld Gth, sell Charles E Young,

lb for tierces; 7%@7»4e for 107:)4@8c for 5-lb pails saKUe for 3-lb

(By Telegraph.)

market for Wheat was stiff; some grades higher,
good demand and offerings light, with prices
strong and active for Corn. Hog products more
Beef
fb.
steady. Round Hogs about 5@5Vie
The demand
shows a slight reduction in figures.
for Fresh Beef is only fair at unchanged prices.
Sugars have been rather quiet, anil ‘Ac under
last week’s quotations; the exports of the week
were only 353 tons from the four ports against 1,819 tons for the corresponding week last year.
In Produce, Apples continue plentiful and low,
Gravensteins selling at 2 60@2 75 1’ hbl, Porters
2 00@2 25 and Garden Royal 3 00@3 25. Concord
Grapes in good supply and low at 5c I* lb; Deiaawares were scarce to-day. Butter is firm for the
best grades. Cheese steady at the advance. Eggs
in light receipt and higher at 21@22c 1> doz. Not
much change In Drugs, &c.; Quinine is 5c better
and Lemon 25c higher.
Turpentine has advanced
lo. Oils firm. Pratt’s Astral Oil is a trifle higher
and very active with a 1 arge export demand. Devoe’s Brilliant is about ‘Ac better. Ill Cordage,
Sisal is up ‘Ac. Cooperage more active. Leather is attracting more attention; market firm and
higher prices have beeu established.
The following are the closing quotations of
Fleur, Grain, Provisions, etc.:

Fish.

son.

Lard (1-. ®7c

Chicago

of Mackerel were lauded here, against 31,000
bbls for the same time last year. The movement
in Dry Fish has been rather slow; prices steady
Flour is active
and without material change.
and firmly held. The Western markets for Flour
were firmer and higher to-day with a very strong
nil

short cuts 13
Pnrk-l.<mgcut 12 75@13 00;mb'
»«*** 1*«0®
gl3 50; hacks 13 00*13 50; I
12 50; lean ends 12 75®13 00; prime mess 13 00
mess 11 00®
11
10
extra
00;
50®
prime
@18 50;

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

W, H. HERVEY 4 CO., OF NO. 5 ONION ST., BOSTON,

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sld 29th, ship Astoria, Anderson, Nanaimo.
Cid Gth, ship A J Fuller, Colcord, Liverpool.
Chartered—Ship A J Fuller, to Liverpool with
wheat at £1 7s Gd; State of Maine, from Departure Bay to San Francisco, with coal, private.
Sld Im Tacoma Sept 28, ship Yorktown, Dickin-

Silver King.

HOT

MAMMOTH
which have recently been j" PJ"Sr*ss *° Ihc
FURNISHING ESTABLISHMENT oi

ENLARGEMENTS

Tlie
inc

______

_

15 DAYS MORE!

Memoranda.

Barque Jose R Lopez, lor New York, which put
back to Turks Islaud Sept 8th leaky and full of
water, was condemned and subsequently became a total wreck. The wreck and cargo were
sold for $200. The mate and steward arrived at
Philadelphia 6th by brig Jane Adeline. Capt
Mountfort and crew were waiting for conveyance.
Manila, Aug 18—Ship P Pendleton, which was
sunk Gth to prevent destruction by lire, was sold
by auction Aug 11 at $1,500 and cargo at $8,000,
Vineyard-Haven, Oct 7—A schr hailing from
St George, supposed the Sedona. from Boston for
New York, is ashore in Vineyard-Sound.
Seventy-five sail fishermen and fifteen coasters
took refuge in Vineyard-Haven Gth iust from the
storm.

Colorado Coal..
..

Bov
I’d

WSmall

/*

_

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and
should use
occupation gives hut littl* exercise,
Liver and
Carter's Little Liver Pills for torpid

MISCELLANEOUS.

A V\ atts,
Ar at Port Spain Sept Bth, sch Etta
Norfolk, (and sld 4th for Jamaica.) Tliomas
Sld 10th. brig Kaluna, Johnson, gt
At Barbadoes 21st, barque La Plata, for Hayti
and North of Hatteras.
Ar at Havana Bth, barque John 1 Rothman, fm
New York.

Notice.

John
indebted to Maher & Co.,
VLLP.persons
Maher, are requested to make payment
or
or

to me: aud all creditors*)! said Maher & Co.,
John P. Maher, will present their claims to me II
they desire to loin in the assignment.
II. M. MALING, Assignee,
234 Middle St.
Portland, Sept. 16,1885.
dint*
sepl6

are

Easy of Digestion.
Recommended by

EMINENT PHYSICIANS
both sides the Atlantic
Get

THE
which

only

GENUINE,

hear tie stamp of
the makers.

For more than four score years these Crackers,

have been unequaleu ler excellence and tlielr
superior keeping qualities. They arc sold by firstclass grocers everywhere.
BENT & CO.,
may21-ThS&T6m
Milton. Mass

•
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PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
Nint'

ADYEBTIMEMENT8 TO-DAY.
AMUSEMENTS.

Stockbrldge Course—City Hall.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
C. J. Farrington—Fall Announcement.
Maine Central Railroad.
Hosiery—Owen. Moore & Co.
Foi Sale—Drug Store.
Situation Wanted—Young Lady.
Eastman Bros. & Baoeroit.
Damaged Underwear—Blues Brothers.
To Let—Booms.
Situation Wauted—Young Man.
Wanted—Man.
Grand Trunk Railway Co.
For Sale—Chaise.
Searboro and Cape Elizabeth Fair.
To Let—Rent
Haskell & Jones—Successors to Alien & Co.
Situation Wanted—Apothecary.
auction sales.
Genteel Household Furniture.

EMULSION OF COD LIVER OIL
with Quinine and Pepsin.
Prepared by Caswell. Massey & Co., (N. Y.), is
most strengthening and easily taken. Prescribed
by leading physicians. Label registered.
sep3.Tli,S,Tu-18w

Derangement of the liver, with constipation, injure the complexion, iuduce pimples, sallow skin
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter's Little
Liver Pills.
Oct 0

One

a

dose.
d&wlw

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT

COURT.

BEFORE COLT AND WEBB, ,TJ.

Wednesday.—Frederick Yates vs. Manufacturers'Fire and Marine Insurance Company. An
action to recover the sum of $1000 on a policy of
insurance obtained ill 1883 upon tile Yates House
Plainat Biddeford Pool, burned June 16, 1884.
Defendant's counsel
tiff’s prlma f ide ease hi.
moves the court to direci a verdict for llie defendArguments thereon heard.
ati1
W. F. Lunt.
hymonds & Libby and H. St. John Smith.
Adjourned to to a. m. Tliursd >y.
FRANKLIN
BEFORE

J.

COURT.

JUDGE HASKELL.

tile Press.]
Farmington, Oct. 0.
vs. Warren W. Hail,
of
William
Hall
case
In the
exceptions have been tiled aud the ease goes lorward to tire Law Conn.
diaries H. M< rton. libit., vs Minnie B. Morton,
Submitted t<
libel for divorce. Cause, adultery.
The jury feutid that the allegations In the
a (ury.
libel w re true, and that a divnree ought to be
gra .led. as provided by statute. Divorce decreed.
Custody el youngest children decreed to mother
until further order of court.
P. A. Sawyer for libelant.
E. O. Greeuleaf for libelee.
Ill the ease of State vs. Read A. Smith and
on
H.
who
Sinilli.
Monday were found
Eugene
the
guiTlyot killing one deer each ill violation of was
of judgment
a
motion
arrest
in
law.
game
filed. The motion was overruled. Defendants
tiled exceptions, and llie ease goes forward.
After llie disposition of several interlocutory
matters, the court at noon adjourned sine die.

[Reported

•

S.

for

mvrm.irsb

wuni.

BEFORE RECORDER DYF.R.

Wednesday
Theodore Julm*on, Bridge
Doherty; iutoxh alion; five days each ill count;
—

jail.

r<

n

county jail.
j

Keenan; intoxication; thirty days ii

.se:

...

single Bale; discharged.

Itain.ah McFarland; search and seizure; flnec
$100 and costs. Appealed.

BklfcF

JOTTINGS.

The 8 imaritau Association will meet with Mrs
Edwin Gray, 135 Cumberland street, this afternoon.
A full attendance is requested.
I’eter Dushan l.as been found guilty in the court
at Alfred of robbing Terrence O’Hara of tills ity
O’Hara was
$280 at Old Orchard last summer.
drunk and Dusliun robbed him.
The Argus says a wedding lately took place at
Woodford*, the girl said to be only fifteen years
of age. The groom, it is said, gave ins age as 21
anil the girl's as 18 when ire applied for the certificate.
The youths’ gospel temperance concert will hi
held at the Mission this evening at 7.30 o'clock
A very interesting programme has been arranged

invited,
Yesterday, the employes of the Grand Grunk
employed between this city and South Paris, t<
the number of 145, were vaccinated by the Stati
The employes of the Maine
Board of Health.
Central will be vaccinated today.
The regular meeting of the Women’s Christian
Temperance Union will occur on Friday, at 3
o’clock p. m., at headouarters, 51 Vi Exchange
Ail

arc

street.

All

ladies interested in the work

are cor

dtally invited to attend.
At a special meeting of the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen, held yesterday morning, absent Messrs.
ltussell, an insane woman was sent ti
the asylum, and her sister. Jennie Beattie, peti
tioued the judge of probate by the Board to be ap
Blrnie and

pointed

her

guardian.

Rev. J. W. Bashford will conduct the Bible class
for the study of the International Sunday sclioo
lessons at the Y. M. C. A. rooms on Friday after
Pastors, teachers and ai
noon, at 4.30 o’clock.
interested in Bible study are cordially invited U
attend.
Subject, “The Famine in Samaria.” i
Kings, 7:1-17.
A boud has been filed in accordance with the
statute to secure the continuous operation of tin
double end ferry boat between this city and Ferry Village. This action was required before tin
Commissioners would be called upon to locate :
The bond is signed
public highway and landing.
by prominent citizens of Cape Elizabeth doing
busiuess in this city.
Ordination and

Installation.

Congregational council was called yesterday
morning by the First church of Falmouth, to as
A

ordination and installation of Mr. H. C
McKuight as pastor. In the organization of th<
council Rev. T. S. Perry of Cumberland was chosen Moderator, and Rev. E. M. Cousens of Cumber
land Mills, clerk. The examination of Mr. McKuiglit upon his personal experience and religious
faith was quite extended and thorough. The can
dldate was exceptionally clear and sound in faith
He gave evidence of his training, being a gradu
ate of Yale college, and of Yale Theological Semgist in the

inary.

The public services were in the afternoon; the
introductory parts were conducted by Revs. W.
H. Haskell of Falmouth, and Aikins of Cape Elizabeth. Rev. C. H. Daniels of this city preached
the doctrine,” in which the preacher took strong
ground that the doctrines of the Bible are essenIt is the
tial to the life and power of religion.
preacher’s mission to preach them, not with a motive to engage in doctrinal speculation, hut to
show its practical worth in application. Doctrine
is not so much to he proved as to be wielded executively. Apostolic preaching was In the form of
d ictrlne. mighty truth, in proof of tlie power of
God unto salvation. Religious life Is dependent
up. n doctrine ;itI;e reverse is also true. Doctrim a
are given to build from; to solidify Christian chai
actor, and make it stable. There is need of sound
doctrine because of the false. Tlie danger now ia
not so much that the doctrines are counted untrue, as tl at they are of little importance. The
fact Is tl at every doctrine lias a practical and immediate btaritig tipi n tlie heart and life and sal
ration of uu.it. We may he moved by excitement
bill we must be anchored by truth. There is n<
powi r in the pulpit unless It is dogmatic; its mission Is not so much to please and draw, as to bless
and save; not so much to unlearn, to remove tile
false, as to reveal the true. The church needs as
does the world, the heart truths of Christ.
Folk wing the sermon was the prayer of ordina
tlon with the laying on of hands, by Rev. A. H.

Wright of ti ls city.
Tbe charge to tlie pastor was by ltev. C. A.
Marsh of Woodfords, urging the new minister t
be a large hearted, manly man; to be a preacher
of lire word, sound In doctrine; to be a true pasTin
tor, faithful to the office, faithful to Christ.
pastor’s reward for faithful service is the highest
that heaven bestows, a crown of life.
Rev. E. M. Cousens extended tlie right hand of
fellowship in fitting words, and Rev. T. IS. Ferry
them
give the address to the people, reminding
that material support is the pastor’s due, for it is
well earned. It should be adequate and cheerully paid. He urged tlie people to give to their
pastor moral and spiritual support. The pastor
can be helped in the pulpit, by the presence of
the people, listening to his message. Do not expect or require a popular preacher, “Break the
neck of that abominable word smart, before it
breaks yours.” Tlie pastor will make sacrifices,
he will be your servant in Jesus Christ; give him
his great earthly reward, the love of his people.
Mr. McKnight has already won a warm place in
tbe hearts of tlie people, and these exercises were
of great
an auspicious beginning of a pastorate

nfluence.

>

__

The Y. M. C. A. Course.
The Y. M. C. A. course of ten entertainments at
City Hall opens next Monday evening, October 12
with recitations and impersonations by Stuart
Rogers of Providence, R. I. Mr. Rogers has flic
faculty of making his audience laugh or cry seemingly at his will. His entertainment is refined.
Instructive and altogether pleasing. Those who
heard him last year will want to hear him again
Good reserved seats for the entire course can be
obtained at Stockbrldge’s.
A Fine Looking Wagon.
on exhibition in
A fine looking express wagon
front of the post office for a few hours Tuesday
It was
morning attracted considerable attention.
Bros,
built for Mr. John A. Thompson by Dunham
on Pear
the well known carriage manufacturers
street and is a string, handsome affair, well
on
adapted for its work, and reflects great credit
Its builders.
Cumberland Centre.
The store of Osgood & Dunn at Cumberland
Centre, was entered by burglars at tbe front door
The
on tlie night of Tuesday, tlie 6th instant.
safe was blown open and about 8300 were stolen.

HIM; (MRU RAILROAD
Ou aud after MONDAY, Oct. liith,
1885, Passenger 1 rains leave
Portland as follow's:
Down

Ferry,
For Bangor, Ellsworth, Mt.
Halifax, and
Vanceboro, St. John,
anil AroosSt.
Stephen
Province*,
the
took County, 1.20 p. in., via Lewiston,
l. 25 and tll.15 p. m., via Augustas and for
Harbor, and Bangor dfc PiscatBar
nouis R. B-, tll-15 p. ni., for Skowhe1.25, $11.15
gnn, Belfastnnd Dexter, 1.20,
7.10 a. in., 1.20, 1.25,
p. m.: W'nterville,
tll.15 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at
5.181). 111.; for Augusta. Ilnllowell, Gardiner and Brunswick, 1.10 a. m., 1.25, 6.15,
til. 15p.m.; Bath, 7.10 a. m., 1.25, <5.15 p.
m. and ou Saturdays only at 11.15 p. nr; Rock
lnnd and Knox & Lincoln R. R., 7.10
1.25 p. ur; Auburn and Lewiston
a in
at 8.20 a. in.. 1.20, 5.00 p. nr; Lewiston
via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m., $11.15 p. in.;
Mouinouth,
W'inthrop,
Farmiugton,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.20 p. nr;
a. Ill, and
vin
Brunswick,7.10
Farmington
1.25 p. m.
trains
will
All trains excepting night pullman
stop at Congress St. for passengers on signal or
notice to conductor.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included. but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: 1 he morning trains from Augusta and Batli 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p.m.; the afternoon
trains from Waterviile, Augusta, Bath, Rockland
and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman
Express train at 1.60 a. m.

j

__

PERSONAL.
Hon. S. C. Eastman of Concord, N. H., Ex-speaker of the House of Representatives of that State
was at the Falmouth Hotel yesterday.
Dr. W. R. Evans, the dentist, will resume practice the 20tli of this month, occupying an office in
franklin Block, 502 Congress street, corner oi
Brown.
Railroad Commissioners Wildes, Mortland and
Anderson, accompanied by F. J. llsley, C. E,, of
Portland are inspecting the Piscataquis, Katalidin
Iron Works, Bucksport and Ellsworth roads.
J. M. Foss, St. Albans, Vt.; Gen. O. D. Baker,
Augusta; H. H. Barnard, Calais; Dr. I. A. Watson, Concord, N. H.; T. R. Francis, Lancaster,
Pa.; G. H. Paine, Eastport; J. D. Lawrence, Albany, N. Y.; M. Trimble and wife, New York and
the Thomas Orchestra of CO musicians were
among the guests at tire Falmouth Hotel last eve-

ning.

_

The Moosehead Lake Excursion.
party which left this city Tuesday afternoon for Moosehead Lake numbered one hundred
and twelve and was composed of railroad and
most of the
business men and invited guests,
gentlemen beiug accompanied by their wives.
Chandler’s band of sixteen pieces, was also included in the company. Tuesday night was passed at
the Bangor House in Bangor and in the evening
tile capacious dining hall of the hotel was filled by
the excursionists, guests of the house and many
.of Bangor’s well known citizens to listen to the
delightful concert given by the band, which rendered seven of their test selections artistically,
“Between the fifth and
the Bangor Whig says:
sixtli numbers Miss Bertha G. Webb of Portland,
played an exquisite violin solo “An American Caprice,” by Vieuxtemps. She was enthusiastically
encored, but could not be prevailed upon to respond. Her playing will be remembered by the
hearers as one of the most pleasing parts of the
concert.”
Yesterday morning the party left for Klneo
where they remain until Saturday, when they will
start on their return. They take supper Saturday
evening at Mr. J. Field Murry’s restaurant in
Bangor. All of the arrangements for the comfort
of the excursionists are in charge of Mr. Daniel
Brazier of the Maine Savings Bank, Capt. William
Mitchell, the geuiai station agent in this city, Conductor George E. Whitney of the Maine Central,
and Conductor Charles Ferguson of the Boston &
Maine.
The

_

Haskell & Jones,
Who carry on the tailoring and gentlemen’s furnishing goods business under Lancaster Hall,
where they were lately associated with Allen &
Co., still continue U carry a large and excellent
stock of goods and possess the advantage of manTheir advertisement in our
ufacturer’s price.
columns today tells the whole story in pointed and

intelligible language.
Crand Trunk

Commencing

next

on

OCDENSBURC.

Further Discussion of the

Voluntary

Reorganization.
Another meeting of the committee and second
mortgage bondholders was held yesterday afternoon, in the Mayor’s room at the city building.
There were present Mayor Deeriug, E. A. Noyes,

T. C. Woodbury, City Solicitor Symonds, Wm. L.
Putnam, Esq., J. S. Ricker, Daniel F. Emery,
Woodbury S. Dana, H. N. Jose, City Clerk Burgess, City Treasurer Hersey and others. W. F.
Hint was present at the opening of the meeting:
and rend the report of the committee as printed
The report was
in the Press of yesterday.

adopted.
The opening of discussion on the report was
made by Mr. Woodbury, in calling attention to the
reference made at the meeting Tuesday evening
in regard to the issue of preferred stock to the
full amount authorized by the legislative enact51,500,000.
Mayor Deeriug said that his idea would be to
such a part of
n this stock by canceling
dow
scale
it as might be deemed advisable.
Mr. Putnam said that this course would not be
possible without further legislation, but the issue
of the stock might be regulated by a vote of the
stockholders prohibiting the directors from issuing more than a specified amount. Tills was the
course pursued in 1877 by the stockholders in relation to tlie issue of common stock.
Mr. Jose called attention to the fact that while
it is proposed to give the outside creditors an
amount of preferred stock in exchange for the securities now held by them, the amount of stock to
ment,

uil niuuciivc ui

i,,.

r,,v

tiifu

imi-mwp

in

nritnm't.inn

thfl

claims of the outside creditors had

fixed upon.
Judge Symonds said that as he understood the
report of the committee their plan contemplates a
new mortgage of §350,000 ahead of the city’s
mortgage, and the payment of interest on the
mortgage of the city at the rate of two, four and
five per cent. Since 1870 this road lias not paid
a ytldiig upon the second mortgage now existing,
and it lias incurred liabilities to the amount of
§350,000, which must be provided for by the new
mortgage. Now, said Judge Symonds, if for the
last ten years this road has not been able to pay
anything on the second mortgage, and has run in
debt, what prospect is there that for the next ten
mortyears the road can pay interest on this new
gage and two per cent on the mortgage of the
city? Judge symonds emphasized the lact that
i.i ins opinion the floating indebtedness should be
paid out ot the earnings of the road and not fundJudge Syed as tin- committee’s plan provide.
monds added that his Idea was to keep the road
out of debt by paying this indebtedness as soon
And then the report provides that
as possible.
tuis new mortgage shall be made as large as the
road will bear, and it further provides that there
With a mortwill be a majority against the city.
and the
gage just as large as the road will bear,
of the city’s
chance
is
the
what
in
a
minority,
city
hundred
thousretaining its control? The tlrree
and dollars must be provided for, but the city as
in
the
opinion of
owner of the road would be able,
Judge symonds, to take care of the indebtedness,
and there is no need of the new mortgage on tile
road Judge Symonds did not see the advantage
of scaling dowd the city’s bonds to 25 per cent of
their face value, and putting on a §350,000 mortgage prior to the city’s interest.
Mr Putnam remarked that unless this amount
was funded the road would remain in the hands
of the receiver for some years to come.
Judge Symonds said that before the road could
be taken out of the hands of the receiver the
court would require security that the payment of
the receiver's certificates would be provided for,
but that he did not believe it was necessary to
continue the debt for twenty years.
in regard to the payment of interest, Mr. Putfrom
nam explained that the road has earned
$70,000 to $90,000 every year during the refound
has
been
it
of
this
sum
but
that
ceivership,
necessary to expend the surplus after paying
fixed charges, in completing the road, which has
now been put in good condition.
The Mayor expressed the same opinion on this
matter as that held by Mr. Putnam.
General Anderson, the receiver of the road, said
that the statement as to the large expenditures
for the completion of the road was correct. As
ilie road was originally built, it was very rough.
not been

grades

It lias been absolutely necessary lo lower
till in grave! where wooden trestles were originally placed and replace others with iron bridges, so
that a large sum lias been laid out ill building the
road as it should have been built, anil as tile
engineer intended it to be built. A large outlay
for repairs lias in the past been necessary, as the
road, possessing no shops of its own, had to pay
for transportation across the city to the works of
the Portland Company. The erection of suitable
buildings has, however, lowered materially this
The substitution of steel rails
item til expense.
for iron lias also decreased the danger of accident
occurring through Hie roughness of the track.

Mayor fleering asked Judge Symonua what his
idea was for arnig for the $350,000 indebtedness.
In reply Judge Symonds stated that his idea was
simply to take such action that liens prior to the
citrs mortgage should not be put upon the road,
will come when
as ill such a procedure the time
the city is likely to find it self 111 a minority and
lose the control of the road.
lodge Symonds said that it seemed to him that
interest in the
if the city retains a controlling

uatvn

am

Damaged underwear
$1.25 White Skirts,
$1.50 and $1.62 White Skirts,

We shall sell good weight Single Bed
Blankets, at only 48 cents each. Also
White or Grey Bed Blankets at 75 cents
per pair.

ODD NAPKINS, 5 CENTS.

MERRIMACK PRINTS 41-4 CENTS.
Remnant Sale next Friday,
Remnants and part pieces of best uuality Merrimack Prints will he sold at
4 1-4 cents per yard. Also full pounds
of cotton batting as follows:
12 Rolls full pounds for $1.00.
Sale of these in our Print!Department.
Remnant sale in our Cloak Room.

Scardoro and Gape Elizabeth

OPERA COMPANY.

Stockbridge’s

at

FAIR!
To-Day, October 8th.

:

once.

State

Relief

Corps

c

r

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in tin
comity have been recorded at the registry o
deeds:
Westbrook—John Cloudman to Adelbert R. Har
mon, land and buildings. $1 and other considera
tions.
Baldwin—Erashur H. Wiggin to Isaac Wiggiu
laud. S300.
Bridgton—George P. Perley to William H. Gray
land. 8160.
Sebago—Oliver H. Pike to Charles S. Pike, land

$400._
Rate of

Mortality.

The following was the rate of mortality foi

September, 1885:
Deaths during the month of September, 60.
Population estimated April 1st, 39.688 (989'
polls.)
Rate per 1000 inhabitants, 16.4.
Rate per 1000 inhabitants for September, 1884,

23.8.
This compares very favorably with the showing
made by returns from other cities of this country

MARRIAGES.
Ill Farmingdale. Oct. 3, Win. H. Newell anc
Miss Lulu A. Jewett, both of West Gardner.
in Farmingdale, Oct 1, Jas N. Cannon and Miss
Emma A. Bilker.

in Kumford Centre, Sept. 26, Charles L. Abbott
and Miss Minnie E. Goodwin, both of Upton.

In Bethel. Oct 3, Arthur C. Green of Norway
and Miss Mamai E. Kiehardson of Bethel.
In East Sumner. Sept. 30, Ezra Keene, Jr, oi

Hartford, and Miss Addle F. Robinson of Easi
Sumner.
In Waterville. Sept. 24, George Hall and MisEva Knox, both of Oakland.

CHANCE OF TIME,
Commencing Monday Next, 12th inst.

For Quebec, Montreal and West, 1.30 p. m.
For £ewistoa, 7.05 a. m., 1.15 ami 5.20 p. m.
Mixed train for Gorham and intermediate
stations, 7.20 a. m. and 4.00 p. m.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

oct8t!3t

Drug Store l'or Sale.
rapidly growing town on the coast, of nearly
4000 Inhabitants; large summer trade; good
location; good trade for the right party; best of
For particulars, address
reasons for selling.
oct8dtf
PHARMACIST, care Press Office.

IN

Wanted.
a

a

Tmif

si A ■

r\na Q

a

clerk

this city, Oct. 7. Capt. Philip A. Gorman,
aged 32 years 6 months 2o days.
[Funeral on Friday forenoon at 10.30 o'clock, at
No. 161 Newbury street. Philadelphia papers

™Fn tills city,

or

driver;

ttrlinol oh-.iico in fino orHpr
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ADVERTISEMENTS._

Successors to Allen & Go.,
ter

470 CONGRESS
under the firm

name

of

STREET,

HASKELL & JONES,

selected
where we shall as heretofore carry a complete and carefully
to manufacture
continue
shall
and
in
all
stock of goods
departments,
of the manufacturers cost,
our own clothing, claiming the advantage
lowest
the
at
our
own
possible figure. Our
11s
to
allows
goods
which

CllSWI TAILORING DEPARTMENT
up to its

will be

present high standard

of

excellence, by

us

to

bring

it to its

present

state of

keep

shall

season as

a

novelties of the

staple goods, and add the
intending purchasers ot

full line of
To

they appear.

FINE CUSTOM OR FINE READY-MADE

CLOTHING,
offer inducements surpassed by
lic are cordially invited to call and
we

store in this section.
see for themselves.
no

entry.
week.

The

pub-

HASKELL & JONES,
470 Congress St.
COdtf

net!)

In Wiscasset, Sept. 27, Benjamin S. Quinnam,
aged 43 years.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

O LET—A
112 FHFiE

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

We are now showing the largest assortment of Hosiery for
Children's wear ever shown in tliiB city; everything desirable,
from the Heaviest Wool Hose for Boys’ wear, to the finest
Cashmere and Silk can be found on our counters, and at prices
that will compare with any in New York for same quality of
goods. We call particular attention to our celebrated English
Cashmere Hose with double knees, which we import in Blacks
and Solid Colors. They are the most serviceable goods to buy
We want everyNo trouble to show goods.
in the market.
one to examine our stock whether wishing to purchase or not.

8-1
sitills

Address

can

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Has met unparalelled success at home. Such has
become its popularity in Lowell, Mass., where it is
made, that whole neighborhoods are taking it at
the same time. The same wonderful success is
pxteudiug all over the country. Its positive merit
makes new friends daily. Try it.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
the only medicine of which can truly be said,
••ioo Doses One Dollar,” which is an unanswerable argument as to its positive strength and real
No other medicine purifies the blood,
economy
the liver,
tones the digestive organs, invigorates
stimulates the kidneys, sharpens the appetite or
like
whole
system
tones the
Is

Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
six for

SB. Prepared
•old by all druggists *1;
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.
_

_

Doses One Dollar.

oet6_d&wnrrotf
“

WOOD'S"

GENUINE

SELECTED

SPICKS.
Pangut, Aromatic, Economical.

THOS, WOOD & 00a B08T0H.
eodeowlstor4thply

terms rea8-1

LOOK.

197 MIDDLE STREET
todtf
scplO

NOTHINC BETTER!
found as an investment than
dowment with the old

Life Insurance

an

of New York,
Cash Fund §105,000,000.
The new five year distribution policy of this
company is the most liberal iu character of anything of the kind, being free from all objectional
features and promising better results and cheapever yet devised. Apply to
er insurance than any

LITTLE,
31

by

EXCHANGE ST.
d3w

EVERYBODY

should know that we have the exclusive sale of A.
Garside & Son’s fine N. Y. Boots. A. Garside &
Son, successors to Woodmansee & Garside.

JONES,

Scientist,

College
Metaphysical
Mrs.

of

FALL STYLES.

Bos-

1 Ladies’ flue N. Y. Boots just received. Ladies’
Common Sense Boots in all the Leading Styles.

Eddy’s teaching.

Davis' Art Store.

|

Consultation

E. D. Morrell, M. I)., Physician and
Surgeon, 507 1-2 Congress St. Medical
advice free. Vaccination with standard
U. S. virus 50c. Office hours 5) to 12 a.
i
ni., 2 to 5 p. in.
dlw*

&

Gentlemen’s
Fine Jersey Newark Goods. Gents’ Cordovan Balmorals. AA. A. B, C and D. Gents’ Enamel and
Patent Leather Congress, all widths, sizes and half
size* Gents’Cloth Top Button, Congress and Balmorals. Gents’ Cheap and Medium Solid Durable
Goods at Bottom Prices.

Children’s and Misses’ School Boots.
Children’s and Misses’Spring Heels. Infants’ and Children’s Spring Heels.
Youths’ and Bovs’ Fine, Styish Congress
and Button. Boys’ Cloth Top Congress.

Cyrus H. Morrill.

MORRILL,

OUR.

at Washington receives prompt, personal atten- i inex pensiverent enables tis to give our customers
tion. Send for circular of important information.
the extra proflt demanded by a large rent and
Portland office, 507 1-2 Congrc»» Street.
heavy expenses.
oct3
eod&wSw*

REMEMBER
;

Kent and expenses only about one-third
as our

much

as

competitors.

by mail,
Postage Prepaid.

Boots and Shoes Sent

—

THE SHOE DEALER
SICN OF COLD BOOT,

_(13t

ALL IN.

„

WtOOTlATBD

BV

TUB

(Successor

to

DoMpw.)

Guo.

SoffitsEjlowfc^lftuxf^lureaifaud
JjebSLkt?
Exchange
paid
your
at

TntereMt

mrfitiiSli

HATTER,

to

now

I

JOB LOT

Iteler
nov20

197 MIDDLE STREET.

FALL BULBS.

Hv-Lcinths. Tulips. Crocuses, Lilies, &c„ also
and Fancy
wire anil Wooden Plant Stands, Plain
Brackets. &e„ at low prices.
Flower Pots, Plant

gep29

5 PREBLE ST.

CO.,
d2w

}

jimcuAftr* N

WE OPEN TO-DAY
pieces, Job Lot, Hamburg
Edging. Prices from 8 cents to
i 25 cents less than half price.
Also 200 Turkish Plush Squares
100

r**

lliiaofr

_I'TSly

Special Meeting.
SPECIAL MEETING of the stockholders of
the .Synchronous Time Company will be held
at the office of the company. No. 24 Exchange St.
14. at 2 p. m., to consider the subject
October
on
ol Increasing the capital stock of the company
thousand
dollars to fifty thousand dolfrom thirty

4

lars; also to consider such other business as may
come before the meeting.
properly
1
1
CHAS. D. LIVERMORE, Clerk.
ocGdtd
Portland, Me., Oct. 6,1885.

for Stand Covers, Tidies, Sofa
Pillows and Upholstering Chairs
at 1.19 cents each. These are
new in this market and will go

quick.

MILLETT&LITTLE.
<18t

036

i

I

C. L. S< C>
HEADQUARTERS
—

ST.,_j_

rcquiro«l

books

PORTLAND, ME.

countautly

ou

hand

implication.Sepl6d2m

now

197 MIDDLE STREET.

FISHERIES.

I'OK SAKE B V THE BAKE. 10,000 lbs.
lest quality Cotton l.oi slur Twine; 30.000
rrap Netting Hand Laid Twine; lo.oooilts of

ills,

lig.lt Grade Honing and Mackerel Netling; 5,000

Netting, fine and 20 per cent
itronger than ordinary twine.
lis. Stow Twine

GLOUCESER NET & TWINE CO,

21-M&F Ow

—

HOYT, FOGG & DOYHAM’S,

JOB

show all the Standard
(Vinter Styles, in Nobby Stiff ami
Hafts of New fioods
Soft Hats.
nan

AT

Circular**, Price Lists and Lull informu
tiou concerning the C. L. H. C. Course fui
ui»hed ou

HATTER,

home in tv. i.

yf'Rs! experience

Motto in Loaning. Send tor circular
full particulars as to loims, references, etc

to

HAMBURGS!

193 MIDDLE

coming to-day,

$1.75.

w. c. SAWYER &

oni

fIvina

all the Fall Styles In
Zinc Trunks
and Baits.
Trunks
1

lias

own

eodtf

THE

BANK,
Corning, Iowa
FIRST NATIONAL W.
Fsi.l t

ST.

sepB

All the

COE,

Ijecuritieswortgage

CONGRESS

421

BARCAIN NO.2.
40 dozen Children’s fine All
Wool Cashmere Hose at 35
cts., all sizes.

XTTt-

THE

En-

Co.,

Oafe

COE,

has made special arrangements
with ail the leading New York and
manufacturers to
hat
Boston
make his specialties, undwill take
orders for siugle hats, in Silk, Stiff
or Soft, and guarantee satisfaction and superior workmanship
without extra charge.

W. D.

A Graduate of the
ton. Heals strictly

oc7

HATTER,

AGENT,
octG

Christian

MILLETT& LITTLE.

THE

Mutual

MBS. N. L.

BARGAIN NO. I.
50 dozen Ladies’ all Wool extra length, at 25 cts. per
pair, worth 38 cts.
25 dozen extrafine all Wool at
37 1-5 cts., worth 50 cts.
25 dozen all Wool Cashmere
Hose, Colors and Black, at
50 cts. A threat bargain.
A full line of Fleeced Cotton
and English Cashmere Hose
62 cts., 75 cts. and $1.00.

COE,

can now be

T. A. & W. H. Roberts, Painters and Paper Hangers
have removed from Pleasant Street to No. 623 Congress Street, opposite Plymouth Church, where the]
will be pteased to meet their old customers and man;
new ones. First class work guaranteed.

LADIES’ HOSIERY.

READ.

Sarsaparilla

dim

|

TO

EET—A pleasant front room;

CONGRESS ST.

and Children.

LET-For a small American family, a nice
tenement of 5 rooms on St. Lawrence St. in8-1R
quire of G. W. VERK1LL, 191 Middle St.

Cures Scrofula, Sait Rheum, Boils, Pimples, all
Humors, Dyspepsia, Billiousness, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, General Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Kidney and Liver Complaints. It overcomes
that extreme tired feeling, and build up the whole
system. Now is the time to take it.

ROOM NO. 7 BROWN BLOCK,
seo!5

BARCAIN NO. 4.
20 dozen Extra Fine Cashmere Hose at 50 cts. for all
sizes.
A full line of French and
English Derby Ribbed and
Cashmere Hose for Infants

CHILDREN’S HOSIERY.

who thoroughly under-

TO sonable. at 50 BROWN ST.

C. W. ALLEN.
marl4dtf

F. O. BAILEY.

BARCAIN NO. 3.
25dozenall Wool French Ribbed Hose at 50c, all sizes.

Apply

Is carefully prepared from Sarsaparilla. Mandrake, Dock, Pipsissewa. Juniper Berries and
ol her well known and valuable vegetable remedies. The combination, proportion and preparation are peculiar to Hood’s Sarsaparilla, giving it
curative power not possessed by other medicines.
It effects remarkable cures where others fail.

Hood’s

,ltf

(Ct8

eater for
WANTED—A
stands the meat business, and
at GLOBE TEA CO. 8-1
trade.

first-class

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

TO—

HOSIERY. ! BROWN,

nice suite of unfurnished rooms at
ST., possession given about Nov.
8-1
man

—

& CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

—

ONCiREM STREET,

—

study;
evenings
W”, Press Office,8-1

It
1st.

BEHOVED FROM

67BAILEY

F.

BARGAINS

week, RHEUM.
man a
can have

Set, Av mints ter. Brussels and Wool Carpets, B.
W. Chamber Set, B. W. Hall Stand, Feather Beds,
Stoves, Straw Matting, &e.. &c.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
oct.Sdlw

ONE LOT
Very Fine Colored Satin Rhadames, all shades,
IN
at only $1.00 per yard.
ONE LOT
Superb quality, 19 inch Silk Velvets, full line of
shades, at $1.25 per yard.
ONE LOT
All Wool 6-4 Costume Cloths, all colors, at the
we have
We have opened our comvery low price of 50c per yard. Of these
but one case, and can get no more.
plete line of Fall and Winter
Hosiery, and shall offer the
ONE LOT
this
same,
commencing
50c
at
Black
40
inch
Wool
Cashmere,
Fine all
morning.
per yard.
BARCAN NO. I.
ONE LOT
35 dozen Children’s all Wool
All Wool White Blankets, all sizes, at lower
Ribbed Hose, all sizes, at
25 cts.
prices than ever before made.

a

a

Library Tables, French
Top
Plate Mirror. Draperies and Curtains, Brass Fire

Lawyers, Pension and Patent Attorneys,
Portland, Me., and Washington, D. C.
Pension and Patent business a specialty. 14
years experience. All business with government

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS.

a

capable young
uation In the city where lie
WANTED—By
for
good references.

Oct 14th, at 10 o’clock »•
we shall sell Par-

WEDNESDAY,
ONSuit.
m., at No. 103 State St.,
and
Marble

lor

REMOVAL.

DEERINC

E. B. & B.

registered apothby
first-class
retail store, doing
WANTED—Situation
ecary in
best of references given.
per

BY AUCTION.

Dr. Fillebrown will be absent the first of each
week as for two years past.
Dr. Bigelow will lie in attendance and make
examinations and appointments and render any
immediate service patients may require.
dtf
<wt3__

HAS

shall sell

Genteel Household Furniture

PORTLAND,

t

I

a

STREET,

octS

■

Mrs. Georgana Parker,
Oct. 7,
aged 36 years 0 months 13 days.
['funeral on Friday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock,
from No. 34 Spruce street.
In North Yarmouth, Mrs. Sarali H., widow of
the late Asa Dyer, formerly of Baldwin, aged 78
years 10 months.
In West Parsonsfleld, Sept, 14, Mrs. Mary Underwood. aged 60 years.

CONGRESS

free.aug25dtf

references. Will accept 87.00 per
Address L. W., Upper Gloucester, Maine.

Press Office.

—

over
Office hours 10 to 12 ami 2 to C.

Bookkeeper;

Best of

AND

Residence 610 CONGRESS ST.,

Lancaster Building,

in..

lVs story house, containing
open chamber, closets, pantries, Ac., good cellar.
Sebago water, &e. The lot has a frontage of 100
feet on Forest street; ample room for another
house lot.
The horse ears pass the street. This
is just the opportunity to purchase a nice, pleasant
home at a bargain, and stop paying house rent.
This sale was adjourned from Oct. 6th to above
ALBION HARMON,
date.
Adm'r of the Estate of Charles H. Jordan.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer..
dlw
ocG
of

REMOVED.

FURNISHING GOODS DEPARTMENT
we

609

our re-

In our

perfection.

BY AUCTION.

MONDAY. Oct. 12. at 3 p.
ON the
property No. 29 Forest street, consisting
G ttnbhed rooms,

Lyman F. Bigelow, B. M. D„

—

kept
who have labored
taining the CUTTERS and SKILLED WORKMEN
with

Administrator’sSale of Real Estate
;

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

600

graduate of

position

ISriggs

No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
83r“All business relating to Patents promptly
aiiu faithfully
jul2utf
executed._

—

MALUM.

AUCTION

DR. OSCAR B. BRANN

young lady
BOOKKEEPER—A
Bryant & Stratton’s Business College, wants
single and double
as

CAR DN.

—OF—

Building,

phaeton

a

grades.

Herbert O.

JD 1 corning top buggy, brewster spring; 1 conand harness, 4
cord wagon, 1 pony with
2nd liana phaetons, 4 2nd hand sleighs. 4 general
single harness, 2 sets double harness, 1 2 horse
truck sled, 1 standing top carryall. The above
will lie sold at low prices at FERNALD & SAW8-2
YER'S stable, G97 Congress St.

prescription business;
Addi ess stating pay given

In

Ivio

situation as

young man,
best of references given. Apply to
BY
UOX 22. Old Orchard.
oct8dlw

a

DEATHS.

100

PortIuud]as Follows:

Trains will leave

_

I

THREE RACES.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY CO.

■

given particular attention in selecting stylish and well made garments at medium
prices, which will meet the popular demand of the public.
Also, my stock of Worsted Suits in Sacks and Four Button Cutaway Frocks is the largest
to be found in the State. My Boys’ and Children’s Department is now complete, consisting
of stylish Garments from 4 to 17 years. In fact, my entire stock surpasses any previous
eflort and must be seen to be appreciated.

John Peering.
Of 13th Me. Volunteers.

At 10 a. in.—Independent race between Frank
A., Skedaddle and Peanut for a purse of $60.
At 2 p. in.—Race for all horses owned within the
limits of the society for a purse of $25.
At 2.30 p. in.—Free-for-all for a purse of $60.
Enough horses are entered in each race to make
them of much interest. The afternoon races are
the regular second day races which were postponed on account of ram Tuesday. Parade of
family horses at 1.30 p.m.
PER ORDER.
octodlt

A

I have

Maine.
On Thursday, Oct. 1st, Mrs. Charles E. Moultoi
Auburn, Vice President of the Woman’s Stat
Relief Corps, assisted by Mrs. Mary H. Donhan
President of Burnside Relief Corps of Auburn, or
ganized Charles A. Thompson Relief Corps, No
28, at Springfield, Me. The work of organiziui ;
was performed In the afternoon, and the followini
officers were publicly installed by the State Vlci !
President in the evening:
President—Mrs. G. M. Butterfield.
Vice President—Mrs. C. F. Weick.
Chaplain—Mrs. N. H. Judkins.
Secretary—Mrs. J. C. Clark.
Treasurer—Mrs. Lizzie Hale.
Conductor—Mrs. George Shepherd.
Guard—Mrs. C. Stevens.
Past President—Miss Lura V. Lewis.

_.1

also a COMPLETE LINE OF GENTS’ FURNISHINGS.

_

of

■■■

medium;

and

FINE

IN

dlt

oct8

all that could be desired.
Tonight there should be a large turnout to set
“Phyllis Denohr.”

The first performance will be given by the Ideal
on Friday night, when one of the prettiest, mos
elegantly costumed and most tuneful operasGlralda—will be presented. All those who desir
to exchange course tickets for the “Bohemia
Girl” for “Glralda” can do so by applying at Mr

our

filNES BROTHERS.

was

A

I

Men s, Youins, soys ana unnaren s wings ana uvercoais

We have about 300 odd Turkey Red
Napkins warranted fast color, which we
shall sell out at only 5 cents each.

Lowood Is not a fanciful creation in her hands bu
real person with whose sorrows we have sym
pathised|and whose courage we have applauded
whose wrongs and trials we have lamented and ir
a
Mr. Learock
whose joy we have rejoiced.
Lord Rochester, gave a fitting assistance to Mis:
The oth
Thompson and was very well received.
The music by th
er characters were well taken.

■

ThornasFillebrown.M.D., D. M. 0,

Night Dresses at 50 Cents.
75 ets. Pair.
Blankets,

During

■ ■

A ■

81 ets.
at the Old Stand, Lancas$1.00. Will Continue Business

50 Dozen

a

IDEAL

■

■

■

»

HASKELL & JONES,

We have a lot of sample W'hite Skirts,
Drawers and Corset Covers, which we
shall never duplicate and are to sell
them To-Day at a special sale. Also

Charlotte Thompson appeared at Portlam !
Theatre last night in her remarkable personatioi 1
of Jane Eyre, supported by Mr. George F. Lea
In the beginning w
rock, and a good company.
Reed’
see the unhappy orphan, at her Aunt
home, where, since the death of her uncle, sir
has been tyrannized over, badgered, and torment
ed, until her indomitable, but naturally gentl !
spirit has become fierce, almost savage, as sir
finally turns at bay on her persecutors. Finel;
contrasted with this scene is that in which is man
fested her love and devotion for her uncle in whicl
she display a wealth of tender and holy affections
Later come the scenes with Lord Rochester am l
perhaps in no personation does Miss Thompsoi
more fully demonstrate her power to master ant
represent the most subtle and unusual combina
tion of characteristics. She develops, unifies am i
colors the author’s conception in the broades
The whole impersona
scope of her imagination.
tion dwells in the memory, and the orphan o

orchestra

-.

..

_

announcing to my customers and the public that my Fall Stock is now ready, Consisting ot

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

We have just received one case of
Gents’ heavy all Wool Blue Ribbed
Shirts and Drawers, formerly sold at
$2.00, to be offered this week at retail,
at only $1.25 each. They are a good
thing for cold weather.

JANE EYRE.

or

amount of the

1110

the programme last evening was interpreted witt
the same marvellous shading, the same rich col
oring that has made a Thomas orchestra synony
mous with perfection.
been
The “Freischutz” overture has
playet
here several times and all its melodious beautie:
were given with added delicacy add strength. Tin
Schumann symphony was full of the poesy oi
the composer,'the larghetto being especially live
ly while the two allegro movements were full o
vigor. Perhaps the Beethoven quartette, foi
string orchestra, charmed as much as anything oi
the programme with its light
tripping danci
measures at the beginning, followed
by wha
might aptlv be termed a stirring march move
ment, and closing with a song moving the hearers
almost to tears with its pathos. Messrs. Oesterli
and Schreurs delighted with their flute and clario
net obligatos in the odd Saint Saens’ taratUelle ■
while the Rubenstein bal costume was most enjoy
able In its first three numbers.
Miss Juch’s beautiful voice as ever, more thai
satisfied all her listeners and she was heartily en
cored. Mr. Paulet did not make any other im
pression than that it seemed unfortunate In ;
should have travelled so far.

the above

road will leave Portland as follows: For Quebec,
Montreal and West, 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 7.06 a.
in., 1.16 and 5.20 p. m.; mixed train for Gorham
and intermediate stations 7.20 a. m. and 4.00 p.m
PORTLAND &

as a

an nuu wmc uuuci

I take pleasnre in

NEW

leader stamps itself upor

skill of Mr. Thomas

Woman’s

Railway.

Monday trains

luminating power is
In regard to the concert the pressure on our
The |new orchestracolumns compels brevity.
its numbersor new in respect to many of
•hows few, if any, signs of weakness as compared
The wonderful power anc
with its predecessors.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

FALL

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias Steamboat Company.
STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at 11.00 p. m. after arrival of night train from Boston, for Rockland, Cnxtine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South W'e*t Harbor, Bar Harbor,
Millbridgc, Jonesport nn.l Machinxport;
or parties for last three named points desiring to
do so can proceed by rail to Mt. Desert Ferry
on night steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor by Ferry Boat and counect with the Richmond there, as It does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry
on Eastward trips.
RETURNING: Leaves Macliiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
Ferry, and there connecting with trains for Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all landings and
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
Limited Ticket*, first and second clans, for
all point* in the Provinces on sale nt reduced rate*.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
oct8dtf
Portland, October 8.1886.

___

CTT FARRINGTON’S

j

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

j

advertisements.

new

NEW' ADVERTISEMENTS.

road neither the city council nor the citizens of
Portland will allow a new mortgage to be put upIn response to a question from
on the property.
and
Deering as to what was to prevent the
Mayor
Fessenden
What
Ex-Mayor
directors of the road elected by the city council
from mortgagiugtheproperty,Judge Symonds said
Others Think About It.
that lie was more willing to trust the city than to
trust this new method in which he thought there
A reporter for the Press called yesterday upon ; were ways of taking the road from the control of
In other words he said that he had
several of the w ell known citizens of Portland [ the city.
rather leave the possibility of the city’s surrenderand asked them what they thought of the new :
of its own property than to leave
the
control
ing
plan offered by the committee of the second mort- the probability of the city’s losing its interest in
of the Ogdensburg road and
this property.
gage bondholders
Mr. Putnam regarded the matter of securing
published iu yesterday’s issue of the Press.
the city’s control of the road as a mere matter <u
lix-Mayor Fessenden considered the plan of
detail under either plan, and also did not attach
toreclosure far better for the interests of the city i importance to the mortgage of $350,000, which
in his
could be put m such shape as not to
than the scheme published yesterday morningj affect opinion
the interest of the city. In Mr. Putnam’s
He did not think that the City Council had any I belief the
city will not control the road for live
right to adopt any scheme that will dimiuisli the years under any plan. The control is likely to be
! lost
through the issue of bonds to raise money for
city’s property in the road by letting in other
the road. It did not seem to Mr. Putparties to share in that property unless those extending
nam that the city was in a position to look solely
parties had a legal right to come in. which they after its own interest any more than a mail who
owns thirty-three sixty-fourths of a ship.
could not have under the foreclosure plan. The
Mr. Noyes explained his position as a representcity is acting in this matter in the capacity of a ative of
the city in favor of the plan for voluntary
trustee, and by following out the new scheme, in- re-organization. He said that lie favored that
an
plan because by it the city would receive
stead of the foreclosure, would 1« dividing this
immediate income. A large proportion of the
m
property with others, which a trustee has no
mature
will
to
$800,000
city’s debt, amounting
1887 when this sum can be refunded at a conright to do.
will
be
The
of
interest.
rate
city
siderable less
Another point made by Gen. Fessenden was
obliged to make heavy expenditures on its streets
that the city, under its present organization, has
and sewers during the next few years and every
a majority of the stock and bonds of the road,
dollar counts so that money received now will be
worth more to the city than in ten years from now
and yet only a little while ago a minority of holdwhen the rel unding of the $800,000 of the debt
ers of these same bonds forced a foreclosure on
will have reduced the expenditures.
Mr. Putnam instanced the steadily increasing
tlie road, which the city was compelled to join iu
local traffic of the Portland & Ogdensburg as a
in order to protect its interests. Now suppose a
Gen.
of the coming prosperity of the road.
proof
new mortgage shall be made, the city holding
Anderson did not think that the road’s through
business has been profitable and stated that it
a majority as before, if the interest on these new
had been continued out of deference to the wishes
bonds is not paid what Is to prevent the minority
•f Portland people.
holders from forcing a foreclosure and thus get
There was some discussion as to the attitude of
the control of the road out of the hands of the
the unsecured creditors towards the plan of volMr. Putnam stated that
untary reorganization.
city?
he knew of one firm In Boston who hold a $10,000
President Woodbury of the Flour Dealers’
note of the road's and are willing to take anything they can get it, and other creditors have exAssociation, of the firm of Woodbury & Latham,
pressed tneir willingness to accede to any plan
said lie was of the same opiuion as last spring,
which may be adopted.
that the city should hold on to its control of the
On motion of Mr. Putnam it was voted that the
It is proposed
committee complete their plan.
road anil keep open a direct line to the West.
to
have the holders of second mortgage bonds
Messrs. Thomas Shaw and M. F. Hammond, of
other than the city, sign an agreement to accept
Shaw, Hammond & Carney, were opposed to any
the plan as finally reported.
The meeting then
plan but the foreclosure plan.
adjourned.
Hon. H. H. Burgess said the firm of Burgess,
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Fobes & Co. took the same view of the matter.
Mr. Charles J. Chapman saw no occasion to
THE THOMAS CONCERT.
change his opinion. He had the same view now
The Stockbridge course of entertainments
that was published in the Press lately as coming
opened most brilliantly at City Hail last evening
from iiim.
the full capacity of the apartment being severely
Many other merchants were seen who had a tested. The incandescent lights were used foi
delicacy about seeing their names in print, seven the first time, but, while excellent as far as they
out of ten of whom were opposed to any plan but
go, will need many additions before sufficient ilthat of the foreclosure.
obtained.
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LOT

Children’s Cloakings
We offer a small Lot of Cloakings left
last season, all good styles, at the
low price of $1.50 a yard, former price
^3.00, Just the material for Children’s Winter Cloaks.
irom

Millett & Little.
oc
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